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Abstract
At present a large number of fluid dynamics applications are found in aerospace,
civil and automotive engineering, as well as medical related fields. In many applications the flow field is turbulent and the computational modelling of such flows
remains a difficult task. To resolve all turbulent flow phenomena for flow problems
where turbulence is of key interest is a priori not feasible in a Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) investigation with a conventional mesh. The use of a Dynamic
Grid Adaptation (DGA) algorithm in a turbulent unsteady flow field is an appealing technique which can reduce the computational costs of a CFD investigation. A
refinement of the numerical domain with a DGA algorithm requires reliable criteria
for mesh refinement which reflect the complex flow processes. At present not much
work has been done to obtain reliable refinement criteria for turbulent unsteady
flow.
The purpose of the work presented in this thesis is to use both a DGA algorithm
and Large Eddy Simulation (LES) turbulence model for predicting turbulent unsteady flow. The criteria for mesh refinement used in this work are derived from the
equation for turbulent viscosity in the LES turbulence model. By using a modification to the turbulent viscosity as a refinement variable there is a link between both
DGA algorithm and turbulence model. The smaller scale turbulence is modelled
via the LES turbulence model, while the larger scales are resolved.
In comparison with the simulations using a conventional mesh, substantial reduction in mesh size has been obtained with the use of a DGA algorithm. The
reduction in mesh size is obtained without a decay in the quality of the prediction.
It is shown that the use of a DGA algorithm in the context of turbulence modelling
is a suitable tool which can be used as a next step in an attempattempt to resolve
turbulence more realistically.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Motivation

It was the Italian Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) who first emphasized the direct
study of fluid mechanics in its many aspects. Leonardo's hydraulic observations
extended to the detailed characteristics of jets, waves, and eddies, not to mention
the flight of birds and comparable facets of essentially every other field of knowledge.
Since that time he has been considered to be one of the first pioneers in the field
of fluid mechanics. Further contribution to the field of fluid mechanics was made
three centuries later with the mathematical work of Navier, Poisson, Saint-Venant
and Stokes who described the fundamental motions of fluid. Their mathematical
equations were an extension of Newton's 2nd law applied to fluids and are still known
as the governing equations. Experimental and mathematical work on turbulent flow
has been done by Helmholtz, Kelvin, Rayleigh and Reynolds who investigated the
issue of instability of a fluid flow. In an experimental investigation Reynolds [511
discovered that the stability of a flow is governed by a dimensionless number which is
nowadays widely known as the Reynolds number. In the hundred years that followed
Reynolds's seminal investigation of fluid instabilities there developed a substantial
body of literature on the subject of fluid instability and non-uniqueness of a flow
field. This included not only work in the mathematical field but also a large body
of work in the engineering, physics, astrophysics, oceanographic and meteorological
disciplines. People like Lin [33], Chandrasekhar [101, Joseph 128], Drazin & Reid
[141,Gorman & Swinney [21] have contributed much to the
various aspects of the
theory of fluid stability.
At present, a large number of scientific applications are found in aerospace,civil
and automotive engineering, as well as medicallyýrelated fields. In many industrial
applications the flow field is turbulent. The lack of understanding of turbulence
still remains a key problem. The notion of turbulence is generally accepted and
its meaning is associated with a chaotic or restless character of the fluid. However,
an analytical, mathematical description of turbulence is still not apparent and as a
consequencemathematical algorithms have shown to be non-universal in predicting
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turbulent flow motions.
It is the increase of computer power in the last decade which has allowed reflow.
investigating
turbulent
to
means
of
methods
as
a
new
use
numerical
searchers
The scienceof replacing the governing equations of flaid flow with discretised equations and to solve these equations at discrete points in time and space is called
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). To apply the CFD techniques to a specific
flow problem a so-called mesh is required. The mesh is a numerical representation of
the geometry, containing the boundaries of the flow domain as well a finite number
of discrete points, called nodes, at which the discretised equations are solved. The
use of CFD has been a big step forward in making flow predictions useful in the
design of industrial products where turbulence is of major interest. Nevertheless,
even with the affordable computers available nowadays, numerical flow predictions
are time-consuming and the flow prediction strongly relies on the configuration of
the numerical algorithm as well the mesh resolution. A high mesh resolution, i. e.
using relatively large number of nodes, throughout the numerical domain should
improve the flow prediction but leads to an excessive demand for computational
power. Conversely a low mesh resolution will reduce the computational costs but
the flow prediction will be dominated by all sorts of numerical errors. In many flows
where turbulence is of key interest the calculation time is mainly determined by the
number of nodes utilised in the mesh. A well-designed mesh is necessaryto minimize calculation time and to improve the accuracy of the flow prediction. In such
a mesh a high resolution will be used in the region where complex flow phenomena
are expected while a lower resolution should be maintained in the regions where the
flow is expected to remain laminar.
For flow problems where turbulence is of key interest the mesh resolution required to resolve all flow phenomena is a priori not feasible. To combat the lack in
resolving flow detail, turbulence models are applied additional to the discretised governing equations. The difficulty in modelling turbulence lies mainly in the complex
velocity patterns associated with it. As a consequence,a wide range of deterministic concepts for modelling turbulence have been developed during the last decades.
Such models are commonly distinguished by the adopted averaging method, space
or time averaging respectively. The need for such deterministic models is apparent
in flows which are dominated by convection where a high Reynolds number exists.
For flows dominated by diffusion no complex velocity field is apparent and consequently all flow features can be predicted without a turbulence model; simulations
of this type are commonly called Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS).
In a turbulent unsteady flow field, which requires the use of a turbulence model,
a good mesh design is important to resolve most of the flow phenomena. However,
the criteria for good mesh design at one instant can cause conflict subsequently.
Regions which are characterised by a high turbulent intensity at some point daring
the simulation require a high mesh resolution. However, as the simulation progresses
these regions can lose their significance and consequently the nodes allocated in these
regions become redundant.

An appealing approach for reducing computational
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Adaptation
(DGA)
Grid
Dynamic
in
is
the
algorithm
such
situations
use
of
a
costs
whereby the flow field is monitored throughout the simulation. Based on some predefined criteria for mesh refinement the mesh is continuously improved while the
simulation is progressing.
The use of a DGA algorithm in a turbulent unsteady flow field is attractive
in reducing the computational costs of a CFD investigation. -However, important
work has to be done to determine reliable criteria for mesh refinement which reflect
the complex flow processes.- It is hoped that a wen-posed mesh refinement method
will be a step forward in a more solver and mesh independent CFD process which
enables the CFD user to obtain reliable flow predictions without a priori knowledge
of the flow field.

1.2

Aims

In this work numerical simulations of a turbulent unsteady flow using an incompressible CFD solver together with both a DGA algorithm and a turbulence model
are carried out. The purpose of the work is to use these means to predict turbulent
unsteady flow. The specific aims of this work are as follows:
" To establish a method for modelling turbulent unsteady flow where the large
turbulent eddies are captured by a DGA algorithm and resolved by the mesh
itself while smaller turbulent eddies are modelled with a LES turbulence
model.
" To determine a proper DGA refinement variable for an unsteady turbulent
flow field.
" To investigate the mesh requirements for turbulent unsteady flow and the
sensitivity towards mesh resolution and flow solver.
" To gain a further insight into flows where turbulence is a key flow feature.
In this work the CFD code REACFLOW has been used. This code has adopted
the projection method in the solution procedure and uses a triangular mesh.
The turbulence modelling is accomplished by means of Large Eddy Simulation
(LES) rather than turbulence models based on Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) equations becausethe inherent averaging is inadequate for
unsteady flows
and the method does not utilise the potential of finer grids to enhance the resolution
of turbulent quantities. Similar in spirit to DNS, LES is based on simulating the
turbulent fluctuations that can be resolved by the mesh as an integral part of the
flow solution. Only turbulent fluctuations with a length scale smaller than the mesh
spacing are modelled. Instead of an averaging procedure as in RANS, a Sub Grid
Scale (SGS) model is introduced to account for the turbulent motion too small
to be captured by the mesh resolution. In addition to the possibilities for more
accurate simulation of turbulent flows, LES also offers the advantage of producing
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more information about the flow field as no averaging procedure is applied to large
scale turbulent structures.
The triangular mesh as used in the REACFLOW code puts extra complexity
on the determination of the length of the SGS scales. For this reason the definition
of length scale in the LES turbulence model has to be considered. A substantial
part of this work will focus on the determination of a suitable length scale for a
triangular mesh.
The determination of an appropriate refinement variable to approximate the
need for additional mesh refinement heavily relies on the physical problem investigated. Vridelyýused refinement variables in this respect are the density, pressure
and velocity gradients. However, the discretisation error describing the deviation
from the analytical solution of the set of differential equations is not directly accessible. Therefore the refinement variable is a compromise of the quality of the error
indication and the computational compleuxityof the refinement variable.
The refinement variable used in this work is derived from the equation for turbulent viscosity in the LES turbulence model. By using a modification to the turbulent
viscosity as a refinement variable there is a link between both DGA algorithm and
turbulence model. The smaller scale turbulence is modelled via the LES turbulence
model, while the larger scalesare resolved in an explicit way by increasing the mesh
resolution.
To validate the proposed method a turbulent unsteady flow has to be selected.
A type of flow which is considered to be a challenging test case for CFD is the
vortex shedding behind a circular cylinder in the sub-critical flow regime. The
flow separates from the cylinder in the laminar mode and a transition takes place
to turbulent flow conditions in the shear layers. The phenomenon of transition
which is apparent in this kind of flow is subtle and requires a suitable turbulence
model as well as a reasonably complex mesh. Results obtained from the numerical
simulations are validated by comparing the data of an experimental study carried
out by Cantwell & Coles [91of the flow in a near wake behind a circular cylinder at
a Reynolds number of 1.4.10's.

IL.3

Outline

of the thesis

Figure 1.1 presents a schematic outline of the thesis. The central part of this
thesis is formed by section 2.4 and chapter 3. Section 2.4 describes the objectives
of this work and the novelty which lies in the proposed work. In chapter 3 an
overview is given of the CFD code REACFLOW and the code development which
has been done as part of this work. An overview of the relevant literature is given in
chapter 2. The literature review covers three areas which are: numerical methods
for solving the governing equations, turbulence and turbulence modelling and DGA
methods for unsteady CFD flows. In chapter 4 the results of the CFD simulations
are presented. The first section presents the result obtained from simulations with
a conventional mesh and gives a validation of the length scale definition for the
10
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Pigure 1.1: Structure of the proposed method for modelling unsteady turbulent flow
and validation of the method.

LES turbulence model best suited for a triangular mesh. In the secondsection
the results for simulationswith DGA algorithm are presentedand comparedwith
experimentaldata from Cantwell & Coles [9]. The results chapter is followed by
a generaldiscussionpresentedin chapter 5. It is here that the author gives his
opinionsand explanationsfor the wide variety of flow phenomenadiscoveredin this
of the flow prediction are explained generating
work. Strengths and weaknesses
new questionsfor further research.Previously published work is usedto discover
trends in the flow field and to exposethe mechanismsby which vortex shedding
takes place. Somequestionswill remain unansweredand limitations in the data
availabledo restrict the author to validate every aspectof the analysis. However,
it is the purpose of this work to bring new light to the phenomenonof vortex
sheddingeven if this gives rise to new questions. In chapter 6 the conclusionsof
this work are highlighted. Finally suggestionsfor obtaining improved results and
recommendationsfor further researchare presentedin chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Background and literature

review
The prediction of an unsteady turbulent flow field is despite intensive research still
considered to be a difficult task. The limited successof modelling a turbulent flow
field reflects the lack of understanding of turbulence as a physical phenomenon.
Investigating turbulence mechanisms by means of a numerical study requires the
discretised version of the governing equations to be resolved. Despite significant
growth in computer power, computational requirements for predicting flows where
turbulence is a key interest can not be fulfilled at present. As a consequence,a wide
range of concepts for modelling turbulence have been presented in recent decades. It
has already been mentioned that an appealing approach for reducing computational
costs in a numerical study is the use of DGA, whereby the mesh adapts to flow field.
The present work has focused on the governing equations, turbulence modelling and
DGA. In this chapter a review will be given of the work done in these areas.

2.1

Solving the governing equations

The basic equations of fluid dynamics are the continuity, momentum and energy
equations. They are the mathematical statements of three fundamental physical
principles upon which all fluid dynamics is based.

2.1.1

Governing

equations

Conservation of mass
The mathematical notation for conservation of mass is shown in equation 2.1.
Op

(Pui)
+0
oxi
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Conservation

of momentum

Conservation of momentum is obtained for a general linear viscous fluid by substituting the stress relations into Newton's 2nd law. It states that the net force on the
fluid element is the product of its mass and the acceleration of the element.
This equation is known as the Navier-Stokes equation. Equation 2.2 expresses
this:

(Puiuj)
(Pui)
+a
&
Oxi

OP
02Ui
ý 7X_
_j+ fSOXj8Xj + Pgi

(2.2)

The left hand side of equation 2.2 contains the convection terms including the
non-linear advection terms, while the right hand side contains the pressure, viscous
and gravitational terms. A flow problem which is dominated by the advective
terms is called turbulent, while a laminar type of flow is dominated by the viscous
terms. A measure for the ratio between advective and viscous terms is given by the
Reynolds number. The Reynolds number describes the ratio of the inertial forces
to the viscous forces and is given by the following formula:
Re =

puD

(2.3)
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where p is the fluid density, 14is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, u is the uniform
upstream velocity and D is the characteristic length.
Conservation

of energy

The 18*law of thermodynamics when applied to a moving fluid element states that;
the rate of change of energy inside a fluid element is equal to the net flux of heat
into the element plus the rate of work done on the element. The energy equation is
written as used in the REACFLOW code.
(pei)

at

2.1.2

Important

0 (pujei)

+

5x;
xi

k

92T

oxjxj

of numerical

consideration

(2.4)

methods

For the solution of realistic problems, one is forced to consider approximate solution methods. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is the science of replacing the
governing equations of fluid flow with discretised equations and solving these equatiOns at discrete points in time and space. The three principal numerical methods
are the Finite Difference Method (FDM), the Finite Element Method (FEM) and
the Finite Volume Method (FVM), were FVM is the method used in this work.
The FVM approach is as an integral technique applied to the conservative forms of
the governing equations and can be considered as a hybrid, lying between classical
FDM and FEM. From a finite element perspective the FVM approach can be considered as a special caseof the method of weighted residuals, in which the weighting
function is chosen to be unity over a control volume and zero everywhere else.
An example of a FVM notation is shown in equation 2.5. The first integral
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represent the integration over a volume and the terms within the surface integral
represent the mass flow through the bounding surface of the volume in a direction
perpendicular to the surface.
f

qpOn
(p1t) e d-1-9
+i
=0
at
sA

(2.5)

The integration method over a volume guarantees that the basic quantities of
mass, momentum and energy will remain conserved in the discrete representation
of the equations. In addition, the integral approach provides a more intuitive association between the physical processesoccurring across the bounding surfaces of a
volume and the governing equations.
In order to solve the discretised equations using any of the above numerical
methods, it is necessaryto consider a number of numerical aspects.
" Time integration
" Pressure coupling
" Discrete field representation
" Upwinding schemes
Time integration

Many fluid flow problems have a time dependent or transient
behaviour. It is therefore necessary to generate FVM formulations as functions of
time. The solution algorithm for a transient flow analysis can be categorised as
being either explicit or implicit. In the explicit formulation, the dependent variable
at the new step is obtained from known values at the previous time step. This is a
direct solution on the control volumes. In the implicit formulation, the dependent
variable at the new step is most often calculated from both values at the previous
time step and unknown quantities at the new time step via an iterative process.
The explicit solver is simple and fast. However, as the unknown value of the flow
variable can be calculated from a single equation, it is only conditionally stable. The
integration may become unstable when the time step is too large for the flow field
leading to oscillations in the numerical method which gradually grow as the solution
Proceeds. The requirements for stability are described in terms of maximum values
for the Fourier constant and Courant Friedrichs Levy (CFL) constant. The Fourier
constant is a stability indicator for the diffusion terms, while the CFL number is
an indicator for the convection terms. The implicit method, however, is much more
stable as its stability is not governed by the size of time steps, but it requires more
computational time compared to the explicit solution due to the fact that a set
of simultaneous equations has to be solved to find the unknown values of the flow
variable.
One of the terms to be modelled within the momentum equaPressure coupling
tion is the pressure derivative. For the momentum equation, once integrated, this
14

Finite Volume Method

Finite Difference Method

GFid-b&wd Control Volume

Grid-based Control Volume

dII
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Cell-centred

Control Volume

Figure 2.1: Subdivision of Domain.
takes the form of.
QPQI.
IPQI.
+-)

(2.6)

The terms within the square brackets represent values on the faces of the control
face.
The
Q
the
the
the
to
area
of
cell
and
represents
x-axis
volume perpendicular
discretisation of these terms causesa particular problem related to the generation of
known
boarding.
as
chequer
colloquially
physically unrealistic pressure oscillations,
Consider the situation where all dependent variables are stored at the cell centred
linear
Then
face
interpolation.
is
the
on
using
obtained
at
a
cell
node and
pressure
a uniform cartesian grid the above equation becomes:
(pi+I, j + pi, j) Q-I
-[I 22
Clearly the contribution

(Pij + Pi-I, j)

(2.7)

from the pressure stored at the actual node will cancel

out and therefore the pressure can take on any vaJue without affecting the velocity at
the same node. Pressure decoupling of this sort results in an unrealistic pressure field
typically showing a series of wiggles in a chequer board style, hence the colloquial
name. The most common method for overcoming the problem in low speed flows is
the concept of staggering the storage locations of the velocity components from the
pressure.

Discrete

field representation
In a FVM procedure the numerical domain is
subdivided into a number of control volumes. The integral forms of the transport
equations are then applied to each control volume. The two principal methods
for defining the boundaries of the control volumes and the locations of the nodes
within are grid-based and cell-centered control volumes, as shown in figure 2.1. The
cell-centered control volumes are usually referred to as elements and in a numerical
domain used for CFD purposes both grid-based control volumes and elements are
locations
the
to
of the velocity component from the pressure. Due to
stagger
used
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the integral forms of the governing equations, control volumes have no restrictions
on size and shape.
In the classical finite difference approach, the numerical domain is also subdivided into grid-based and cell-centered control volumes. The differential forms of
the governing equations require the control volumes to be defined in terms of Ox,
Oy and Oz. These requirements lead to substantial drawbacks for complex geometries and very often necessitate the use of a transformation technique which maps
the numerical domain to a logical domain. As a consequence,the grid used in the
FDM is structured while in the FVM an unstructured grid is utilised that can deal
with complex geometries comparatively easily and this is preferable for most CFD
problems.
Upwinding

schemes The governing equations as presented in section 2.1 require a numerical schemewhich models the propagation of the flow field in a physically correct manner. This includes the physical properties of fluid and also the
propagation of flow information. It is natural that a numerical scheme for solving
the equations is consistent with the velocity and direction with which information
propagates throughout the flow field. It is this problem which has controlled the
development of upwinding schemesin modern CFD. Upwinding schemes(or simply
upwinding) are designed to numerically simulate more properly the direction of the
propagation of information in a flow field along streamlines. As a result, if upwinding is carried out in a proper fashion, the calculation of sharp velocity gradients
with no spurious, calculation-induced oscillations is possible.
In the case of a first order numerical scheme the use of upwinding will show a
monotonic variation (no-oscillations) in the flow prediction. The direct application
of a second order numerical schemeleads the advection terms to be calculated more
accurately. However, the use of an upwinding scheme is not sufficient to maintain
monotonic variation in regions where steep gradients exist and consequently a solution can become unstable. Such instability is inevitable in flow regions where
convection is strong compared to diffusion. This instability appears in the solution
variable and the numerical solution suffers from oscillatory errors. To remedy nonphysical oscillations, a local gradient limiter is required. The concept of non-linear
limiters is introduced by Boris & Book [6] and Van Leer [301and later generalized
via the important concept of Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) schemes introduced by Harten [231,whereby the variation of the numerical solution is controlled
in a non-linear way, such as to forbid the appearance of any new extremum. The
gradient limiter is aimed to hold the TVD criteria with respect to time. A scheme
is said to be TVD with respect to time if the total variation for the new time step
is smaller than that for the previous one, where the total variation of a discretised
fimction a on a mesh is defined as TV (a) = E,?
Jaj+j - aj 1, where the sub=O-Oo
scripts j stands for the nodal location. The local gradient limitation necessarily
implies that second order spatial accuracy is lost in the vicinity of a steep gradient.
The relative importance of this effect depends also on the choice made for the lim16

iting function. The most widely known flux limiters are the minmod limiter, the
Osher-Chakravarthy limiter and the superbee limiter. The minmod limiter is the
most diffusive one, but possibly yields the more robust numerical solutions, whereas
the superbee limiter yields sharper profiles near discontinuities, but is more weak.

2.2

Turbulence

The modelling of turbulence still remains, a -hugely difficult task and numerical
methods as discussed in the previous section have shown to be too time-consuming
and inefficient to capture all the complex, associated flow motions. As a consequence
a wide range of deterministic concepts for modelling turbulence have been evolved
over the last fifty years. Turbulence models are aimed at accounting for the effect
of turbulent flow motions on the flow field and are commonly distinguished by the
adopted averaging method, which is either space or time averaging. Most models
are based on the eddy viscosity concept, where an additional viscosity pt varies in
time and space to account for the turbulent activity in the flow field. The necessity
of such deterministic models is apparent in flows which are dominated by convection
where a high Reynolds number is maintained. For flows dominated by diffusion no
complex velocity field is apparent and consequently all flow features can be predicted
without a turbulence model.
Physics of turbulence
It is difficult to agree on a definition of turbulence. Certainly, it is the broad
spectrum of vortices that is one of the characteristics of turbulence and the motions
observed can be treated as a series of vortices with different geometric scales. The
kinetic energy in the vortices is transported from the larger to the smaller with the
mean flow providing energy to the large vortices which is dissipated in the smaller.
Vortices are generally anisotropic, i. e. intensity varies in each direction. Some flows
can be idealised as isotropic, but usually only very small vortices can be modelled
with some accuracy.
Turbulence originates from instabilities in the flow field which are associatedwith
the convective terms of the Navier-Stokes equations. The phenomenon of turbulence
is commonly associated with high Reynolds numbers and it is widely accepted that
turbulence is 3-dimensional [25], even when the mean flow is predominantly 1- or
2-dimensional.
Another characteristic of turbulence is diflusivity; a rapid mbdng of momentum,
heat and mass is typical for turbulent flows. This can be seen in so-called coherent
structures in the turbulent flow. Coherent structures can be observed because of
their strong cohesion and their distinct geometrical properties which characterise
regions of high dissipation or large vorticity. At present there is no universally
definition
for
the term coherent structure. The coherent structures are
upon
agreed
an important factor governing the macrocharacteristics of turbulent flows, like mass
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Figure 2.2: Velocity fluctuations, u consists of an average component U and a fluctuation component u.
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Figure 2.3: Energy spectrum for homogeneousturbulence.
and heat transfer and mbdng properties [181.

2.2.1

Turbulence

spectrum

A main characteristic of turbulence is the broad spectrum of vortices in the flow.
Vortices are sometimes called eddies and large eddies are associated with a low
frequency while small eddies are associated with a high frequency. Large eddies
are initiated by the mean flow and therefore the large scale size is related to the
characteristic dimension of the mean flow and the largest one is most often called
the integral scale. The smallest scales of turbulence are the Kolmogorov scales 17,
or 'inner' scales. These scales are related to the dissipation of turbulent energy, as
shown in equation 2.8:
(V3)14

(2.8)

17=

U3
6 S-, -T

(2.9)

Assuming the local production of turbulent energy is equal to the local turbulence
dissipation rate 1291,it can be stated that the Reynolds number is the ratio between
the integral-scale L and Kolmogorov scale q.
Every vortex scale can be linked to an amount of energy, which means the flow
energy is distributed along the different scales, for the vortex range established by
the Reynolds number. Figure 2.3 shows an energy spectrum of a typical turbulent
flow. The function E (f ) generally exhibits one or more low-wave number peaks
associated with the integral scales L of the problem. An inertial subrange, asso-
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nately, most predictions average the small motions of turbulence so that the small
scales cannot be observed in the mean flow any more.ýThe process of averaging is
a consequenceof the finite number of nodes and the finite time step. Consequently
no energy is represented by the small scalesand it is for this reason that turbulence
an
models have been developed in order to impose the effect of turbulence on the
flow.
Closure Problem
The comple3dty of modelling turbulence is formally stated in the number of unknown
parameters to the number of equations. This disparity in number between unknowns
and equations is known as the closure problem which can be illustrated by the
equations 2.10 to 2.12, which show the conservation equations for Newtonian fluids
for turbulent flow. Ui is the mean flow velocity and uý is the unresolved fluctuating
S
component.
oui
=0
oxi

(2.10)

2! ýi
=0
oxi

(2.11)
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(-pSij
ýýi
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+
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+
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-ýý,
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Ft
axj
Oxj

(2.12)

Mu,
2ý1)
Sii =1 i
+
Oxj
oxi

(2.13)

Equation 2.12 is the Reynolds equation of motion which on the right-hand side
contains the total mean stress tensor for turbulent flow. The contribution of turbulent motion to the mean stress tensor is called the Reynolds stress. Every direction
contains three Reynolds stresses, which means a total of nine Reynolds stresses
exist, as shown in matrix 2.14:
ulIuI I
rij

-P

Ul2Ull

f
U3UII

ýý11U
12 ýý11UI3
W2UI2
2UI3

(2.14)

U13UI2 U31UI3

Based on uý,uj' = ujuý there are six independent components of the Reynolds stress
S
tensor. Together with the unknown mean pressure j5 and the three mean velocity
for
four
U,
total
ten
a
of
unknowns
a three dimene3dst
components
with
equation
sional flow. The fundamental problem of classical turbulence modelling is to relate
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the six Reynolds stresses to the mean flow quantities, U and p, in some physical
plausible manner.
Correlation
Correlation gives information about velocity fluctuations at different points or times.,
Correlation coefficients indicate the scale and structure of turbulent motion and play
an important role in both theoretical and experimental studies of turbulence. For
two-velocity components the correlation coefficient is defined as shown in 2.15:

ýI
usuý

(2.15)

and the corresponding correlation coefficient is:
UýUý
R=- rUI2, s3rUI2
,

2.2.2

Direct Numerical

(2.16)

ij

Simulation

The ideal and potentially most accurate approach to turbulence simulation is to
solve the Navier-Stokes equations without averaging or approximation. Therefore,
all length and time scales which exist simultaneously in the flow field have to be
resolved by the numerical mesh for a realistic simulation. If successful in doing so,
the procedure is called a Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS). It is important to
recognize that the considered domain must be at least that of the largest turbulent
eddy; from a practical point of view this means that the linear dimension of the
domain must be at least a few times the integral scale L. On the other hand,
for a simulation to capture all of the dissipation, which occurs on the small scales
where viscosity is active, the grid must be no larger than the viscously-determined
Kolmogorov scale, t). For homogeneousturbulence, the simplest type of turbulence,
there is no reason to use anything other than a uniform grid. In this case, the
number of grid points in each direction must be at least zL; it is easily shown by
Tennekes & Lumley [571that this ratio is proportional to Re Since this number
.
of points must be employed in each of the three coordinate directions, and the time
step is related to the grid size, the cost of a simulation scales as Re3. This means
that DNS can be carried out only at moderate Reynolds numbers. For homogeneous
turbulent flows, the Reynolds number of interest must be based on the turbulent
velocity and the length scales. As these scales are typically an order -of magnitude
smaller then the corresponding macroscopic scale, the ability to compute flows with
turbulent Reynolds numbers allows DNS to reach only the low end of the range of
Reynolds numbers of engineering interest.
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Figure 2.4: Sketch of Large Scale field.

2.2.3

Large Eddy, Simulation

The space averaging method is commonly known as LES. The term space averaging refers to the implicit averaging which takes place as a consequenceof the
applied numerical method to the Navier-Stokes equation in which the small scale
The
finite
due
to
nodes.
of
a
number
velocity motions are unresolved or averaged
LES method separates the low frequency motions from the high frequent motions.
To take into account the high frequency motion of turbulence (small scales) in a
numerical simulation the LES method then estimates the effect of the small scales
while the larger scales are modelled by the mesh itself.
Recent research by Breuer [81,Ma et al. [391,Vall6s [631and Tutar & Holdo [601
has indicated that for the flow investigated in this thesis a space averaging turbulence model like LES is preferable.
Filtering
Real turbulent flow contains a very complex flow pattern in time and space. High
frequency motions can be observed in the flow by taking a set of data characterising
the flow at an instant. Numerical simulation of the flow win only predict the global
behaviour due to limited number of nodes, as shown in figure 2.4.- As a consequencei
there will be a filtering of the flow field. Using this concept the velocity u can be
filtered
is
the
U
into
U
two
or
grid
scale
velocity and
and
u'.
components,
separated
LES
The
is
is
the
modelling of the smaller scales
unresolved.
u'
subgrid value, which
is different from the time averaging method where none of the scales are calculated
directly and where the turbulence model is applied on the whole range of scales.
The mesh containing a finite number of nodes acts like a frequency filter. The
velocity can be filtered by using a convolution operator. The derived general spaceaverageis:
100
t
(2.17)
7(x) =G (x - x) f (x) dx'
The function G (x - x') is a weighting function which ascribes a weighting factor
to every value of xI, in which the total weighting of the interval is 1. The weighted
function is sometimes called the filter function and the two most commonly emfilter
Gaussian
functions
filter
'top-hat'
filter
'box-car'
the
the
are
or
and
ployed
[11.
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To obtain the space-averagedequations, all
Navier-Stokes equation
the terms are simply filtered or averaged. The filtered continuity and Navier-Stokes
equations can be written as:
Filtered

fti
oxi -0
(UFU-J)

O-Ui

5-t

+a

oxj

(2.18)
02

1 up

-P5 -Xi

+v

ui
oxjoxi

(2.19)

The over bar means a space-filtered, or averaged quantity. Mathematically each
term has been filtered by applying the rules of addition, differentiation to the convolution operator. The difficulty comes from the nonlinear term UTU-j.This term is
a product of the filtered and subgrid velocity, as shown in equations 2.20 and 2.21:
Ti-u--j= (ui + ut) - (iij + UJI)
s
+ Uý
Ujuj = Uiuj + ujuýiA+

um

(2.20)

(2.21)

The first term on the right hand side in equation 2.21 contains the filtered
velocity component and therefore this term can be resolved mathematically. The
last three terms contain subgrid velocities, and therefore have to be modelled. It
has to be mentioned that within space averaging the average fluctuation is non-zero
(W 76 0) and filtering a second time does not reproduce the original filtered field
ru 0 U). Consequently none of the terms in equation 2.21 can be neglected.
It is theoretically possible to resolve the first term of equation 2.21; this requires
the use of a Taylor series expansion in which this term, will be resolved partly, as
shown in equation 2.22 with A to be the smallest resolved scale:
A2
-ý gig
u j"j+

A 2uuj

-FT

(u-i-u, ui-u-,
ý,
gu,
(u=i-ui
uiui)
+
+
+:
'rij =
i)

(2.22)

(2.23)

e The first term on the right hand side of equation 2.23 can be computed explicitly from the filtered vector field; U, represents the interaction between two
resolved scale eddies to produce small scale turbulence. It has been called the

Leonardstressand, sometimes,the outscatter term.
The second term represents the interaction between the resolved scale eddies
and the unresolved small scale eddies. This term is also called the cross stress,
and represents the transfer of energy in either direction. On average the main
transfer of energy is from large scales to small scales. If energy is transfered
to the resolved scales, it is called backscatter.
The third term represents the interaction between two small scale eddies to
produce a large scale eddy. It produces energy transfer from the small to the
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large scales, and is also called the backscatter term.
The net energy transfer from the large scales to the small scales appears as an
energy loss from the large scales. For this reason the subgrid model should be
dissipative, although some energy flows in both directions. It has been estimated
that the gross energy transfer to the small scale is 1.5 times the net energy transfer
[18]. This means that about one third of the energy transferred to the small scales
is returned to the large scales. Ideally, subgrid models should represent the effect
of these energy transfers on the large scale motion.
In LES turbulence modelling the calculation of SGS is far from exact and the
uncertainty in the modelling defeats any attempt at precision. For this reason the
different terms are not modelled separately; instead the entire SGS Reynolds stress
is modeled as a single unit. The SGS Reynolds stress is a local average of the small
scale field and SGS models should therefore be based on the local velocity field.
Smagorinsky

model

The first LES model is that proposed by Smagorinsky [541,since then a wide range
of models have been proposed of which the most well known is the Dynamic model
proposed by Germano et al. 1191.In addition many models used in RANS calculations are modified and adapted as an SGS model [181. However, these more complex
models including the Dynamic model, are less robust and more sensitive to the mesh
being used 118]. These features can be a significant drawback in a numerical domain
where the mesh is continuously changing. Therefore, the Smagorinsky LES model
has been selected for this work. The model, proposed by Smagorinsky 154], is by
far the most commonly used LES model and and is widely used for flow behind a
bluff body [54] 18] 139][631[601.
ý
At high Reynolds numbers, the dissipation in a turbulent flow takes place at
very small scales while energy is introduced at the largest scales. Between these is a

regime in which there is neither significant production nor dissipation of turbulent
energy. In this inertial subrange, only inviscid mechanisms are active and energy is
transferred from large to small scales. Since it is the non-linear (advective) term in
the Navier-Stokes

equations that is responsible for the energy tran fer, the rate of
transfer to the small scales may be estimated as the magnitude of the contribution of
this term to the kinetic energy equation, which is 1 N"').
As the large energetic
2 OZI

scales supply the largest contribution to this term, the magnitude scales as:
U3

T

(2.24)

where U is a velocity scale for the energetic eddies and L is the integral scale of the
turbulence. The next assumption is that the largest subgrid scales are far removed
from the viscous scales. A repeat of the above argument then shows that:
u
6 ý-- E
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(2.25)

where u is a velocity typical of the subgrid scale field and A is the size of the
largest subgrid eddies, the length scale associated with the filter. In a large eddy
simulation, the large scales lose energy by transferring it to the subgrid scales. Rom
the point of view of the large scale eddies, this appears to be dissipation Le.: it is
energy lost never to be recovered. A model of the eddy viscosity type represents
this energy transfer as effective viscous dissipation. Since the model mostly effects
the smallest resolved scales (size A), the magnitude of the effective dissipation may
be estimated as:
VU2
* ý2

(2.26)

Equation 2.27 shows that the eddy viscosity must take the form:
Vt oc UA

(2.27)

which could have been derived via dimensional arguments. u can be found by using
equations 2.24 and 2.25 and substituting into equation 2.27 to obtain:
vtsd

UAIWL-i

(2.28)

Finally, estimating U as:
U; ýsLV(-Sij=Sij) =L 131

(2.29)

and inserting a model parameter to produce equality gives:
Vt = CS2AA US1131

(2.30)

The presence of the integral scale L in the formulation of eddy viscosity makes the
model difficult to use. Computing the integral scale, especially in inhomogeneous
flows, could require a great deal of effort. For this reason the substitution:

£JLI

(2.31)

is often used, leading to the usual form of the Smagorinsky model:
131
(C
A)2
l4t = 'o 8

(2.32)

1. = C. A

(2.33)

The spatial filter that is inherent in the LES equation
smears out the fluctuations
that are considerable smaller than the effective length scale 1,. A physical interpretation is that the subgrid scales are damped out by the eddy viscosity, which
depends on 1. and which is usually several orders of magnitude larger than the
Kolmogorov scale Yj to be modelled. In other words, one might presume that the
effective length scale 1. in the LES equation acts like the Kolmogorov scale Yjin the
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Navier-Stokes turbulence. In full analogy to the Kolmogorov scale q the effective
length scale 1. can be considered as a dissipation length in the LES model. However, in the LES 'fluid' 1. is a property of the specific LES 'fluid' and the turbulent
fluid
Newtonian
length
1,,
from
derived
is
the
the
scale
effective
while
viscosity
kinematic viscosity is the fluid property and the Kolmogorov scale Yjis derived from
the viscosity property.

The definition of the effectivelength scale1, relieson two variables;theseare the
SmagorinskyconstantC. and the subgrid length scaleA. The subgrid length scale
A indicatesthe smallestscalesbeing resolvedin the mesh,while C, determinesthe
amplitudeof the energyspectrum. Equation 2.34describesthe energyspectrumfor
homogeneous
turbulent flow in which the Kolmogorovconstanta is in the order of
1.5. Muschinski[461derivedan a-C. relationshipand provedthat for a dissipation
spectrumsimilar to Lilly's [31] cut-off model, C, is supposedto be of the order of
0.17to hold the energyspectrumfor homogeneous
turbulent flow.
acif -1

(2.34)

Ferziger [18] suggested that C. is more a parameter than a constant and concluded
that most of these derivations are truly valid only for isotropic turbulence. The
substitution used to produce the standard version of the Smagorinsky model may
A
function
C.,
but
is
true
that
the
constant
rather a
of L
mean
parameter,
not a
which is in turn a fimction of Reynolds numbers. This means the parameter C,
[181.
be
function
Reynolds
should
a
of
number
Flows affected by walls require a reduction of C., as a result of decreasing
vorticity. A known damping function is the Van Driest damping function used to
reduce the near-wall eddy viscosity. The Van Driest function describes the distance
to the wall in terms of wall-shear units. In this work a alternative version to the
Van Driest damping function has been used 112], as shown in equation 2.37. The
shear velocity u, is related to the wall shear stress -r. via
usually taken to be approximately 26 [151.
(x +)2
AT

Ddamp ý1

1. = C. ADdamp

A+ is a constant

(2.35)
(2.36)

yur
(2.37)
y+=
v
An alternative to the Van Driest function is to relate the viscosity to the subgridscale Reynolds number. Models like this are suggested by McMillan & Ferziger [441
and by Yakhot & Orszag 1701. However, as turbulence in the near-wall region
is of anisotropic nature, turbulence scales in the streammise direction can be ten
times the spanwise direction, which requires another definition of subgrid length
for
Suggestions
a subgrid length scale in the vicinity of the wall are made by
scale.
Ferziger 1181who suggested A
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Figure 2.5: Energy spectra for a fluid in the laminar and turbulent mode respectively. The transition from laminar to turbulent flow conditions is associated with
a transition from the laminar energy spectrum to the turbulent energy spectrum.

2.2.4

Transition

from laminar to turbulent

flow conditions

It is shown that the system of equations for incompressible fluid motions are nonlinear. The equations can be linearised and solved for equilibrium conditions; however, when non-equilibrium conditions prevail a unique solution does not exist anymore.
For fluid flows at sufficiently low Reynolds numbers a single stable solution exists
that is either stationary or periodic. Such system is called to be in the laminar
mode and will tend towards independence of the initial conditions. With increasing
Reynolds number a critical value is reached beyond which the solution becomes
unstable and new type of motions appear. A further increase of, the Reynolds
number will lead to irregular and chaotic flow motions both in time and space.
Nevertheless, in principle the system is still deterministic and governed by the same
equations as in the lamin mode. It is a consequenceof the systems non-linearity
that the governing equations can have a solution so complex as not to look like the
result of a deterministic process.
The onset of turbulence in a fluid at sufficiently high Reynolds number is normally preceded by the appearance of instabilities, the precise nature of which will
depend on the geometry involved. The growth of these instabilities cause mass,
momentum and energy transfers throughout the fluid and eventually leads to a
spectrum of flow motions which is regarded as turbulence.
The modelling of transition from laminar to turbulent flow conditions has been
subject to numerical investigation [501. In a transitional flow field the energy spectrum varies in time and space as shown in figure 2.5. As a consequence,the flow
features to be modelled are unknown and model assumption as used in LES models
do not hold. Significant work on the transition separation zone behind a bluff body
has been done by Persillon & Braza 1501who concluded that the modelling of transition should not rely on a turbulence model, but instead has to be done by the mesh
itself on which the Navier-Stokes equation are applied. Therefore the modelling of
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transition in a physically correct manner can only be successful if sufficient mesh
resolution is used.

2.3

Adaptive

CFD
for
probunsteady
grid methods

lems
The search for solutions free from numerical error has been one of the main goals
by
An
is
CFD
indisputable
to
the
reducing
numerical
error
way
reduce
research.
of
the size of the discretisation elements. However, an excessive increase in mesh
As
for
lead
demand
insurmountable
to
power.
computational
resolution would
a consequence,a mesh sensitivity analysis is very usual and mostly required with
conventional mesh to find a compromise between numerical error and computational
requirements. This requires the user to estimate beforehand the regions of interest.
In order to overcome demanding mesh requirements and still obtain results of good
quality the present work investigates the suitability of a DGA algorithm.
Frequently meshes are generated where due to mesh construction methods the
resolution is high in regions where gradients are not significant. Consequently, such
mesheshave a large number of redundant cells. Conversely, due to time variations
in the computed flow field, there will be regions where the mesh resolution is inin
lead
DGA
A
to
can
a
reduction
robust
algorithm
sufficient.
well-developed and
both numerical error and computational power and this appealing feature has enforced the CFD society to develop a whole range of algorithms for DGA of different
applicability and complexity.
The DGA algorithms are intended to refine the mesh based on the interim flow
field prediction. Additionally, refinement can be geometry based [721. The latter is
typically used for steady state CFD problems as well for refinement implementation
in automatic mesh generators. Nevertheless, this thesis deals only with solutionbased mesh refinement where the physical problem under investigation is of an
unsteady, turbulent nature. Significant contribution to the development and understanding of DGA algorithms has been made by Zienkiewicz & Zhu [731. His
work is devoted to the development of numerical methods in general and DGA
algorithms in particular. A conjunction of DGA algorithms in combination with
turbulence modelling was first suggested by McGuirk & Rodi [421. More recent it is
the work of Lohner [351,who investigated adaptive methods for transient problems,
and Habashi et al. [221,who linked the use of stabifimtion artifices with DGA.

2.3.1

Refinement

strategies

In recent years a whole series of strategies have been developed. A small number of
these strategies are preprocessing-basedand focus on geoxnetryýbasedmesh refinefocuses
but
the
majority
on Bolution-based mesh refinement. Three approaches
ment
can be distinguished;
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In this approach a baslcaUy fixed number of grid points is used but
the point positions are moved in such a way so that the grid points concentrate
in critical spatial areas [131.

R-reflnement

In this approach a variable number of grid points is used. Points
local
from,
to
the
the
to,
requirements
according
or
removed
grid
are added
As
the
the
a result, the grid
positions
other
grid
points.
of
changing
without
is locally refined or coarsened [351.

H-reftnement

In this approach essentially a fixed grid is used but adaptive solution is obtained by locally varying the order of spatial discretisation. Methods which do accomplish the addition of higher order shape functions are

P-reflnement

either the conventional polynomials [41,spectral element functions [411or hierarchical shape-functions 1731. P-refining methods are increasingly used in
finite-element methods, often together with h-refining methods [351.
Existing grid strategies typically either belong to one of the above strategies, or
represent their combinations. In addition, a further distinction is made in the p
and h-refinement methods with the introduction of static and dynamic refinement
methods. In static methods new grid points (or local higher order methods) may be
inserted but will remain for the rest of the simulation. In dynamic grid refinement,
the refinement may be removed at a later time when the region is no longer of
special interest.
R-refinement plays an important and growing role in CFD especially where the
fluid interacts with moving walls (as in piston engines or in structure yielding to
for
However,
other refining methods they have
as
a
substitute
an overpressure).
certain weaknesses.The most important of these is that it may often be impossible
to avoid an excessivedepletion of the grid around the features of interest [671. In
addition, procedures for redistributing the grid points can produce distorted control
volumes [471.
P-refining seemto have great potential but are also of considerable mathematical
complexity. They are essentially restricted to finite-element methods, though a
limited version could be envisaged also for finite volume methods [271. Possible
reasons for the lack of successwith p-refinement are the limited accuracy that is
achievable due to monotonicity enforcement close to discontinuities and the lack
of accurate turbulence models, as well the much higher coding complexity of Prefinement or h/p-refinement as compared to straightforward h-refinement.
By far the most successful mesh enrichment strategy has been the h-refinement
[351and two reasons can be given for this success:
* Conservation is maintained naturally with h-refinement.
No interpolations other than the ones naturally given by the element shape
functions are required. Therefore, no numerical diffusion is introduced by the
adaptive refinement procedure. This is in contrast to adaptive re-meshing,
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where the grids before and after a mesh change may not have the same points
in common. The required interpolations of the unknowns will result in an
increased amount of numerical diffusion [341[361[371.

2.3.2

Indication

of error

In flow simulations the regions of interest will naturally be regions where there is
variation in one or more important properties. Vvliile regions of constant properties
may be interesting from an engineers'point of view, no additional accuracy is gained
by using more grid points. The key issue of grid refinement is to modify the grid
and focus on the regions where interesting physics take place.
The information about the regions where the grid should be refined or coarsened
should be provided ideally by an error estimator. Error estimation of fluid flow
calculations is not an easy task. The Navier-Stokes equations, together with the
transport equations for turbulence modelling quantities, are a coupled, nonlinear
system, and errors present in any one of these fields in general will effect the solutions
of all others in a nonlinear manner difficult to describe accurately. The discretisation
error describes the deviation from the analytical solution of the set of differential
equations, but is not directly accessible. A My adaptive grid strategy should
control the errors of the numeri al solutions and guarantee that they remain below
the magnitudes assumed as acceptable. In practice, controlling the global errors is
a difficult matter and adaptive grid strategies often control local errors only and
are an approodmation to the numerical error.
Some authors, e.g. McGuirk et al. [43], have used the difference between upwind
and central difference expressionsfor the convection term to identify the regions in
the flow calculation with large numerical diffusion produced by first order upwind
differencing on a given grid. This technique is limited to convection-dominated
problem , and only when convection is modelled by the first-order upwind differencing scheme [471.
Refining the grids in regions with large gradients is one possibility, but this must
be treated with caution. A gradient may be large but constant across a series of
elements. In this case there will be no gain in solution accuracy by further refining
in this region. Furthermore, some problems, like free jets, have gradients that are
nearly infinite close to the orifice, while further downstream the gradients are of
lower order. In this case different refinement conditions are probably necessary
within the computational domain.
There are a number of adaptive methods in CFD which are designed to be
used in combination with FDM, FVM and FEM. A list of the most popular error
indicators presently used is given by Lohner [351:
* Jump in indicator variables
e Interpolation method
a Comparison of derivatives
.
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e Energy of spatial modes
Jump in indicator

variables

The simplest error indicator is obtained by evaluating the jump (i. e. the undivided
difference) of some indicator variable like the turbulent viscosity, pressure or temperature within an element or along an edge. This error indicator implicitly makes
the assumption:
I!
(2.38)
ej = cA Oxj
i. e. first-order accuracy for the underlying scheme. Error indicators of this form
have been used in industrial applications with success1351,even if the underlying
numerical discretisation was of higher than first order.
Interpolation

method

Making the assumption that the solution is smooth, one may approximate the error
in the elements by a derivative one order higher than the element shape function.
For 1-dimensional SYStemsthis would result in the error indicator at the element
level of the form
I
1
Opui
ej = cjAP
(2.39)
where the pth derivative is obtained by some recovery procedure. The total error in
the computational domain is then given by:
[f

en =

c2

(ýP-u)
.

dfl]

(2.40)

04

This error indicator gives superior results for smooth regions. On the other
hand, at discontinuities the local value of ei will stay the same no matter how fine
the mesh is made.
Comparison

of derivatives

Again making the assumption that the solution is smooth,
one may compare Significant derivatives using schemesof different order. The assumption would allow
a good estimate of the error in the higher derivatives. Moreover, the method can
give an indication of whether it is more efficient to use h-refinement, or to increase
the order of accuracy (p-refinement).
Energy of spatial modes
For higher-order methods, such as spectral methods, a
way to measure errors and
convergence is to separate the energy contents associated with the different shape
functions. The decrease of energy contained in the higher-order shape functions
gives a reliable measure of convergence[411. At the same time, this way of measuring
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of energy content with increasing shape function polynomial) or p-refinement (rapid
decreaseof energy content with increasing shape function polynomial).

2.3.3

Error magnitudes

and refinement

variables

It is very surprising that there exists a vast literature devoted to the development
done
but
has
been
methods
and
adaptive
grid
strategies
almost
nothing
of adaptive
to develop refinement variables for numerical solutions [161[351[4711221.However,
the successof adaptive grid strategies depends to a very large extent on the reliable
error estimation and on the adequate determination of acceptable error bounds with
which the estimated errors are compared.
Flow features used for refinement

variables

An important choicein a refinementprocedureis the choiceof refinementvariable
that is to be monitored. Obviouslythere is no singlechoicesuitablefor all problems.
However,investigationshavebeendoneover recentyearsto find suitablerefinement
variablesfor flow problem whereturbulent flow featuresare of primary interest.
Lin & Leschziner[321and Muzaferija & Gosman [471suggestedthat for jets
where strong shearingflows e3dst,it is the variation in the streamwisevelocity
componentwhich wasobservedto respondsensitivelyto both turbulencemodelling
and numerical resolution. The relatively uniform core of the jet was not refined
so much while refinementtook place in the mi3dnglayers of the jets wherestrong
velocity variation waspresent.
Suggestionsfor refinementvariablesfor the backward facing step problem are
given by Wang [651and De Zeeuw& Powell [71]. In a comprehensivestudy which
[711,
&
Powell
De
Zeeuw
by
they found a criterion basedon comwas conducted
pressibilityand rotationality most suitable. Wang[651suggestedthe useof the local
cell Reynoldsnumber as a refinementvariablein the vicinity of the wall insteadof
the divergenceand curl.
Despite the variety of refinement variables suitable for flow problems where
turbulent flow featuresare of primary interest, it is the use of velocity gradients
which they all have in common. Centrellne velocity variation, rotationality and
local cell Reynoldsnumber are all obtained from the local velocity gradients. The
reasonfor usingthe velocity gradient is twofold. In a flow field driven by convection,
it is the complexflow pattern which are characterisedby the velocity gradient in
space. Rom a numerical perspectiveit is the local cell Reynolds number, and
indirectly the velocity gradient, which is a measurefor the discretisationerror of
the convectionterms. This idea is supportedby Habashiet al. [221who stated that
the needfor CFD stabilisation artifices,suchas upwinding or artificial viscosity,axe
drastically reduced,if not altogethereliminated with a well-posederror estimator.
A flow parameterwhich incorporatesall the velocity gradientsis the turbulent
viscosity,which is used in conventionaleddy viscosity modelsto indicate for tur31
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Nevertheless,
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In transitional flow there is a transition from laminar to turbulent flow conditions
Despite
level
flow
by
low
is
laminar
turbulent
the
activity.
characterised
a
of
where
the laminar flow conditions there is a potential for turbulent flow behaviour as the
Reynolds number indicates. This means that due to the increased inertia forces in
comparison with viscous forces, the laminar region has got the potential to become
fully turbulent. It is the velocity gradient in the shear layer that can indicate for the
potential of turbulent activity and it is the turbulent viscosity which is a measure for.
the potential of turbulent activity. Although the turbulence models do not model
the flow in a physically correct manner, turbulent viscosity, or a modification to it,
can be a suitable refinement variable.

2.4

Objectives

In the present work a DGA algorithm in combination with a turbulence model is
for
flows.
The
for
this
turbulence
turbulent
model
chosen
predicting unsteady
used
investigation is the standard LES model as proposed by Smagorinsky [541. Recent
work of Breuer 18],Ma et al. [391, VaMs [63] and Tutar & Holdo [601suggestedthat
the LES method gives improved results compared to those of RANS-based models.
In the LES turbulence model, turbulent viscosity is proportional to the cell size of
the element and therefore an increase in mesh resolution win lead to a reduction
in local turbulent viscosity. In case of a very fine mesh the contribution of the
LES turbulence model vanishes and the flow is practically calculated without the
turbulence model. In a numerical domain where the mesh is not known beforehand
such parameterisation of the small scales is an important preference to other types
of turbulence models.
There have been many developments related to adaptive methods and adaptive grid strategies [16] [35] [471 [221. However, there is comparatively little work
reported on grid refinement with turbulent, unsteady flows. The present work is
focussed on the determination of a reliable refinement variable. A suitable variable
for unsteady turbulent flows dominated by convection is the turbulent viscosity.
In a LES turbulence model, turbulent viscosity accounts for the small turbulence
taking place in the subgrid scales. In the context of a DGA algorithm turbulent
viscosity is a measure indicating regions with a potentially high rate of turbulence.
The refinement variable proposed in this thesis is a modification of the turbulent
viscosity as prescribed in the LES model notation. The choice of a modified turbulent viscosity as a refinement variable in combination with the LES turbulence
model implies a sophisticated interaction between the methods of both models. The
lower range of unresolved scales is modelled with the LES turbulence model, while
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Chapter 3

REACFLOW code
development
The REACFLOW code [551 is designed to treat chemical reacting flows and the
numerical approach adopted is an extension of the projection method, proposed by
Chorin [11] and Teman [561. A full description of the code and the implementation
of the discretised governing equations is given in section 3.1. In the two additional
sections the turbulence model with Van Driest damping function is presented, as
well as the DGA algorithm used in this work.

3.1

Time and space discretisation

For the simulationscarried out in this thesis the CFD code REACFLOW [55] has
beenutilised. IREACFLOWcalculatesthe solutionto the multicomponent,variabledensity incompressibleNavier-Stokesequations. The spatial discretisationof the
equationsis basedon an unstructured triangular mesh. The primitive variables
are all discretisedin a cell-centeredfashion, with one value for each variable in
each triangular element. The variables are assumedto have a given functional
dependencyinside eachelement.
The pressurep is discretisedin a grid-basedor vertex-centredfashion, where
eachpressurevalue is definedon a control volume,delimited by the mediansin all
the triangles surroundingthe given vertex. This choiceof discretisationhas been
madeto suppressthe "checkerboard"instability [3].
For incompressibleflows the velocity must satisfy the divergence-freecriterion:
Oui/Oxi = 0. This introduces an extra constraint which replacesthe traditional
equationof state. It also makesthe soundspeedinfinite, so a degreeof implicitness
must be employedin the time stepping.
The numerical method used is similar to the predictor-corrector method of
Chorin [11]. The solutions to the equationsfor mass, massfractions and internal energyare all advancedin an explicit fashion.
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Figure 3.1: Spatial second order flux evaluation.
For the velocity, an intermediate state, u! is found by advancing all the terms
S
except the pressure gradient term explicitly. A Poisson equation is then found for
the pressure by taking the divergence of the velocity equation:
au? +'
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The final velocity must be divergence-free, so the term on the left-hand side of
equation 3.1 vanishes.
The solver uses a numerical discretisation method based on the FVM method,
where the unknowns are the integrals of the primitive variables over each element.
The contributions from the advective terms may then be calculated as an integral
over the element boundary of the fluxes, denoted as'9j =- fnj s(xj)dO1j! njj. For a
given element fl and a given field 8 this gives:
f

op
U!, exi dO
n"

fa op
fan
0
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ntiS
nis
s
oxi
s

(3.2)

where Green's theorem is used to obtain the surface integral in the last equality.
The finite-volume formulation gives values for the integral over the elements of
the primitive variables. In order to calculate the surface integrals of equation 3.2 a
function ij(xi) for s must be found in f1i such that fj 9jd
jIj.
If 9j(xi) is assumed constant (equal to'9j), the resulting numerical schemewill
be first order accurate in space. The extension to second order accuracy in space
can be achieved by means of a higher-order representation of the primitive variables
within the control volumes. The extension to second order accuracy in time can
be achieved by means of a Lax-Wendroff-like treatment of the convection operator,
similar to the Thylor-Galerkin approach to the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations.

3.1.1

Second order in space

If an estimation of the gradient of all primitive variables is available, the cell constant
representation of the primitive variables can be replaced by a linear representation
around the same cell-averaged value, thus allowing for better estimates of the primitive variables at the cell boundaries, where the advective contributions are to be
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the control volumes is determined. This can be found using Green's theorem over
the control volume boundary, using the (assumed constant) values of 8 inside each
element touching the control volume. The gradient in the element may then be
found by the following rule:
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(3.3)

where minCV1. is the minimum over the control volumes touching element e, and
min* is the minimum of all the values but the minimum (i. e. the second-smallest
the minimum of the gradients in the control volumes is always
value). If r=1
chosen. This corresponds to the minmod limiter [261. In order to preserve the TVD
property it must be demanded that r<2, with r=2 corresponding to the Superbee
limiter 1261.The minmod limiter is the most diffusive one, but possibly yields the
more robust numerical solutions, whereas the superbee limiter yields sharper profiles
near discontinuities. To minimize the numerical diffusion in order not to mask the
effects of turbulent viscosity Roe's superbee limiter was selected.

3.1.2

Second order in time

A method to compute a second-order approximation in space of the convective
term has been outlined. However, to ensure that the numerical scheme be secondorder accurate, second order accuracy in time has to achieved. That can be made
by means of a Lax-Wendroff-like formulation, accommodated to the present finite
volume discretisation scheme. The main simplification with respect to a 'true' LaxWendroff treatment consists of taking into consideration only the convective terms,
thus neglecting the pressure term (Vplp) as wen as the source term. Having in
mind these assumptions, the conservation of a vector quantity s reads:
Osi
5-t +

0

(3.4)

V- [usi] = (u - V) ai

(3.5)

[usi]

The solenoidal condition for u provides:
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When considering the momentum equations (8 = u), the preceding assumption
seemsno longer adequate. In this case:
02 Ui

[u ((u - V) ui)] +V-

=Vot2
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(3.7)

Using the Taylor expansion in time for variable a:
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it can be verified that a time quasi-second order approDdmation for the convective
terms of the Navier-Stokes equations is given by:
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Having written the Lax-Wendroff terms in conservative form, and since they depend on the gradients of the primitive variables, they are calculated and integrated
together with the diffusive fluxes. The way in which this task can be done is illustrated in the next section. However, it is important to underline that the above
second-orderterms are not to be viewed as corrective numerical viscosity, but rather
as the improved time-differencing terms expressedin a spatial basis.

3.2
3.2.1

Turbulence

modelling

Large Eddy Simulation

turbulence

model

The LES turbulence model, implemented in the REACFLOW code, is belonging to
the eddy viscosity turbulence models and calculates a turbulent viscosity on a local
base from the local flow
to
the
is
The
turbulent
added
properties.
viscosity, which
dynamic viscosity, is described by
length
the
scale
means of
rate of strain, subgrid
and the SmagOrinsky Constant C., as shown in equation 2.32. In the REACFLOW
implementation the turbulent
that
this
is
means
viscosity calculated element wise,
the variables necessaryfor the turbulent viscosity are element related. Consequently
the velocity gradients over the element, needed for calculating the rate of strain,
are derived from the higher-order representation of the primitive variables over the
control volume.
A proper choice for the C, value is difficult as the constant C1,depends on the
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The turbulent viscosity is calculated at the end of the second substep after the
Poisson solver, this will ensure that the divergence free condition (Oui/exi = 0)
after the first substep will hold. The contribution of the turbulent viscosity to the
diffusive fluxes will be calculated in the next thne step, in which turbulent viscosity
(Oxj
aL
(is
+
+
14t)
is added to the dynamic viscosity, conform -T =
-0-!!
Ozi
Subgrid. length scale definition

in triangular

mesh

With A to be the subgrid length scale, the resultant energy dissipation of the
large scales is consistent with the Kolmogorov energy spectrum 146] whereby the
Kolmogorov constant a is dependent on the Smagorinsky constant C.. The mathematical relation between Smagorinsky constant C, and Kolmogorov constant a is
given by Muschinski [461 and shows that for a filter as proposed by Lilly the C.
constant has to be in the order of 0.17 to maintain a Kolmogorov constant a of 1.5.
Neverthelessthe Smagorinsky constant C. only holds if the resolved and unresolved
scalesare distinguished properly by the subgrid length scale A.
A widely used definition for 2-D rectangular mesh is A= VA.. A., nevertheless
in several studies it was found that A= 2N/N; A-y leads to more accurate results
138].
In
than A= V/A-.-Ay [641and in some caseseven 71-.
>2
necessary
seems
r, &
-I
- Ay,
the work of Vreman et al. [641the filter width A in LES was Bet equal to 2 VIA"
indicating that a minimum of two elements is taken to represent the smallest eddies
resolved in the flow field. Obtaining a good definition for the subgrid length scale
is the main objective of this section, i. e. what is the minimum grid being necessary
for resolving a turbulent scale. In using a triangular unstructured mesh the smallest
possible scale to be modelled employs three grid point, it is questionable or this is
sufficient and therefore two definitions for the subgrid length scale are proposed.
The first definition for the subgrid length scale is based on the surface area of the
element and reads:
A

E: AY
Y:

vfAtr

(3-10)

In the second definition for subgrid length scale a conventional definition is utilised
which reads:
A=

V2-A-t,
6Ly
VIA--,,, =

This definition suggests that two
elements are required for resolving a turbulent
scale. Compared to A= V'A-t,., LES results obtained with A= vr2X-tr are less
sensitive to discretisation errors. A larger A7 ratio leads to smaller discretisation
,
but
AX. ratio is required to be as small as possible
errors,
on the other hand the 7T.
7
in order to retain a maximum amount of information in the resolved scales.
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Figure 3.2: Wall Shear Friction.

3.2.2

Van Driest damping function

Due to a reduction of turbulent intensity in the vicinity of the wall the length scale
1. has to be reduced, as discussed in chapter 2.2.3. The damping function has an
alternative form to the standard Van Driest damping function as shown in equation
3.12. This was suggestedby Ciafalo [12] who indicated that the use of the standard
Van Driest wall function for separated flows, i. e. a flow passing a circular cylinder,
is questionable. The region on which the Van Driest damping function has to be
applied has to be described in terms of wall-shear units y+. However due to the
limited mesh resolution in the vicinity of the wall there is a lack in accuracy of the
y+ value, therefore the region on which the Van Driest damping function is applied
is described in terms of the geometrical distance to the wall. Based on the work of
Tutar [591,a region of 10% of the cylinder diameter is chosen.
For the calculation of the damping factor Ddamp, the wall-shear units to the
wall have to be known, as shown in equations 3.13. The y+ value can be calculated
from the distance of the element to the wall, the viscosity of flow and the wall shear
friction u,. The wall shear friction has to be calculated from the velocity gradient
in the nearest element to the wall. This element lies adjacent to a wall facette,
which is the nearest wall facette to the element for which damping function has to
be calculated, as shown in figure 3.2.
2+

Ddamp =1-eA:
y+=

Y'Uv

F)2

(3.12)
(3.13)
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Figure 3.3: Conformal and Non-conformal Grid Adaptation.

3.3
3.3.1

Dynamic Grid Adaptation
Refinement

in REACFLOW

strategy in REACFLOW

code

The refinement strategy adopted in the REACFLOW code is the so called hrefinement strategy. Furthermore, new grid points are always inserted at the midpoint between two existing grid points. The new point thus bisect the existing edge
between the two grid points. The elements touching that edge Will be divided. The
criteria for refinement and coarsening are based on the evaluation of an refinement
variable. The variation of this refinement variable in a given control volume may
be evaluated in different ways:
* As the absolute value of the gradient projected onto the directions of the
neighbouring grid points.
* By an arithmetic-mean estimate of the interpolation error

The thresholdsfor refinementand coarsingare defined as a percentageof a user
definedrangeof values.
Conformal

and non-conformal

grid adaptation

The refinement method is based on a conformal insertion of new grid points. When
a new grid point is inserted into the grid neighbouring elements and/or control
volumes may also be changed. If the change in the elements is such that all elements
will remain the same type, the refinement is called conformal. Such an refinement
is shown in the left-hand-side of figure 3.3 for a two-dimensional triangle based grid.
When the new grid point is inserted the two neighbouring triangles are both divided
so that the new triangles all have the new grid point as a vertex. In this way, all
triangular elements will continue to have exactly three neighbouring points. In the
non-conformal refinement shown on the right hand side of figure 3.3, only one of the
neighbouring elements is divided. In the other element the new grid point appears
as a 'hanging node' somewhere along the side of the element.
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Among the two alternatives, it is not entirely clear what is the most advantageous
[27]. The non-conformal methods seemto be able to concentrate the new grid points
better in the area where they are needed. On the other hand it will introduce
&
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Refinement

algorithm

There are several steps to the refinement process. To produce a complete refinement
scan for the grid the following steps are necessary:
1. Find possible candidates for refinement by finding single or pairs of control
volumes that satisfy the refinement criterion.
2. Elements touching the candidate control volumes are marked for refinement.
I

Look through the elements and process those marked for refinement. To
avoid constructing elements with very small solid angles, an element is always
divided by bisecting the longest edge of that element. However, this will
give rise to a potential problem, especially in 3D. Since a given edge touches
more than one element the other element(s) may be bisected along a short
edge. Therefore the algorithm thus look through the other elements sharing
that edge. If one of these elements has an even longer edge that one will
be processed instead. This will mean that the actual point inserted may be
somewhat removed from where it was originally intended. On the other hand
it enables the code to 'look ahead' a bit and start inserting new nodes in front
of a moving disturbance.

4. Repeat the search for the longest edgestarting from the originally defined edge
and bisect the edge found, until the process arrives at the originally defined
edge. In this way the refinement will be performed in the entire region from
the edge found in the first step back to the edge where the refinement process
was started.
5. Update the other geometrical features, such as the segments of the surfaces
of the control volumes, the boundary facettes, etc.
6. Compute the state in the new control volumes. At present the element-based
variables in the new elements are simply the ones in the original element.
Coarsening

algorithm

The basic criteria for when to remove grid points are the same as for refinement,
except that the variation must of course be lower than a coarsening value and the
flow variables in the new, bigger, element are found by averaging between the two
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3.3.2

Error indication

Jump in property

coarsening threshold
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=
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(3.14)

in REACFLOW
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The simplest error indicator is obtained by evaluating the jump of some indicator
variable like the turbulent viscosity, pressure or temperature within an element or
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A simple implementation of this type is the estimation of the local interpolation
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(3.16)

where uj are the values of the variable at the jth of the N neighbours of the grid
point xi. If the absolute difference between the actual value ui and the interpolated
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value i1i is greater than some predefined value ei:
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3.3.3

Refinement

variables in transitional

flow

The determination of an appropriate refinement variable to approximate the discretisation error heavily relies on the physical problem investigated. Widely used
refinement variables in this respect are the density, pressure and velocity gradients,
as well the turbulent viscosity. However the discretisation error describing the deviation from the analytical solution of the set of differential equations is not directly
accessible. Therefore the refinement variable is a compromise of the quality of the
error indication and the computational complexity of the refinement variable. As
discussed in section 2.4 a modification to the turbulent viscosity will be used as a
refinement variable.
Modiflcation

to turbulent

viscosity

for refinement

variable

The refinement variable, as shown in equation 3.19, is derived from equation 3.18
for turbulent viscosity in the LES turbulence model. By varying the importance or
131
A
the
the
weight of either
strain rate
another refinement behaviour
cell size or
can be established. The weight for the cell size and the strain rate is controlled by
the two variables C,,, and Ct, respectively. The variables C.. and Ct,. have to be
defined at the start of the simulation, and are constant throughout the numerical
domain. A higher weight of the mesh cell size win lead to a more solution independent mesh refinement, while an increase in weight of the strain rate will lead to a
mesh refinement in the regions where high velocity gradients do occur.
14t =p

(C A)2 131
8

q, = pC$2,&Wý

(3.18)

131CO'ý

The DGA variables C,,, and Ct,. can be considered as an engineering tool to keep
However, a modicontrol over the refinement behaviour of the DGA algorithm.
fication to the DGA variables C,,, and Ct,. also implies a change in the physical
properties being monitored throughout the simulation. The parameterisation of the
subgrid scales differ from the criteria for mesh refinement when using DGA variables
C,, and Cot, which do not hold values of 1. From a physical perspective this indiflow
focusing
features
is
turbulent
the
the
that
mesh
refinement
on
other
of
cates
values of 1 for both C.. and Ct,. the refinement variable qj holds the
No
With the DGA variables C,, and Ct,. to
dimensions for dynamic viscosity (W).

field. With

be 1 and 2 respectively the refinement variable is the dynamic viscosity per unity of
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Figure 3.4: Development of wake behind cylinder in terms of Reynolds number
time or dynamic pressure (N). The simulations using DGA variables C,. and Ct,
M7
to be 1 and 1.5 respectively can be considered as an hybrid between both methods,
(N3 §8).
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dimensions
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3.3.4

Preliminary

Dynamic

Grid Adaptation

investigation

An initial numerical investigation on the modelling of the free jet at low Reynolds
numbers has been carried out by De With 1691. The simulations used the DGA
algorithm, together with the refinement variable as proposed in this work. The
interpolation method for error indication showed to be superior to the jump in
variable method. The former method has generated a consistent mesh throughout
the numerical domain, while with the latter mesh refinement was sharper and less
consistent. Reason for the improved results with the interpolation method is the
fact that a total of 4 elements are involved in the calculation of the numerical error,
while with the jump in variable method only 2 elements are utilised.
An effective mesh coarsening for flow at low Reynolds numbers has been obtained
with a threshold ratio of 50%. Inhere the nodes become redundant when the error
is half the error required for mesh refinement. A further increase in bound ratio
leads to an unnecessary mesh refinement in the flow field.

3.4

Test case: vortex shedding behind a cylinder

The flow around a circular cylinder is a typical example of bluff body flows. When
flow
fluid
flows
the
separates, vortices are shed and a
cylinder,
a
circular
a
around
(f)
depends upon
frequency
formed.
The
is
the
of
vortex shedding
periodic wake
the cylinder diameter (D), velocity (u.,, ) and Reynolds number. Then the nondimensional vortex shedding frequency or so called the Strouhal frequency (St) can
be defined as follows:
fD
(3.20)
St =
U00
The general relationship between Strouhal number and Reynolds number was well
documented by William on [681. For a wide range of Reynolds numbers (1.102<Re<l105), St 5ý!0.2 for a circular cylinder but absolute values of the Strouhal number
blockage
diameter
depend
length,
the
ratio of
cylinder
and
cylinder
upon
would also
the cylinder, the end conditions, the roughness of the cylinder and the free-stream
turbulence level. When a vortex is shed from the cylinder, the local pressure distri-
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Figure 3.5: Vortex street behind a circular cylinder.
bution behind the cylinder immediately responds and it experiences time varying
forces. If the cylinder is no longer fixed, but is flexibly mounted, then a non-linear
interaction can arise between the vortex shedding and time varying cylinder deflections due to this force. The non-linear interaction can cause the cylinder to vibrate
in either the in-line or cross-flow directions. Under certain conditions the cylinder
is forced to oscillate at a frequency close to, or coincident with, its natural frequency. The modelling of the interaction between solid cylinder and flow structures
remains beyond the scope of this work, instead this work will only focus on the
vortex shedding behind a stable cylinder.
Despite the generalised flow behaviour of flow around a circular cylinder described above, a number of regimes can be identified dependent on their Reynolds
number covering the whole Reynolds range from 0 to oo, as shown in figure 3.4.
For a Reynolds number in the order of 0.5 the inertia forces are negligible, and the
streamlines come together behind the cylinder. If the Reynolds number is in the
range of 2- 30 the boundary layer separates symmetrically from the two sides of the
cylinder. Two vortices are formed which rotate in opposite directions and the eddies remain unchanged in their position. With increase of the Reynolds number the
vortices elongate but the arrangement is unstable and at Reynolds numbers 40 - 70
a periodic oscillation of the wake is observed. Then, at a certain limiting value at
a Reynolds number in the order of 100, the eddies break off from each side of the
cylinder alternately and are washed downstream. The limiting value of the Reynolds
number depends on the turbulence of the oncoming flow, the cylinder roughness and
on the nearness of other surfaces. For the next flow regime 250 < Re <2- 105 or
sub-critical regime the flow inside the wake is considered to be turbulent, however
transition from laminar to turbulent flow conditions takes place after the point of
separation. In the super-critical regime with Reynolds number above 2- 105 the
flow around the cylinder is turbulent including the boundary layer. A turbulent
boundary layer can resist a stronger adverse pressure gradient in contrast to the
laminar boundary layer. As a consequencethere is an increase in separation angle
and a decreasein drag forces when going from the sub-critical flow regime into the
super-critical regime.
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3.4.1

Boundary

layer separation and vortex formation

Within only a thin region adjacent to the cylinder boundary, which is referred as
the boundary layer, are the viscous effects important. The velocity of the fluid
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rection.
flow becomes unstable, and transition to turbulent flow may occur if disturbances
are present. The location of the transition point depends on the Reynolds number,
on the curvature of the surface, on the cylinder surface roughness and on the degree of turbulence in the free stream outside the boundary layer. In a sub-critical
flow regime separation takes place after the flow separates from the body, while
in the super-critical flow regime separation from the cylinder occurs in the turbulent mode. As there is an adverse-positive pressure gradient in the flow direction,
there is a possibility of separation of the boundary layer from the cylinder surface
Although
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kind
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not
well
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established, its separation can be defined as the point where the normal gradient of
the tangential velocity vanishes so that the wall shear stress is zero. This definition
implies a breakaway of the streamline at the separation point. The requirement for
determination of a separation point remains a major topic in the analysis of flow
around a circular body for many steady and unsteady flows. Although separation
for
fixed
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fixed
for
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no
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Boundary layer separation and vortex shedding behaviour of a bluff body can
result in additional time varying forces on the body. The forces acting on the
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cylinder are
known that for Reynolds numbers in the sub-critical flow regime (1.4 - 105) friction
forces and the drag associated to it is only a fraction of the total varying force
[401, therefore, friction forces will not be considered in this work. The forces in
the strearnwise and lateral direction are called drag forces (FD) and lift forces (FL)
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For the purpose of quantifying the fluctuating motions in the drag and lift coefficient,
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Figure 3.6: Recirculation region behind the cylinder indicated by a reverse flow
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The time varying forces are of significant importance in many industrial applications and consequently, the flow around a circular cylinder, has received a great
deal of attention in terms of the nature of the vortex shedding mechanism. There
have been many studies to understand the interaction of this mechanism with body
structure and behaviour of the flow around the bluff body. In the fifteenth century Leonardo da Vinci sketched a row of vortices in the wake of a bluff body in
a stream. Quantitative work began with the experiments of Strouhal in the 1870's
and he showed the correlation of St with Re. In 1908 Benard related the periodicity
(f) to the formation of vortex street. In 1911 van Karman showed that in order for
a vortex street to remain stable the ratio of vortex width (a) to longitudinal spacing
(b) must be equal to 0.28 as shown in figure 3.5.
Von Karman's work, which was based on the idealised vortex street motivated
other works related to the vortex shedding mechanism both theoretical and experimental. Since his works, there have been many investigations to understand the
mechanics of the formation of wakes. Gerrard [201gives an extremely useful physical
description of the mechanics of the vortex-formation region for a stationary circular
cylinder. He indicates that a key factor in the formation of a vortex street wake is
the mutual interaction between the two separating shear layers. It is postulated by
Gerrard [201that a vortex continues to grow, fed by circulation from its connected
sheax layer, until it is strong enough to draw the opposing shear layer across the
near wake. The approach of oppositely signed vorticity, in sufficient concentration
cuts off further supply of circulation to the growing vortex, which is shed and moves
off downstream.
Sarpkaya [531 suggested a more complex process for the shedding of vortices.
With the symmetric growth of vortices, the shear layers begin to develop instabilities and is drawn across the wake due to reduced base pressure brought about by
the vortex growth. This breaks up the sheet, reducing the supply of vorticity to
the growing vortex, bringing it to a minimum, causing the vortex to be shed. The
opposite vortex entrains the remaining oppositely signed vorticity. When the circulation for that vortex reaches a minimum, the corresponding shear layer is again
drawn across the wake and the vortex is sh4 whereupon the process repeats itself.
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3.4.2

Periodic flow motions and turbulent

shear stress

The e3dstenceof periodic waves, as well chaotic motions associated to turbulence in
the flow field require data to be integrated in time in order to obtain flow features
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field has led to separation of the flow components., The flow in the near wake can
be viewed formally as a combination of a global mean component W, a periodic
component W,and a chaotic component, a', ýwhere s is any variable. By definition
the total variable s is the sum
8= F+g+

8,

(3.22)

The mean component is calculated by an averaging process, as shown in equation
3.23,

Ni=

EN
n--181&

(3.23)

while the periodic motions are distinguished with an Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
The remaining component 8' is associated with turbulence and can be used to
calculate the Reynolds stressesujuý.
It is known that at lower Reynolds numbers the total Reynolds stress in the near
wake is predominantly due to the time-dependent nature of the von Karman vortex
street. At higher Reynolds numbers a dominant frequency corresponding to a largescale vortex shedding phenomenon can still be observed. However, since transition
occurs along the separated shear layers, the instability of the separating shear layers
and the near-wake turbulence contribute significantly to the total Reynolds stress.
Balachandar et al. [51concluded that at high Reynolds numbers the Reynolds stress
axising from the periodic motion may not be very important. On the other hand
the incoherent component plays an increasingly important role at higher Reynolds
numbers. One of the important roles of the Reynolds stresses is to balance the
force acting on the separation zone as discussed by Balachandar et al. [5]. Here it
is the shear stress uIvI associated with turbulence which balances the recirculation
region in the crosa-stream direction, while the normal stresses are concerned with
the balance of force at the end of the recirculation region. In here the shear stress
plays a major role in the existence and the stability of the recirculation region,
consequently leading to an important role in the further flow development.
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Chapter 4

Vortex shedding behind a
bluff
body
circular cross section
The modelling of unsteady turbulent flow with the use of the LES turbulence model
and a DGA algorithm is the main purpose of this work. To investigate the phenomenon of turbulence together with all complexity associated to it, as e.g. unsteadiness of the flow field, transition and anisotropy of the turbulence, a physical
problem like the flow around the circular bluff body in sub-critical flow regime at a
Reynolds number of 1.4-10' has been selected. Several studies have been reported
for this type of flow [9] [60] and it is gradually accepted that it is a difficult test
case for CFD modelling [8]. Numerical investigations undertaken by Tatar et al.
[611,Travin et al. 1581and Breuer [81have predicted the flow field in the sub-critical
regime with varying successand with strong dependenceon the utilised flow solver,
turbulence model and mesh resolution. The numerical hazards in predicting this
type of flow do reflect the physical complexity of the flow field and make the vortex shedding behind the circular cylinder a suitable flow problem to validate the
configuration of both turbulence model and DGA algorithm.
In this work two series of simulations are carried out with the REACFLOW
CFD code, simulations are 2-dimensional and use the transient multicomponent
variable density incompressible flow solver. The first series undertaken is aimed to
obtain a suitable length scale definition for the LES turbulence model. A proper
configuration of the LES turbulence model, including the length scale, is not only
dependent on the physics being under investigation but also on the mesh resolution
and flow solver. For this reason the performance of the LES turbulence model is
investigated for a conventional mesh containing 1.8 - 104 3.3- 104 and 6.1 . 104 nodes
respectively, with a maximum mesh resolution as shown in table 4.1. The purpose
of the second series of simulations presented in section 4.2 is to identify suitable
criteria for mesh refinement, DGA variables and mesh resolution.
The computational domain and boundary conditions used for the simulations
are shown in figure 4.1. At the inlet boundary a uniform velocity profile is imposed,
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Cantwell and Coles (1983)
1.8.10q
3.3- 104
104
6.1 .
Table 4.1: Micro scale based on mi
at Re = 1.4-105.

Micro scale (m]
10-4
q=1.38 1.06 - 10'
6.50-10-3
3.73-10-3

um mesh resolution

for a circular

cylinder

No-slip
free.
boundary
is
is
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the
set
and velocity
outlet
pressure
while on
boundary conditions are applied on the cylinder wall with all velocity components
set to zero. On both horizontal boundaries the velocity in the y direction is set to
v=0 so that no flow can be drained off or entrained via these boundaries. These
conditions mimic the confinement in the experimental setup due to the limited
size of the wind tunnel. To ensure conservation of mass in the numerical d main
an acceleration in the downstream flow field aside the wake has to take place.
The acceleration can be estimated based on the ratio between cylinder diameter
and domain width and is expected to be in the order of 4%. To ensure no mesh
refinement will take place along the horizontal boundaries, the x-component of the
velocity is set equal to the velocity imposed at the inlet in order not to generate
any velocity gradient along these boundaries.
For each simulation two animations are available, the first animation shows the
general flow field, while the second one shows a detailed picture of the separation
region near the cylinder wall. In the text animations are referred to as written in
table 4.2.
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the Reynolds number but also on a variety of other factors. The most important
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free-stream turbulence level. This typically leads to highly scattered experimental
data as the data of Cantwell & Coles [91 for the drag coefficient and the Strouhal
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Figure 4.1: Dimensions of simulation model in ratio of cylinder diameter.

Referencename / Anhnation name
1.8-104

3.3-104

6.1.104

1.8-104

3.3-104

6.1-104

VAt, - 1.8.10' - Lavi
E:\NO-DGA\ls=A-nodes=18e3 PICOI.avi
2.
1.8.104
- avi
E:\NO-DGA\ls=A-nodes=18e3 PIC02.avi
104
_
IAt,
- Lavi
3.3
-,
E:\NO-DGA\ls=A-nodes=33e3-PICOl. avi
Ft-,.
V'; - 3.3-104 - 2.avi
E:\NO-DGA\ls=A-nodes=33e3 PIC02.avi
104
_
_11 avi
6AE:\NO-DGA\ls=A-nodes=6le3 PICOLavl
-.
rAt-,
6.1.104
2.
,
- aVS
E:\NO-DGA\ls=A-nodes=6le3 PIC02.avi
V2kt,-._ 1.8.104 - Lavi
E:\NO-DGA\ls=2A-nodes=18e3 PICOI.avi
104
r2ýft-,.
1.8
avi
,
--2.
E:\NO-DGA\ls=2A-nodes=18e3_PIC02.avi
V2A-t-,,
104
3.3
Lavi
E:\NO-DGA\ls=2A-nodes=33e3 PICOI.avi
3.3
104
2.
N/Eft-,- - avi
E:\NO-DGA\ls=2A-nodes=33e3 PIC02.avi_
V2At, - 6.1 - 101- Lavi
E:\NO-DGA\ls=2A-nodes=6le3 PICOLavi
.%f2-jf-t,- 6.1.104 - 2.aVS

E:\NO-DGA\ls=2A-nodes=6le3 PIC02-avi
Table 4.2: The animation file name and the reference name used in the thesis for the
from
obtained
simulations with conventional mesh. The first animation
animations
indicated by a1 gives a view of the general flow field, while the animation indicated
by a2 gives a detailed view of the flow in the vicinity of the wall near the point of
separation.
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(a) Mesh

(b) Mesh adjacent to the wall

Figure 4.2: Conventional mesh containing 18,000 nodes. The mesh in concentrated
on the area adjacent to the wall and the downstream region. In the region near to
the outer boundaries of the numerical domain a coarser mesh is applied.
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(a) Mesh

(b) Mesh adjacent to the wall

Figure 4.3: Conventional mesh containing 33,000 nodes. The mesh in concentrated
on the area adjacent to the wall and the downstream region. In the region near to
the outer boundaries of the numerical domain a coarser mesh is applied.
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(a) Mesh

(b) Mesh adjacent to the wall

Figure 4.4: Conventional mesh containing 61,000 nodes. The mesh in concentrated
on the area adjacent to the wall and the downstream region. In the region near to
the outer boundaries of the numerical domain a coarser mesh is applied.
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Cantwell and Coles (1983)
A= VAt,
1.8.104
3.3 . 104
104
6.1 .
A= V2At,.
1.8.104
3.3.104
6.1.104

St

().

Ll-

0.179

77.0

0.5

0.20
0.22
0.20

91.5
83.0
86.0

0.33
0.00
0.53

0.22
0.20
0.16

96.0
83.5
90.0

0.25
0.67
0.51

Table 4.3: Time integrated flow parameters, Strouhal. number St, separation angle
0. and recirculation length L,, for simulations with conventional mesh and subgrid
length scale A= VEt-,. and A= A/2Tt-,.respectively.

4.1

Modelling

vortex shedding behind a cylinder

with conventional mesh
With the LES Smagorinskymodel, subgrid scaleshaveto be distinguishedfrom the
large resolvedscalesby a length scale.This length scaleis related to the meshsize
as suggestedin equation2.32and plays a dominant role in the determinationof the
turbulent viscosity.
In this work two definitions for the subgrid length scale are proposed; the first
definition for length scale is based on the surface area of the element and reads
A=-=
definition
in
definition
is
the
second
a
conventional
while
V -2

Ay = vr2Tt,- and in which it is suggestedthat
proposedwhich reads A= %ýA-.
two elementsare required for resolvinga turbulent scale. Comparedwith results
producedusing A= v9t-, -, LES results obtainedwith A= VrZAt-,are lesssensitive
to discretisationerrors. A larger -jAy- ratio leadsto smaller discretisationerrors,
V:
&9ý
A ratio is requiredto be as small as possiblein order
but on the other hand, the VX7
to retain a maximum amount of information in the resolvedscales.
In the LES Smagorinskymodelthe subgridscalesare assumedto be isotropicand
thereforethe smallestresolvedscalesshould be of isotropic nature. The definition
for Smagorinskyconstant C. and subgrid length scaleA will only hold ideally for
subgrid scalesthat fulfill the LES subgrid scalerequirements.This, however,leads
to considerablemeshrequirementswhich are not easilyfulfilled in a high turbulent
flow. For this reason,the impact of the subgrid length scale on the flow field
highest
be
for
figures
investigated
In
4.4
4.2
the
to
the
will
a variety of meshes.
meshresolution in the numerical domain is applied in the vicinity of the cylinder
wall wheresmall scalevortices are expectedto developwhile downstreamthe mesh
resolutionis progressivelyreduced.

4.1.1

Vortex shedding patterns

The results obtained from the simulations using these conventional meshes show
substantial variation in the time integrated data as shown in table 4.3. A far
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(a) 18,000 nodes

2.7

-0
(b) 33,000 nodes

2.7

lb

I
(c) 61,000 nodes

Figure 4.5: Snap shot of the velocity field at t= 30 for simulations with conventional
mesh and a subgrid length of A=-, /A-t,. A wider range of small scale vortices is
observed in the shear layers with increasing mesh resolution.
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1.7

(a) 18,000 nodes

1.7

(b) 33,000 nodes
1.7

-U
(c) 61,000 nodes

Figure 4.6: Snap shot of the velocity field at t= 30 of the transitional region, for
simulations with conventional mesh and a subgrid length scale of A= VITt-,. A
wider range of small scale vortices is observed in the shear layers with increasing
mesh resolution.
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The results in figure 4.5 and 4.6 show a considerable dependence of the flow
prediction on the mesh. In the simulations carried out with conventional mesh there
is an irregular development of the flow field and flow structures vary in size and
frequency as they move downstream. With increasing mesh resolution, the flow field
becomesless distinct leading to breakdown of the field with flow structures drifting
away from the centreline. Figure 4.6 shows secondary eddies in the recirculation
region. The secondary eddies have been previously observed experimentally by
Bouard & Coutanceau 17]and play a major role in the determination of turbulence
level and the transition to turbulence in the separated region so that their calculation
becomes very important.

The prediction of secondary vortices confirms the LES
results obtained by Tutar & Holdo [601 who suggested that the LES turbulence
model is superior to any RANS turbulence model for modelling separating flows.
With the highest mesh resolution (6.1.104 nodes) a wider spectrum of small scale
eddies has been resolved, as can be seen in figure 4.6. As a consequence,a wide
variety of turbulent eddies exist in the shear layer. Nevertheless, for all simulations
with conventional mesh, turbulent eddies start to build up in the shear layer away
from the separation point and behind the cylinder in the recirculation region. Before
the separation point, where a thin boundary layer has developed, no turbulent eddies
are apparent which confirms that for Reynolds numbers of 1.4 - 105 separation takes
place in the laminar mode as experimentally observed for a sub-critical Reynolds
number [2]. In the shear layer after the point of separation, turbulent eddies interact
with surrounding vortices to form new eddies. The interactive process by which the
flow structures are created lead to an irregular flow field further downstream, as can
be seen in figure 4.5. As a result, there is a decay in flow cohesion with increasing
mesh resolution.
The frequency of the periodic vortex motion is presented by the Strouhal number
St and is shown in table 4.3 together with the separation angle @,. The Strouhal
number has been obtained here from the cross-power spectrum of the velocity comfor
A
deviation
from
10%
the
data
is
u
and
ponents
v.
obtained
experimental
Stroulial number when using a mesh containing 6.1 - 101 nodes and the first equaWhen using a mesh containing 6.1 - 104
tion for subgrid length scale (A =
nodes in combination with the second equation for subgrid length scale (A = V'2Tt_,-)
Strouhal number is under-predicted, while in all other simulations Strouhal number is over-predicted. Tutar & Holdo 160]and Breuer [81 also discovered an overprediction of the Strouhal number when using the LES turbulence model.
Figure 4.7 and 4.8 show the cross power spectrum on the centreline at
1.
The simulations show a peak corresponding to the Strouhal number and a steady
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Figure 4.9: Time integrated normalised velocity along streamwise axis at
0,
=
-FAt-r.
for simulations with conventional mesh and the subgrid length scale A=
decay in energy for frequencies above 1 Hz. With increasing mesh resolution, more
energy is maintained in the smaller scales above 1 Hz and better agreement is
obtained with the theoretical energy spectrum for homogeneous turbulence. The
slope of energy spectrum for homogeneousturbulence is based on the - ý5constant
in equation 2.34. The decay in energy at end of the spectrum at frequencies above 5
Hz suggeststhat the turbulence is not fully homogeneous. The sharp energy decay
obtained with coarse mesh (1.8.104 nodes) indicates that the mesh lacks sufficient
mesh resolution to maintain an energy spectrum for higher frequencies above 2 Hz
in accordance with the requirements for homogeneousturbulence.
The boundary layer development and the location of separation point as well
the mechanism of separation are illustrated in the movie Vqt-, - 1.8 - 104 _ j. aVj
6.1
104
in
2.
The
to %/2Tt-,
the
avi
contained
appendix.
reference names used
-in the text for the animation are explained in table 4.2. The separation point
shows oscillatory behaviour and requires integration over time to obtain the average
separation angle. The time integrated sepaxation angles vary between 83" and 96*
while it is determined by the experimental work of Cantwell & Coles [91to be 77*.

4.1.2

Time integrated

velocity

field

The time integrated flow field is predicted with varying success. The average velocity in both downstream and transverse directions is in good agreement with
experimental data [9] with a mesh containing 6.1 - 104 nodes. Here the dimensions
of the recirculation region are also in good agreement, as well the average velocity
field further downstream. The simulations using a mesh with 1.8 . 104 and 3.3-104
nodes respectively, in combination with the first equation for subgrid length scale
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Figure 4.12: Time integrated normalised velocity along transverse axis at f- =1
ýý2A&.
for simulations with conventional mesh and the subgrid length scale A=

(A = -./-A--t,) under-predict the recirculation in the downstream region. The nonexistence of the recirculation region in the second simulation (3.3 - 10' nodes) is
curious. It is surprising that better agreement is obtained with a mesh containing
1.8- 104 nodes and that an increase in mesh resolution does not automatically lead
to an improvement of the flow prediction.
In the simulations using the second definition for subgrid length scale (A
first
definition.
For
high
)
big
the
is
turbulent
twice
mesh
as
with
as
viscosity
N/2At-,
resolution (6.1 - 101 nodes) where turbulent viscosity is relatively small, the time
integrated velocity field is nearly independent of the selected length scale definition.
In the simulations where a coarser mesh is utilised, a significant effect of the chosen
subgrid length scale is apparent. In the mesh containing 3.3.104 nodes the enlargeby
increase
leads
length
the
to
the
of
recirculation
region
an
scale
ment of
subgrid
0.67 cylinder diameters.
The streamwise velocity component along the transverse axis does show the
from
0.8
diameters
the
the
at
cylinder
a
peak
velocity
region
with
of
wake
width
centreline. The peak velocity of 1.18 m/s is not predicted by any of the simulations.
Similar flow profiles for the streamwise velocity component along the transverse axis
[8].
Breuer
in
the
results
of
seen
are

4.1.3

Turbulent

shear stress along transverse

axis

The simulations with conventional mesh show a clear lack of turbulent shear stress
The
transverse
the
axis.
results presented in figure 4.13 indicate that with
along
increasing mesh resolution more turbulence is resolved. By increasing turbulent
V2-At,
definition
for
(A
i.
) being
length
the
second
e.
subgrid
scale
viscosity,
=
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selected, turbulence is suppressed as shown in figure 4.13 and 4.14. Rom the definition of the LES method described in section 3.2 and used here, it is known that
turbulent viscosity is proportional to (C aA)2 . However, the effect of turbulent viscosity to the turbulent shear stress decreaseswith coarser mesh resolution. Since
a finer mesh uses a smaller grid size, turbulent viscosity decreaseswith increasing
mesh resolution. However, the phenomenon discovered in these simulations indicate
that the impact of turbulent viscosity is not dependent on its magnitude but on the
range of turbulent scalesthat exist in the flow field.

4.1.4

Selection of subgrid length scale

The simulations using conventional unstructured triangular meshes does not give
an unequivocal answer to the subgrid length scale to be preferred. Instead, the
time integrated velocity field and critical flow parameters do mainly rely on the
mesh resolution being selected. Nevertheless, best agreement is obtained with high
mesh resolution (6.1 - 104 nodes) in combination with the first definition for subgrid
length scale (A =
The time integrated velocity field is predicted with minor
deviation while turbulent shear stress agrees very closely with experimental data.
The predictions for time integrated velocity profiles do tend to be insensitive
to the subgrid length scale used with both high mesh resolution (6.1 - 104 nodes)
and coarse mesh resolution (1.8 . 104 nodes). In contrast, a strong sensitivity to the
subgrid length scale is shown for a mesh containing 3.3 - 104 nodes.
It is already stated that turbulent viscosity is proportional to mesh resolution
and therefore the magnitude of turbulent viscosity decreaseswith increasing mesh
resolution. However, the results presented suggest that the impact of turbulent
viscosity on the flow prediction is not proportional to the mesh resolution. Figures
4.13 and 4.14 suggest that a finer mesh is more sensitivity to the subgrid length
scale. The existence of such phenomenon cannot be explained by the mathematical
description of turbulent viscosity only. Instead, it is the mechanism by which vortex
shedding takes place and the distinct effect of each scale being involved, leading to
a different effect of additional viscosity onto the flow as a whole. This phenomenon
could also be due to the effect of numerical viscosity closely m king that of the
LES model.
Figure 4.6 shows a growing range of small scale vortices with increasing mesh
resolution. The growing spectrum of turbulent eddies with increasing mesh resolution is confirmed by the power spectrum presented in figures 4.7 and 4.8. The effect
of the subgrid length scale on the turbulent spectrum is significant; nevertheless, a
remark has to be added. With C. of the order of 0.17 the effective spatial filter is determined by the mesh [461. Only with C. significantly above 0.5 will the length scale
1, = C. A determine the width of the power spectrum. With other words, the cut-off
frequency in the power spectrum is determined by the mesh resolution and not by
the selected subgrid length scale. As a consequence, turbulent eddies in the flow
field are only suppressed by the turbulence model but not eliminated. The impact
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IA,

ReLES
1.4.101
5.4-103

Cantwell and Coles (1983)
1.8 - 10'

1.0.104

104

3.36.1.104

104
2.2 .

4

Table 4.4: ReLES
do in.

Re, based on the smallest element in the numerical

of the chosen subgrid length scale on the resulting power spectrum is not uniform
over the whole frequency spectrum. Instead, each spectrum bends in its own way
under the effects of additional turbulent viscosity. Nevertheless, with increasing
mesh resolution it is a priori the smaller scalesthat are dominated by the turbulent
viscosity. Larger scalesare affected by the turbulent viscosity in an indirect manner
via an intermediate range of resolved scales. The sensitivity of the time integrated
flow field to the turbulent viscosity depends on the intermediate range of turbulent
scales and their sensitivity to the turbulent viscosity. For this reason, the impact
of turbulent viscosity can grow with increasing mesh resolution. Nevertheless, this
does not mean that the flow field is represented better by a coarser mesh. Although
some of the flow characteristics are predicted reasonable well with a coarse mesh
(1.8 . 104 nodes), it is very unlikely that the predicted flow field is in accordance with
the physical behaviour of the flow. The transition in the shear layer from laminar
to turbulent flow conditions is unlikely to occur when small disturbances cannot
develop in this region due to limited mesh resolution. Another problem of the LES
technique is the effective Reynolds number of the LES-generated turbulence. With
the technique the dissipation length tj is replaced with 1, = CA. Thus:
4
9

Re

ReLES

As a consequenceReLES can be significantly smaller than the Reynolds number of
the turbulence to be modelled. Therefore one must be careful that ReLES remains
fulfilled
be
large
Reynolds
the
not
similarity
might
number
sufficiently
otherwise
flow
for
large
Reynolds
be
the
a
considered representative
and
results could not
[451. The turbulent viscosity applied in the coarse mesh (1.8 - 101 nodes) varies
in time and space but can exceed the dynamic viscosity by a factor of 10. The
reduction in Reynolds numbers due to the addition of a turbulence model is shown
in table 4.4. The LES generated Reynolds number is based on the smallest element
in the numerical domain and leads to an 80% reduction of the original Reynolds
er.
The selection of a subgrid length scale should be based on computational results
which represent the physical flow features best. It is undeniable that the time
integrated velocity field as well critical flow parameters and turbulent shear stress
is best predicted with the highest mesh resolution (6.1 - 104 nodes) used in this
investigation. The results obtained with coarser mesh do not only show a stronger
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6.1-

and Uoles (1983)
104 1A

2.8 - 10'I

C.t,- =1
superbee

4.3 . 1041 superbee
4.5.1041 superbee

DGA variables
c", = 11 C't, = 1.5
3.5 - 10IT superbee
5.0- 1041 superbee

DGA variables
C,. = 11 Ct,. =2
1.4.10"Tsuperbee
2.8.104
2.4 - 104

superbee
minmod

CD
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1.24

0.119
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L,-

Micro scale[m]
71= I. J6 - IU-3.73 . 10-3

T[

U. 0

-

0.20

86.0

0.53

1.71
1.73
1.59

0.18
0.16
0.15

96
89
95

0.15
0.25
0.48

2.91-10-1
2.54-10-3

1.64
1.70

0.19
0.20

81
85

0.47
0.60

2.51 - 10--7'-

1.72
1.63
1.40

0.20
0.16
0.13

81
85
89

0.36
0.36
0.67

2.54.10-ý2.52 - 10-3

1.46.10-3

2.51.10-3

2.91.10-3

Table 4.5: Time integrated flow parameters, drag coefficient UD, Strouhal number
St, separation angle 0., recirculation length L,. and micro scale, for simulations
using the DGA algorithm plus the simulation using conventional mesh 6.1.104 and
length scale A=

deviation from the experimental data of Cantwell & Coles 191,but are unable to
maintain a turbulent energy spectrum for higher frequencies due to insufficient mesh
resolution.
The results obtained with the final mesh (6.1.104 nodes) present a time integrated velocity field independent of the selected subgrid length scale, while differences between the two simulations are present for the magnitude of turbulent
shear stress, Stroulial number and separation angle and best agreement is obtained
It is the turbulent shear stress
with the first subgrid length scale (A = vIA-t-,
-).
profile which indicates that with the mesh resolution used in this work, turbulence
is strongly suppressedwith the second subgrid length scale (A = VITAt-,.). With the
)
first
(A
length
the
of
use
subgrid
scale
= %fA-t,. a more realistic turbulent shear
stress profile and separation angle 0, is predicted which hold better agreement. For
this reason, the first subgrid length scale will be used throughout the rest of the
work. The first subgrid length scale reads:
A=

4.2

ýrA--t,.

Modelling

vortex shedding behind
Grid
Adaptation
Dynamic
with

(4.2)

a cylinder

The conventional meshes used in the previous section have used pre-selected levels
of resolution in the regions around the cylinder. However, it is the narrow region
around the cylinder where a complex flow field is expected to develop and the pre-
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(a) Initial mesh containing 7500 nodes

(b) Initial mesh near the wall

Figure 4.15: Mesh containing 7.5 - 10' nodes and created by a conventional mesh
generator. The mesh holds a moderate resolution in the vicinity of the wall and the
region further downstream while the area near the outer boundaries is kept coarse.
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Figure 4.16: Plot of the mesh at an instant for simulation with C.. = 1, C't, =I
and 2.8 - 104nodes and the simulation with C.. = 1, Ct, =2 and I.A. 104 nodes.
With C,, =I and Ct, =1 cell size and strain rate are equally important leading
to a smooth flow dependent mesh refinement. With C,, =I and C. t, =2 weight
is given to strain rate leading to a sharper mesh refinement. The structures in the
mesh reflect the coherent flow structures in the flow field.
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Figure 4.17: Vector plot of the flow at an instant in the vicinity of the wall for
simulation with C,,, = 1, Ct, =I and 4.5 - 104nodes and the simulation with
C.. = 1, C,,t, =2 and 2.8 - 104 nodes. With C.. =1 and C. t, =I cell size
and strain rate are equally important leading to a smooth flow dependent mesh
refinement. With C,,, =I and Ct, =2 weight is given to strain rate leading to a
sharper mesh refinement.
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Refinement ei
DGA variables
C'. = 11 Ct,. =1
2.8 - 1011superbee
4.3
4.5

. 1041 superbee
. 1041 superbee

DGA variables
= 11 Ct, = 1.5
_C,,,
3.5 - 10'I superbee
5.0 - 1041 superbee

DGA variables
C- = 11 C. t.. =2

1.4 - 10'
2.8- 104
2.4.101

1 superbee
Isuperbee
1 minmod

Coarsening ej

- -- 3'2.00.- 10

1.00.10-3

1.00.10-3

5.00- 10-4
5.00-10-4

1.00.10-3

Micro scale [m]

2.0-10-7'2.0-10-3
1.0.10-3

2.50-10-3
1.25- 10-3

1.25-10-3
6.25-10-4

2.0-10-3

3.20-10-1
7.00.10-3
3.50-10-3

1.60-10-1
3.50.10-3
1.75-10-3

2.0-10-4
2.0 . 10-3
2.0- 10-3

2.0-10-3

Table 4.6: Configuration of DGA algorithm for the 2 dimensional simulations, including the threshold values for mesh refinement and coarsening as well the minimum mesh resolution in terms of a micro scale.
selected mesh is unlikely to be the optimum and therefore it is probable that many
nodes will be used inefficiently. The design of a conventional mesh requires a good
understanding of the fluid dynamics of the system being investigated, particularly
where the flow is of high complexity as in many industrial processes. The reason for
the use of a DGA algorithm is twofold. Not only is each single node examined for
its contribution to flow prediction but, additionally solution-based grid refinement
will minimize the need to put significant effort into estimating the flow pattern
beforehand.
Despite the potential of DGA to use computational power more efficiently, a
reliable mesh refinement thus rely on a proper error estimation which reflects the
need for additional grid points. However, it is very surprising that there exists a
vast literature devoted to the development of refinement methods for adaptive grid
strategies but almost nothing has been done to develop refinement variables for
determining the error magnitude of numerical solutions. However, the successof
adaptive grid strategies depend to a large extent on a reliable refinement variable
and on the determination of acceptable error bounds with which the estimated
errors are compared.
In this work a refinement variable is proposed which is a modification to the
equation of turbulent viscosity and is shown in equation 3.19. By varying the importance or weight of either the cell size A or the strain rate 131another refinement
behaviour can be established. These two terms in the equation are controlled by
the two variables C. and C. t,. and allow a user-defined refinement behaviour. The
key interest in the investigation is to obtain an insight into the location of the flow
regions that dominate the flow, as well the range of turbulent scales necessary for
a reliable CFD prediction. The numerical requirements for modelling separated
flow reflect the physical flow complexities, i. e. the regions where mesh refinement is
required and the preferable DGA configuration reflect the physical flow mechanisms.
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Referencename / Animation name
DGA variablesC. = 1, Ct,. =1

_

C,, =1- Ct,. =1-2.8 . 104ý _ Lavi
1041
2.8superbee E:\DGA\Cm=I-Cstr=l-nodes=28e3 PICOLavi
C. =1-C. t,. =1-2.8 - 104-: -2.avi
E:\DGA\Cm=l-Cstr=l-nodes=28e3 PIC02.avi
C,,, =1- Ct, =1-4.3 - 101- Lavi
1041
\DGA\Cm=l-Cstr=l-nodes=43e3_PICOl.
E:
4.3avi
superbee
Cm =1- Ct,. =1-4.3 - 104- 2.avi
E:\DGA\Cm=I-Cstr=l-nodes=43e3-PlCO2. avi
C,,, =I-C. t, =1-4.5 - 10' - Lavi
1041
\DGA\Cm=l-Cstr=l-nodes=45e3_PIC01.
E:
4.5avi
superbee
C,,, =1- Ct,. =1-4.5 - 104- 2.avi
E:\DGA\Cm=l-Cstr=l-nodes=45e3 PIC02.avi
DGA variables
C,. = 1, Ct,. = 1.5
3.5.1041 superbee

5.0.1041 superbee

C,,, =1-C.
3.5
Lavi
104
1.5
=
_
t,.
E: \DGA\Cm=I-Cstr=15-nodes=35e3_PIC01.
avi
C,. =1-C.
3.5
104
2.
1.5
=
- avi
t,.
E: \DGA\Cm=l-Cstr=15-nodes=35e3_PIC02.
avi
CM
1
104
C't,
LaVS
= 1.5 - 5.0.
=1PICOLavi
E: \DGA\Cm=I-Cstr=15-nodes=5Oe3
C", =1-C.
2.
1.5
5.0.104
=
t,.
-: avi
E: \DGA\Cm=l-Cstr=15-nodes=5Oe3_PIC02.
avI

DGA variables
C,,, = 1, Ct, =2
1.4- 1041 superbee

C,,, =1- Ct,. =2-1.4
- 104 - Lavi
E: \DGA\Cm=l-Cstr=2-nodes=14e3
PICOLavi
C. =1- Ct,. =2-1.4.104
2.
-ý avi
E: \DGA\Cm=l-Cstr=2-nodes=14e3_PIC02.
avi
C.. =1-

2.8- 1041 superbee

Ct,. =2-2.8

104
J.
_ aVj

E: \DGA\Cm=l-Cstr=2-nodes=28e3
C.

=1-

Ct,

PICOI. avi

. 2.
2.8104
avi
=2 -

E: \DGA\Cm=l-Cstr=2-nodes=28e3_PIC02.
12.4- 104

minmod

Ct,. =2-2.4

avI

104
_ Lavi

E: \DGA\Cm=l-Cstr=2-nodes=24e3
PIC01. avi
_
1- Ct,. =2-2.4
- 104 - 2.avi
E: \DGA\Cm=I-Cstr=2-nodes=24e3
PIC02. avi

Table 4.7: The animation file name and the referencename usedin the thesis for
the animationsobtainedfrom simulationswith DGA algorithm. The first animation
indicatedby a1 givesa view of the generalflow field, while the animation indicated
by a2 givesa detailed view of the flow in the vicinity of the wall near the point of
separation.
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The purpose of the DGA algorithm is to generate a mesh under its own evolutionary flow tendencies. Therefore, a relatively coarse mesh is utilised at the start
of the simulation as shown in figure 4.15. Here, this initial mesh contains 7.5.103
nodes and uses the same dimensions as the conventional mesh described in figure
4.1.
The introduction of the two variables C.. and Ct,. in the refinement variable
gives user control of the refinement process. A view of the mesh towards the end of
the simulation is shown in figure 4.16the simulation is carried out. with the DGA
variables C.. and Ct,. both set to 1. The use of these constants is clearly shown
in figure 4.17. In the first picture a smooth mesh refinement has taken place in the
shear layers and along the cylinder, while W the latter the refinement is sharp and
narrow and more focussed on areas that maintain a high strain rate. Therefore,
despite the limited number of nodes in the simulation with a dominance of the
strain rate in the refinement variable (C.. = 1, Ct,. = 2) and a mesh containing
1.4-104 nodes, its smallest element of size 2.54.10-3 [M] is still smaller then the
equivalent element of size 2.91 - 10-3 [m] in the simulation where equal weight is
given to cell size and strain rate (C,,, = 1, Ct, = 1) and a mesh containing 2.8 - 104
nodes. This is shown in table 4.5. The effect of the refinement variables is seen in
particularly well in the vicinity of the wall before the point of separation. In this
region, strong velocity gradients are maintained and, as a consequence,significant
difference in mesh resolution is apparent. The difference in flow prediction between
that of figure 4.17 (a) and (b) is primarily due to mesh refinement and confirms
the complexity of the physical processesin which certain flow regions and vortex
scales In the flow field axe over-proportionately important. This means that the
determination of a proper refinement variable cannot be decoupled from the physics
that is under investigation. With other words, flow prediction and mesh resolution
are unequivocally connected and cannot be treated in isolation.
The results presented in this section have been all obtained using LES simulations together with the DGA algorithm. The majority of the simulations have been
carried out with Roe's superbee flux limiter. To investigate the effect of the TVD
flux limiter on the flow prediction, a study has been carried out in which the minmod flux limiter is used. The threshold values for mesh refinement and coarsening,
as well the maximum mesh resolution to overcome excessive mesh refinement, are
presented in table 4.6 for all simulations.

4.2.1

Velocity

patterns

The simulations carried out with a DGA algorithm present a vortex street as shown
in appendix, movie C,,, =1-C.
C.
Lavi
to
=1-2.8-104
=1-C.
&
t, =
2-2.4 - 104 - 2.avi. The reference names used in the text for the flow animations
are explained in table 4.7. A wide variety of turbulent eddies is apparent in the
vortex street as well secondary eddies exist in the recirculation region as observed
experimentally by Bouard & Coutanceau 17]. Due to mesh refinement, mesh resolu-
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tion in the small scale vortices is significantly higher for simulations where DGA is
applied, as shown in table 4.1 and 4.5. As a consequence,a wider range of vortices
is resolved. The cross-power spectra at the location E=1 and I- =0 are presented
in figures 4.18 to 4.25. The cross-power spectra confirm that simulations with DGA
have a wider spectrum in comparison with simulations with conventional meshes.
Additionally, simulations with DGA have better agreement-with the energy decayf
processesof homogeneousturbulence.
As small scale vortices grow in size and merge together, velocity gradients decay
leading to a coarsening of the mesh. Figures 4.18 to 4.25 shows the cross-power
A=2.5
A- = 5. The
spectra for three points on the centreline at M=1,
and
DDD

figures show a shrinking power spectrum in downstream direction, indicating less
turbulence has been resolved.
The existence of small scale eddies in the vicinity of the wall and the interaction
between them ultimately leads to a breakdown of the vortex street. The breakdown
of the street is seen in the simulations using a conventional mesh and leads at the
same time to a reduction in the cohesion of the flow field.
The Strouhal number St is obtained from the lift coefficient CL. The dominating
peak in the power spectrum for lift is obtained from a FFT frequency analysis and
the results for Strouhal number St are presented in table 4.5. The prediction for
Strouhal number St shows good agreement with experimental data of Cantwell &
Coles [9]. Apart from the simulation with C.. = 1, Ct,. =1 and a mesh containing 4.5 - 104 nodes and C,,, = 1, Ct,. = 2, and a mesh containing 2.4.104 nodes,
the Strouhal number is predicted with less then 12% error. Similar to the simulations with conventional mesh separation angle 0. is dearly over-predicted, varying
between 81" and 96*.

4.2.2

Drag coefficient

The drag coefficient _CD is also listed in table 4.5 and is derived from the time
integrated pressure distribution Up around the cylinder, shown in figures 4.26 to
4.28. Apart from the drag coefficient VD predicted in the simulation with C.. = 1,
C. t,. =2 and a mesh containing 2.4-104 nodes, drag coefficient, "CD is over-predicted
by approximately 30%. The over-Prediction presented here is also evident in the
work of IVtar & Holdo [60] and Breuer 18]and rises from the under-pressure in the
wake region behind the cylinder.
Together with the separation angle 0,, the drag coefficient _CD forms a key
parameter in the validation of near-wall modelling but no correlation between sepaHowever,
decrease
ration angle and drag coefficient is apparent (R(U.
a
=15%).
)
_0.
in drag would have been expected with increasing separation angle E), [401due to
decrease of the width of the wake region. Nevertheless, it should be stated that
this correlation between separation angle 0. and the drag coefficient _CDis due to
indirect effects in the flow field. The change of the pressure profile near the point
of separation has got nearly any effect on the pressure drag due to the curvature of
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Figure 4.26: Time integrated pressure distribution Cp for a cylinder from 0 to 7r
radials, for simulations using DGA variables C.. = 1, Ct, =1 and the superbee
TVD flux limiter.
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Figure 4.27: Time integrated pressure distribution CP for a cylinder from 0 to 7r
radials, for simulations using DGA variables C,,, = 1, C't, = 1.5 and the superbee
TVD flux limiter.
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the cylinder. Drag is dominated by the pressure distribution in the region behind
the cylinder where the tangent maintains a high slope, direct effects on the pressure distribution due to separation occur in the region aside the cylinder where the
tangent has a limited slope. As a consequence,direct effects of the separation have
got marginal influence on the prediction of the drag coefficient OD.

4.2.3

Time integrated

field
velocity

The results obtained from the simulations using DGA show large variation in flow
prediction. The dimensions of the recirculation region behind the cylinder as well
the further downstream region is predicted with varying success,as shown in figures
4.29 to 4.34. The recirculation region is predicted to be approximately half the
cylinder diameter for most of the simulations, and this is in agreement with the
experimental data. A clear conflict with experimental data is apparent in the DGA
simulation where equal weight is given to cell size and strain rate (C,,, = 1, C't, = 1)
and a mesh containing 2.8.104 nodes, here the recirculation region is predicted to
be 0.15 cylinder diameters. In the simulation with minmod TVD flux limiter and a
DGA configuration with strong dominance of the strain rate (C,,, = 1, C't, = 2) and
a mesh containing 2.4.104 nodes shows the recirculation region to be 0.67 cylinder
diameters. In the further downstream region, the flow field is mostly over-predicted
but, very good agreement is obtained in the simulation with C.. = 1, Ct, =2 and
a mesh containing 1.4 - 104 nodes.
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Figure 4.30: Time integrated normalised velocity along streamwise axis at D = 0,
-IL
for simulations using DGA variables C,,, = 1, Ct, = 1.5 and the superbee TVD
flux limiter. To allow a comparison with conventional mesh the simulation with
6-1- 104 nodes and the subgrid length scale A= VA-t,- is add.
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Figure 4.32: Time integrated normalised velocity along transverse axis at D
for simulations using DGA variables C,,, = 1, Ct, =I and the superbee TVD flux
limiter. To allow a comparison with conventional mesh the simulation with 6.1.104
nodes and the subgrid length scale A= vg-t,-. is add.
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Figure 4.34: Time integrated normalised velocity along transverse axis at fD = 1,
for simulations using DGA variables C,,, =1 and Ct,. = 2. To allow a comparison
with conventional mesh the simulation with 6.1 - 104 nodes and the subgrid length
scale A= V/A-t-,is add.
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Figure 4.36: Time integrated normalised turbulent shear stress due to turbulence
1, for simulations using for simulations using DGA
along transverse axis at 1=
D

variables C,,, = 1-Ct, = 1.5. To allow a comparison with conventional mesh the
simulation with 6.1.104 nodes and the subgrid length scale A= VIA-t, is add.
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4.2.4

Turbulent

shear stress along transverse

axis

The turbulent shear stress profiles obtained from simulations with DGA show better
agreement in shape and magnitude compared to the simulations with a conventional
mesh. A feature that both simulation sessions have in common is the increase in
turbulent shear stress with increasing mesh resolution as shown in figures 4.35 to
4.37.
Important to the flow prediction is the TVD flux limiter. With the superbee
limiter, sharper velocity gradients are yield in the domain, while the minmod flux
limiter is more diffusive in its behaviour [261. This diffusive nature is confirmed in
the simulation with C.. = 1, Ct, =2 and a mesh containing 2.4.10' nodes. Here
the threshold values for mesh refinement are increased significantly in comparison
to the simulations with the superbee limiter and DGA variables C,,, and Ct, set
to be 1 and 2 respectively, as shown in table 4.6. Despite the low threshold values
for mesh refinement, the mesh contains only 2.4.104 nodes towards the end of the
simulation and the turbulent shear stress is of equal order as the simulation with
C.. = 1, Ct, =2 and a mesh containing only 1.4 104 nodes.
-

4.2.5

Mesh refinement

of the flow field

The mesh refinement which takes place in the flow structures is therefore heavily
dependent on the values chosen for the DGA variables C,,, and Ct,, as shown in
figure 4.17. With the variables C.. and Ct, both set to 1, cell size and strain rate
are weighted equally in the refinement variable and there is clear refinement at the
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separation point and in the shear layer. The refinement in the region of the larger
vortices behind the cylinder is smooth and the nodes are equally distributed. In
contrast, the mesh refinement with a DGA configuration where strain rate is the
dominant feature in the refinement variable (C,.,.,= 1, Ct, = 2) shows a concentration of refinement at the separation point and in the shear layer. In this layer,
near the point of separation, small scale instabilities are captured and followed as
they move downstream. Additional mesh refinement takes place in the shear layer
between secondary and primary vortices, while in the region of the larger vortices
and outside the wake region no substantial number of nodes is added.
The significance of mesh refinement in flow prediction is shown in the simulation
1, Ct,. =1 and a mesh containing 4.3 . 104 nodes and the simulation
with C..
with C,,, 1, Ct,. =1 and a mesh containing 4.5-104 nodes. The mesh used in both
simulations varies by approximately 2.103 nodes and is a result of different limits for
maximum mesh resolution as shown in table 4.6. It is the near-wall region, where
separation occurs and shear layers exist which are affected by the mesh resolution
limit. The substantial variation in flow prediction proves the numerical impact of
the nodes in the near wall region. As the numerics are inextricable bound up with
the physics to be modelled, there is an indication that the flow in the downstream
direction is to a high extent determined by the flow in the near-wall region.
The existence of nodes in the numerical domain which have a large influence
on flow prediction imply that the numerical scheme applied to these nodes is of
considerable importance. The results presented in the simulation with C,,, = 1,
C. t,. =2 and a mesh containing 2.8 - 104 nodes and the simulation with C,,, = 1,
C. t, =2 and a mesh containing 2.4-104 nodes confirm the dependence of the flow
prediction on the numerical scheme used. The choice of the minmod TVD flux
limiter leads to a more diffusive flow and threshold values for mesh refinement have
to be significantly increased; however, even with an approximately equal number of
nodes there is a distinct difference with the other simulations that use equal values

for C,,, and Ct,..
Despite the generally good agreement with experimental data there are drawbacks in the prediction due to imperfections inherent in any numerical scheme,like
numerical diffusion and dispersion and the 2-dimensional simplification. An additional weaknessin prediction is the physical representation of the small scale flow
phenomena, i. e. the modelling of the full range of flow motions up to the Kolmogorov scale q. Despite substantial mesh refinement in the shear layers and in the
vicinity of the wall, the smallest scale modelled in the numerical domain is still a
factor 10 larger then the Kolmogorov scale q associated to the flow problem. The
so-called 'micro scale' in the flow field is obtained from the smallest element in the
numerical domain and is given in table 4.5 together with the Kolmogorov scale q.
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Chapter 5

General discussion
5.1

Modelling of vortex shedding with Dynamic Grid
Adaptation

The essentialfeatureof this thesis is the proposedlink betweenturbulencea model
Poturbulence.
for
DGA
of
modelling
effective
significantly more
and a
algorithm
tentially turbulent regionsare detectedby the LES turbulence model and treated
via the LES model assumptionswhen the SGS structures are sufficiently small.
When the variation in turbulent viscosity exceedsa pre-definedlevel, the meshwill
be locally refinedto resolvethe larger turbulent motions.
The results in section 4.2 have shownsubstantial sensitivity of flow prediction
to the mesh used. Not only do the properties of the local turbulence dependon
the mesh resolution in the numerical,domain, but also time integrated flow features as velocity profiles are similarly and significantly sensitive. The variation in
flow prediction is primarily due to meshrefinementand confirmsthe complexity of
the physical processesin which certain flow regionsand vortex scalesin the flow
field are over-proportionatelyimportant. This meansthat the determination of a
from
decoupled
be
the physicsthat are under
refinement
cannot
proper
variable
investigation.
The DGA variables C,.,, and Ct,, can be considered to be an engineering tool
to keep control over the refinement behaviour of the DGA algorithm. An increase
of either one of these variables will have a substantial effect on the refinement
behaviour. This aspect of the refinement strategy has a significant implication which
is that a modification to the DGA variables C.. and Ct,. implies a modification to
the physical flow features which are monitored according to the following equation
pC2A2C- 131"'.

An increaseof C. gives extra weight to the cell size and
leadsto a smoothmeshrefinementand refinementis likely to occur in regionswhere
the meshis coarse.By increasingC.t, extra weight is given to the strain rate and
the meshrefinementwill be sharpand strongly dependenton the Instantaneousflow
field. In the first set of simulationsC,. and Ct, are equally weightedwith values

q=
ia
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(NO).
1
dimensions
dynamic
the
the
of giving
refinement variable
of
viscosity ;;;, With
C. and C. t,. to be 1 and 2 respectively, extra weight is given to the strain rate and
the refinement variable has the dimensions of dynamic viscosity per unit time, or
dynamic pressure (N). The simulations using DGA variables C.. and Ct,. set to
be 1 and 1.5 respectively can be considered as an hybrid between both methods,
with the dimensions for refinement being
The use of a viscosity term for both the turbulence modelling and mesh refinement is an extension of the classical approach for modelling unsteady turbulent
flow. However, in a flow field where separation occurs due to an adverse pressure
gradient as a result of decreasing dynamic pressure, the use of a dynamic pressure
as a refinement variable is preferable. Although the author does not want to draw
a final conclusion regarding the preferred method for unsteady flow around a circular cylinder, simulations have shown a higher rate of mesh refinement near the
separation point and in the shear layer when using values of 1 and 2 respectively
for the DGA variables C,,, and Ct,.. The results presented for separation angle
in table 4.5 confirm that good agreement is obtained with a DGA configuration
where strain rate is the dominant flow feature (C,,, = 1, Ct,. = 2). By choosing the
DGA variables C,, and Ct,. to be 1 and 2 respectively, extra weight is given to the
strain rate term in the equation for error indication leading to a comparatively low
number of nodes in domain.
The importance of the DGA variables in the prediction of the flow field is also
Ct,. =1-2.8
C,,,
104
Lavi
to
shown in movie C. =1=1-C.
t,- =
_
2-2.4-104 -2. avi included in the appendix. Movie C,.,,= I-Ct,. = 2-2.8-104 -2. avi
shows the existence of small scale vortices in the vicinity of the wall. The interaction
of these vortices with the surrounding flow field leads to a complex flow field in
which vortices are predominantly moving in downstream direction with occasional
vortices moving in upstream direction penetrating into the separation point leading
to an upstream movement of the separation point. Upstream moving vortices are
seen throughout all simulations with the variables C,, and Ct,. set to be 1 and 2
respectively, while with C. and Ct,. set both to be 1a high number of nodes is
required before upstream flow motions are resolved in sufficient detail. Based on
the mesh structures generated by the DGA algorithm, there is a clear indication
that instabilities in the flow field leading to small scale vortices are generated in the
regions where a high rate of strain is maintained. These are typically in the shear
layer and the layers separating the larger vortices. It is seen that the simulations
with C,. and C. t, set to be 1 and 2 respectively focus mesh refinement on the
regions where a high rate of strain is maintained. The importance of the upstream
moving vortices onto a nonlinear elliptic flow field is a subject for discussion but,
nevertheless, it is known that the small scale vortices play a major role in the
determination of turbulence level and the transition to turbulence 1621.
The 2-dimensional simulations show the number of nodes needed to obtain good
agreement for turbulent shear stress uIV is decreasing, with increasing values for
C. t,.. The reduction in number of nodes with increasing values of the DGA constant
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C. t,. indicates that the requirements for predicting the turbulent shear stress ulvl
are fulfilled more efficiently with a strain rate sensitive refinement variable. The
results suggestthat it is the narrow region dominated by rate of strain which require
high mesh resolution for proper prediction of the turbulent shear stress WV. The
importance of small scale vortices to the turbulent shear stress ulvl, is also shown
in the simulation where cell size and strain rate are equally weighted (C,,, = 1,
C. t,. = 1) and a mesh containing 4.5.104 nodes. Here, an increase in the number
of nodes is accomplished by increasing the maximum mesh resolution as set in the
REACFLOW input file. The relatively small number of nodes allocated in the
vicinity of the wall leads to a substantial increase in turbulence level at a distance
of one cylinder diameter from the centre of the cylinder. These results again confirm
the sensitivity of the turbulent shear stress u1v' on the mesh used in the vicinity
of the wall. It is important to state that an increase in mesh resolution leads
to an increase in turbulent shear stress ii ývl as shown in figures 4.35 to 4.37. A
similar trend is not apparent for any of the other time integrated flow profiles and
parameters.
Despite substantial mesh refinement the micro scale is still large in comparison
to the Kolmogorov scale % as shown in table 4.5. The lack of turbulent flow motions
is an important reason for the irregular sensitivity of each flow variable in relation
to the mesh used. This indicates that flow motions and flow mechanism in the flow
field have got a unique effect on each critical flow parameter and flow profile.
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VD against separationangle @,, Strouhal number St against separationangle 0,
and StrouhalnumberSt againstrecirculationlength L, The correlationcoefficients
presentedindicate no significantcorrelationis apparentin any of the flow parameter
relations.
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Figure 5.4: Scatter diagram for Strouhal number St and separation angle Os for
simulations using DGA and conventional mesh. The Strouhal number St and sep-aration angle OS have a 51% correlation.
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R(&L-e. )

0.15

0.25

--0.51
-0.68

-0.71
-

Table 5.2: Correlation coefficientsobtained from the simulations with DGA and
data presentedin literature. Correlation coefficientsare given for drag coefficient
UD against lift coefficientIýL, drag coefficientUD against Strouhal number St, lift
coefficient15Lagainst Strouhal number St, drag coefficientVD against separation
angle E), and lift coefficientCL against separationangle 0.. The coefficientsshow
a significant correlation for drag coefficientVD against lift coefficientC-Landdrag
VD
coefficient
against Strouhal number St.
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Correlations

within

the flow fleld

The mechanism by which vortex shedding takes places and the complex procedures
which determine the characteristics of the vortex street have been subject to many
speculations. Despite all of this, the foundations of vortex shedding have not been
exposed so far. In this respect, it is of value to investigate the potential correlations
between the different flow features. ýA comparison of the critical flow parameters VD,
St and E), is presented in figures 5.1 to 5.4. The data presented in table 5.1 indicates
that no correlation is apparent between Strouhal number St and separation angle
E), nor between the drag coefficient VD and the separation angle E),. The lack of
correlation between Strouhal number St and separation angle E), indicates that the
shedding frequency St is not a function of the geometry of the recirculation region
or the curvature of the shear layer and vice versa. This conjecture is confirmed by
the recirculation length L, which shows no correlation with the shedding frequency
St (R(S*-L, )=23%).
Flow features which have better correlation are the drag coefficient VD with the
lift coefficient OL, and the drag coefficient UD with the Strouhal number St. The
existence of a significant correlation between these three flow features is confirmed
by numerical data as shown in table 5.2.
The connection between drag coefficient VD and Strouhal number St gives a
76% correlation as shown in figure 5.1; additionally, a 90% correlation is found
between drag coefficient VD and Strouhal number St. Such a correlation indicates
the over-predicted drag coefficient VD has a relation with the mechanism by which
vortex shedding takes place. Apart from the correlation with Strouhal number St,
no further correlation with the drag coefficient VD has been discovered with any
of the other time integrated flow features, like recirculation length L, -,
MJIM
turbulent shear stress uIvI or separation angle... It is widely accepted that the amount of drag on the cylinder is to large extent
dependent on the time integrated width of the wake region. The decrease in drag
forces from the sub-critical to the super-critical flow regime is a clear consequence
of this. Nevertheless, the weak correlation of any of the time integrated flow features with the drag coefficient VD suggests that the average pressure field around
the cylinder is not only dependent on the unsteady flow field but, to some extent
dependent upon the dynamic features in the flow field.
Time integrated

drag coefficient

UD versus r. m. s. lift coefficient

OL

A significant

part of the drag rises from the low pressure in the wake behind the
cylinder, while the decay of this low pressure occurs due to energy dissipation by the
turbulent motion [401, i. e. the magnitude of drag is also related to instantaneous flow
effects rather than only the unsteady flow features. Support for the hypothesis in
which over-prediction of drag coefficient VD occurs due to dynamic flow behaviour,
is given by the r. m. s. drag coefficient OD and r. m. s. lift coefficient dL. The
OD
5L
drag
lift
r. m. s.
coefficient
and r. m. s.
coefficient
are calculated from the
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Figure 5.5: Time history of drag coefficient CD for simulations with DGA. The
r. m. s. drag coefficient CD suggests fluctuations in the drag coefficient CD are more
intense and higher than that discovered experimentally.
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Figure 5.6: Time histoRTYof drag coefficient CD for simulations with DGA. The
r. m. s. drag coefficient CD suggests fluctuations in the drag coefficient CD are more
intense and higher than that discovered experimentally.
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CD

DGA variables
C. = 1-C.t,. =1
2.8 - 10I superbee 0.34
4.3- 1041superbee 0.34
4.5-1041superbee 0.33
_ DGA variables
Cm = I-Ct, = 1.5
1041
3.5superbee 0.37
1041
5.0superbee 0.39
DGA variables
Cm = 1-C.t, =2
104
1.4superbee 0.37
2.8 - 10" superbee 0.38
2.4.104
MinMod
0.29

CL

1.35
1.26
1.22

1.20
1.25

1.22
1.19
1.00

Table 5.3: R.m.s. drag coefficientdD and r.m.s. lift coefficientdL for a circular
for
All
drag
DGA.
for
Re
1.4-105
r.
m.
s.
values
cylinder at
simulations using
=
dL
lift
coefficient15Dand
coefficient showa categoricoverprediction in comparison
with experimentaldata.

CD

CL

Re
0.62
1.4-1011
West & Apelt [661
104
[48]
Nishimura & Taniike
0.14 0.56 6.10.51
2.0-105
Norberg [491
Table 5.4: Exp5imentally obtained data for r. m. s. drag coefficient 5D and r. m. s.
lift coefficient CL at different Reynolds numbers.

CD

De With
Tutar [59]
aavin et al. [58]
Breuer [8)

at CL =0
0.44
0.38
0.50
-

Table 5.5: Basedon the trend in drag coefficientVD and lift coefficient5L shown
in figure 5.7 a drag coefficientVD at lift coefficientdL =0 is obtained via extrapolation.
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Figure 5.7: Scatter diagram for drag coefficient VD and r. m. s. lift coefficient IýL,
with data from De With, Mitar [59] and Travin et al. 1581.
drag coefficient CD and lift coefficient CL as shown in figures 5.5 and 5.6. The
r. m. s. drag coefficient IýD and r. m. s. lift coefficient 45L are presented in table 5.3.
Experimental work on the r. m. s. drag coefficient (% and r. m. s. lift coefficient 1ýýL,
by West & Apelt [661,Nishimura & Taniike [481and Norberg 1491has given values
for eD and eL of the order of 0.14 and 0.6 respectively, as shown in table 5.4. The
eD
for
values
and (ýL obtained from experimental work are substantially smaller
then the data presented in this work. The fluctuations in the drag coefficient CD
and lift coefficient CL are due to fluctuating motions in the vortex street. The
turbulent shear stress uIvI is in good agreement with the experimental data from
Cantwell & Coles 19] and therefore it is suspected that the over-prediction Of eD
and IýL is due to periodical motions in the lower frequency range. The power
spectrum confirms the existence of low frequency periodical motions in the order
of the shedding frequency. The existence of low frequency periodical motions leads
to an increase in energy dissipation and consequently an increase in drag. In other
words, the mechanism by which vortices are shed from the cylinder and the periodic
motions influence substantially the energy dissipation in the near wake region.
The increase of drag coefficient OD with increasing r. m. s. lift coefficient 15L is
apparent in numerous numerical investigations. The work of Tutar [59] and Týavin
et al. [581appears to give a similar trend despite the substantial deviation in drag
OD
coefficient
and r. m.s. lift coefficient iýL. The results from Tutar [59] and Týavin
et al. [581together with the results presented in this thesis are combined in figure
5.7. The results indicate an increase in drag coefficient VD with increasing values
for r. m.s. lift coefficient eL. The figure suggest that the energy dissipation in the
near wake become increasingly dependent on the mechanism by which vortices are
shed from the cylinder with increasing values for r. m. s. lift coefficient CL. For a
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Figure 5.8: Scatter diagram for drag coefficient VD and Stroulial number St, with
data from De With, Tutar [591,Týavin et al. [581and Breuer [81.
flow field where the vortex shedding is less intense and lower values of r. m.s. lift
OL
OD
drag
is related
likely
it
is
that
the
coefficient
most
coefficient
are apparent,
to the unsteady flow field.
An extrapolation of the regression lines up to the point where the r. m. s. lift
CD
drag
hypothetical
is
IýL
associated to the
coefficient
coefficient
zero gives a
OD
drag
flow
field.
The
the
coefficient
at zero
steady
physical representation of
r. m. s. lift coefficient (ýL is highly speculative. Nevertheless, it gives an insight into
the significance of the periodical forces due to vortex shedding in relation to the
drag forces. As shown in table 5.5 and figure 5.7, the drag forces due to periodic
lift forces are comparatively weak in the work of Travin et al. [581,while the data
dissipation
by
dominated
in
is
the
this
associated to the
energy
presented
work
vortex shedding.
Time integrated

drag coefficient

OD versus Strouhal

number

St

The consistent trends shown for drag coefficient OD and lift coefficient iýL are
not apparent for the Strouhal number St. Although there is significant correlation
between the data presented here and in the numerical investigations of Tutar [591,
Travin et al. 1581and Breuer 18], the corresponding regression lines have different
direction, as shown in figures 5.8 and 5.9, whereby a similar trend is shown in figure
5.10. The data presented both in this thesis and in the work of Tutar 159]shows
positive regression. In contrast, negative regression is shown in the work of Travin
et al. [58] and Breuer 181.
The key question now centres around the physical representation of this phenomenon. It is important to note that the generally accepted negative correlation
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Figure 5.9: Regressionlines based on figure 5.8 for drag coefficient VD and Strouhal
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between drag coefficient OD and Strouhal number St in the critical flow regime is
due to the rapid transition from the sub-critical to the super-critical flow regime.
The simulations presented in this work are not intended to model transition as such.
Instead, a constant Reynolds number is chosen in the sub-critical flow regime. The
variation in drag coefficient OD as discovered in this work is purely due to numerics
and must be seen as such.
In case of a positive regression a plausible argument is as follows: the increase in
drag coefficient OD is mainly due to increasing energy losses in the mechanism by
which vortices are shed from the cylinder. Vortex shedding becomes more intense
eL
indicated
by
lift
the r. m.s.
as
and leads to a temporal acceleration of
coefficient
shedding. It is this temporal acceleration which brings about an increase in shedding
frequency and Strouhal number St. In a flow field where the drag coefficient OD
is dominated by the vortex shedding, there is no substantial impact of the steady
geometry of the wake and the separation angle Os on the drag force. Instead,
separation is likely to occur in a region where the strearnwise forces remain low so
as to accelerate the vortex shedding. It is therefore plausible that the separation
angle is of the order of 900. This aspect of the analysis is confirmed by the separation
angles obtained from the numerical data which have an average separation angle of
880.
The simulations which show a strong negative correlation between drag coeffidLwhich
CD
Strouhal
St
for
lift
the r. m. s.
cient
and
number
show values
coefficient
are substantially smaller compared to the experimental data of West & Apelt [661,
Nishimura & Taniike 148]and Norberg 1491.The drag is dominated by the steady
flow field and an increase in separation angle confines the width of the wake region
leading to a reduction of both drag coefficient CD and r. m. s. lift coefficient CL. A
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reduction in the dimensionsof the wake leads to a reduction in Strouhal number
St, as also seenin bluff body flow for Reynoldsnumbersin the super-critical flow
regime.
It is the net effect of the two opposingmechanismswhich determinesthe sen-OD
drag
the
sitivity of
on the Strouhal number St and vice versa. The
coefficient
data of Tutar 1591showsa minor sensitivity of the Strouhal number to a variation
in the drag coefficientVD. which suggeststhe two mechanismsare kept in balance.
Unfortunately the questionstill remainswhich mechanismis supposedto be dominant in a wakeflow field at a Reynoldsnumberof 1.4.101?If one considersthe data
for drag coefficientVD and r.m.s. lift coefficient iýL presentedby Tutar [591one
would expectboth mechanismsto be in balance. In contrast, the work of Travin et
al. [581and Breuer [8) showsa drag dominatedby the steadyflow field. Conversely,
the work presentedin this thesisis dominatedby vortex shedding,leadingto a low
level of correlationbetweendrag coefficientUD and separationangleE)S,as shown
in table 5.2.
An important remarkto be addedto the discussionis the importanceof the separation angle9S to the width of the wake. The correlation betweendrag coefficient
VD and separationangle E)Sin the data of Travin et al. [581is such that it not
fully supports the analysisgiven in the aboveparagraphs. Instead, it is the drag
VD
coefficient
of Breuer [8] which hasa better correlation with the separationangle
OS despitethe increaseof the r.m.s. lift coefficient5L as shownin table 5.2 and
5.11. One reasonfor this phenomenoncould be due to the geometricalaspectsof
the wake,wherethe separationangle doesnot correlatecompletelywith the width
of the wakeand the pressurefield aroundthe cylinder.,The reduction in correlation
betweenseparationangle 0S and width of the wakecould reflect the quality of the
meshin the region adjacent to. the. wall and in the near wake region..A potential
weaknessin modelling the shearlayersand their curvature would potentially effect
the steady flow field and the drag coefficientVD, separationangle 9S relation.
The phenomenoninvestigatedin the aboveparagraph is due to weaknesses
in
the numericalscheme,turbulence model and mesh. The existenceof both mechanismsis difficult to validate in an experimentalinvestigation. The simulationsare
set-up to resolvean identical flow problem and numerical differencesapparent in
thesesimulationsare impossibleto emulatein an experimentalinvestigation. Nevertheless,the trends discoveredgive an important insight into the numericalaspects
of numericalscheme,turbulence model and meshresolution. A combinationof the
numericalscheme,turbulencemodeland meshas usedin this thesisshowthe steady
flow field featuresare comparativelyunder exposedasa consequence
the steadyflow
featuresdo not havethe impact on the flow field as shownin the work of Travin et
al. [581and Breuer [8].
An important aspectis the dimensionalityof the CFD code. The dimensionality
-VD
drag
in
the
trend
the
correlateswith
coefficient
versus Strouhal number St
relation. A negativetrend is seenin the work of Travin et al. [58] and Breuer [81
whereboth haveuseda 3-dimensionalCFD code,whilst the work presentedin this
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thesis and the work done by Tutar [59] is carried out with a 2-dimensional CFD
VD
drag
in
trend
the
code showing a positive
coefficient
versus Strouhal number
St relation. It could be argued that for 3-dimensional flow simulation an additional
dissipation takes place in the spanwise direction. The magnitude of dissipation in
this direction is dependent on the amount of turbulent eddies and the width of the
wake. As a consequence,the flow mechanism associated to the steady. flow field, as
described in the paragraphs above, will become more dominant. In a 2-dimensional
CFD code the energy will be scattered backwards into the main flow which perhaps
leads to a more intense vortex shedding and consequently an increase in drag.
Another aspect in this analysis is the mesh design. In the work of Travin et al.
[581and Breuer [81, a bodyýfitted structured mesh is utilised with a mesh size per
plane varying between 7.103 to 6.104 nodes. The mesh shows a high resolution
in the vicinity of the wall and a graduate decay in the downstream direction. The
mesh used in the work of Travin et al. 1581is of size of 1.104 nodes for most
simulations. Although these simulations are carried out with a 3-dimensional solver
with 50 planes in the spanwise direction the number looks insufficient for calculating
the wake region in a physically correct manner. The mesh does not take account
of the complex physics in the shear layers which require a high mesh resolution.
Instead, it only resolves the boundary layer in a sophisticated mann r. The lack
of mesh resolution in the recirculation which is apparent in the work of Breuer [8]
and particularly in the work of Travin et al. 1581could possibly be the cause of
the negative trend in the drag coefficient UD versus Strouhal number St relation.
Although the work of Tatar [591presents a positive trend in the drag coefficient VD
versus Strouhal number St relation, similar weaknessesin the structured mesh used
are apparent. These weaknessesagain give strength to the argument that DGA is
an important tool in mesh design to model the necessary.physics in the flow field.
Nevertheless, its characteristic to link strongly its mesh design to potential flow
motions in combination with the REACFLOW explicit CFD solver could lead to
over-prediction of the dispersive features in the flow field.
The mechanisms presented in the above paragraphs can be used to give a fiUther
insight in some of the drawbacks in the modelling scheme that has been presented
and used in the simulations. The intense vortex shedding and the drag forces
associated with these both mechani ms are likely to cause breakdown of the vortex
street and explains the lack of cohesion in the flow field. The results could suggest
that the flow field is lacking viscosity, either numerical or turbulent. However,
the replaced Reynolds numbers as presented in table 4.4 suggest there is sufficient
viscosity. Instead, it is likely that the 2-dimensional simplification of the flow field is
&L
for
lift
in
a main cause the over-prediction
r. m. s.
coefficient
and consequently the
drag coefficient VD. Due to this simplification of the flow field, energy associated
with turbulence is not dissipated in the spanwise direction but instead scattered
backwards into the main flow stream leading to an intensification of vortex shedding.
The dispersion within the flow field is normally associated with the non-linear
advection terms and this could indicate better modelling of these terms is required.
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Figure 5.12: Mesh resolution
A
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In this respect, it is important to mention the upwinding schemeand TVD flux limiter implemented in the REACFLOW code. The advective terms are discretised in a
classical upwind manner which is highly dispersive when combined with a piecewise
The
improvement.
to
the
an
accuracy
enable
constant representation of
variables
selection of the superbee TVD flux limiter to suppress the dispersion in the advective terms in this respect maybe not the most suitable. The superbee limiter yields
limiter.
less
but
discontinuities,
is
than
the
minmod
robust
sharper profiles near

5.2

Effects of mesh refinement

The results obtained with the superbee flux limiter do not maintain a distinct
correlation with any of the numerical features of the simulation. For example, an
increase in mesh resolution can have different effects on the time integrated velocity
field dependent on the selected refinement conditions. The only correlation that
has been discovered in the simulations is the increase in turbulent shear stress
uV with increasing mesh resolution. The lack of correlation between the different
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flow around circular cylinder for simulations using DGA variables C.. = I-C. t'ý
1.5 and the superbee TVD flux limiter.
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Dominant flow region

Figure 5.16: The indicated region is the dominant flow region where transition from
larninar to turbulent takes place and turbulent eddies axe initiated. The region is
flow
field
further
downstream.
high
importance
in
the
the
of
prediction
of
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time integrated flow features and the substantial errors in the flow field prediction
1581,
[8]
Tutar
Breuer
Travin
investigations
al.
and
of
et
confirm previous numerical
& Holdo [601.
Despite the lack of correlation in the flow field parameters it is the initial flow
region which remains of high importance in determining the flow field further downstream. One method to detect the important flow. regions is a comparison of the
DGA results and the DGA mesh with the results and mesh from simulations using
conventional meshes. When there is good, agreement, in flow prediction between
be
The
DGA
the
of
mesh
can
made.
conventional and
simulation a comparison
regions which are similarly meshed can then be considered to be the dominant flow
regions which is important to the flow field prediction.

A comparisonof the simulation with DGA variables C,,, = 1i Cstr = 1.5 and
5.0-104nodesand the simulation with DGA variablesC,,,,=1, Ct,. =2 and 1.4-104
nodesshowsgood agreementwith the one using a conventionalmesh containing
6.1.104 nodesand a subgrid length scaleof A= VTt-,.. The agreementcoversboth
the time integratedvelocity and the critical flow parameters.All three simulations
Ft,.
in
flow
the
in
the
the
movie V'ý showsimilar
wall, as seen
vicinity of
patterns
6.1- 104- Lavi, C.. =1- Ct,. = 1.5 - 5.0-104 - Lavi and C.. =1- Ct,. =
2-1.4-104_ Lavi includedin the appendix. The resultssuggestthat flow separation
and transition to turbulencehasbeenmodelledsimilarly. With the meshonly equal
in the narrow regionsaround the shearlayer and in the vicinity of the wall (figures
5.12 to 5.15) one can draw the contoursof the dominant flow region, as shownin
figure 5.16. The flow motions in the dominant flow region determinethe flow field
finther downstream.
Traviri et al. [58] concludedthat a laminar separatingshearlayer is more mesh
sensitivethan a separation,that. takes place in the turbulent mode.. The work of
Herfjord et al. [241investigatedthe fluid structure interaction in the caseof two
dependentcylinders in vortex-induced vibrations., Herfjord et al. [24] obtained
better numerical agreementwith experimentaldata for the flow field around the
downstreamcylinder and in this work, it is the flow around the downstreamcylinder which contains a comparatively high rate of turbulence before the point of
separation.
It is likely the strong mesh sensitivity in the sub-critical flow regime is due
to strong vortex sheddingand the existenceof a comparatively wide wake which
increasesthe role of the largest scalesin setting the Reynoldsstresses.The wakein
a sub-critical flow regimeis relatively wide in comparisonto that in a super-critical
flow regime where separationtakes place in the turbulent mode. The processby
which the largestscalesare formed is determinedby the transition process,starting
after the point of separation.It is the lack of numericalcontrol on the location and
progressionby which transition from laminar to turbulent flow conditions takes
place which leadsto the strong sensitivity of flow prediction on meshresolution.
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Mesh resolution

and flow prediction

The underlying theme both in this work and other work dealing with the flow
around a cylinder is that most attention should be paid to the regions adjacent
to the cylinder and the shear layers in the wake region. Despite the obvious and
general sense in this statement, one must question why a further mesh refinement
in the vicinity of the wall does not improve the flow, prediction. The simulation
with DGA variables C,,, = 1, Ct,. =1 and 4.3 - 10' nodes, and the simulation
DGA variables C.. = 1, Ct,. =2 and 2.8 - 104 nodes respectively have a substantial
increase of mesh resolution in comparison to the simulations with a mesh containing
2.8 - 104 and 1.4-104 nodes respectively. The reduced quality of the prediction could
be due to separation taking place in turbulent mode. However, the thin boundary
layer up to the point of separation is resolved by about 6 to 10 elements and this
number is smaller than in the work of Tatar at al. [61] and Breuer [81 who used
15 and 25 grid points respectively. There is no turbulent kinetic energy until the
point of separation, which suggests that separation takes place in the laminar mode
as experimentally expected for flow around a circular cylinder in a sub-critical flow
regime. It is only close to the point of separation and in the surrounding shear
layers where the mesh resolution exceeds that used in the work of Tutar et al.
[611 and Breuer [8]. In this region, the shear layer contains about 30 elements
in radial direction, while in the circumferential direction the mesh resolution is
[8]
[61]
Breuer
Tutar
3
degree.
In
used
et al.
and
about elements per
comparison,
for. strong mesh refinement
0.5 and 1 element per degree respectively.
reason
ýThe
in the circumferential direction, is because mesh refinement in an element always
takes place over the longest edge, giving the tendency to create equilateral shaped
elements. As a consequence,small scale isotropic vortices are modelled, which do
not exist neither in the simulations with C,,, -= 1i C. t,. =1 and a mesh containing
2.8.104 nodes and in the simulation with C,,, = 1, Ct,. =2 and 1.4 - 104 nodes,
nor in the work of Tutar et al. 1611and Breuer [8]. It is a plausible suggestion that
the small scale vortices of this type, generated in the vicinity of the wall, lead to
an increase in turbulent activity in the shear layers. As the vortices in the shear
layer grow in magnitude due to coalescencewith surrounding vortices there will be
an increase in turbulent intensity as supported by figures 4.35 and 4.37.
The major question relevant to this conjecture is that concerning the physical
representation of small scale vortices. Although the numerics are inextricable bound
up with the physics to be modelled, numerical requirements have to be fulfilled to
ensure numerical stability of the flow field. To ensure these criteria imperfections
in the numerical scheme have to be accepted. In this respect it is important to
mention the flux limiter used to ensure TVD. In comparison to the minmod and
Osher-Chakravarthy limiters, the superbee limiter used in this work yields sharper
profiles near discontinuities. The existence of sharp velocity profiles makes the flow
field more sensitive to dispersion 126] leading to numerical dispersion. Another
aspect relevant to the modelling of the flow field is the 2, dimensional simplification
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used in this work. As a consequence,flow motions in the spanwise direction which
are to be expected in real life are not considered.

5.3

Impact

of numerical

flow
the
scheme on
predic-

tion
There are several important advantages in using the DGA algorithm in modelling
flows for both industrial and academic application. Solution-based grid refinement
will minimize the need to estimate the flow field beforehand. Instead, the mesh
develops under its own flow evolutionary tendencies. Habashi et al. 122]concluded
that the use of CFD stabilisation artifices, such as upwinding or artificial viscosity,
are drastically reduced, if not altogether eliminated, in a well-posed grid refinement
methodology. These two appealing features can be considered a significant step
towards mesh-independent and solver-independent CFD.
Despite the ambitious conclusions of Habashi, the work in this thesis has shown
the importance of a well-posed refinement variable which reflects the nature of the
flow field under investigation. Even with the use of an ideal refinement method
and a highly-suitable refinement variable, a potential for improving the mesh remains for as long as the mesh has not resolved the Kolmogorov scale ri. An ideal
mesh refinement in this context is a flow field with a numerical error defined as
the deviation from the analytical solution which is the same throughout all the
elements. The purpose of the DGA algorithm is to monitor, the flow field to determine weaknessesin the numerical representation of the flow field and to give
careful and sufficient refinement of the mesh locally. The extent to which the DGA
algorithm can detect weaknessesin the numerical flow prediction determines the
level of mesh-independent and solver-independent CFD., To detect weaknessesin a
numerical flow field described by the Navier-Stokes, one ideally needs the NavierStokes equations themselves. In this work an approximation to the numerical error
is presented which requires the setting of values for the DGA variables C.. and Ct,.
and the refinement threshold values. The values chosen for any of these variables
affects the detection of numerical errors leading to an error detection which is not
universal in its application. The use of an approximation to describe the numerical error is an important reason for the significant mesh dependency of the flow
prediction.
The sensitivity of the flow prediction towards the CFD solver that is used is an
important aspect in this analysis. For this reason a simulation with the minmod
TVD flux limiter has been carried out. Despite the substantial number of nodes
(2-4 - 104) generated in the simulation with minmod flux limiter, the prediction of
the flow field is quite distinct from the flow prediction obtained in the simulations
_CD
flow
flux
The
drag
limiter.
the
with
parameterssuperbee
critical
coefficient
and
Strouhal number St, as well the flow profiles for average downstream velocityu and
the prediction for fluctuating drag 5D and fluctuating lift C-L, indicate a substantial
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influence of the TVD algorithm on the flow prediction. The DGA configuration
described in table 4.6 shows the necessary reduction in the threshold values to
ensure a range of flow motions in the flow field equivalent to the simulations with
the superbee flux limiter. Despite the necessary increase in mesh resolution to
obtain a turbulent shear stress profile that holds reasonable agreement with the
simulations using the superbee flux limiter, drag coefficient VD, fluctuating drag
dD
eL
fluctuating
lift
have better agreement with experimental data.
and
The additional numerical diffusion when using the minmod flux limiter is a second order numerical error and only a refinement method sensitive to second order
errors will capture such weaknessesto a full extent. Due to a decay in gradients,
the mesh is refined by modifying the threshold values for mesh refinement to compensate for the increase in numerical diffusion. In case of a refinement method
which does not detect second order errors, an additional mesh refinement intended
to compensate for numerical diffusion will not lead to uniform reduction of the numerical error. With the refinement configuration as used in the simulations with
DGA it is likely the second order errors are not captured ideally and, as a consequence, additional moderate mesh refinement will not compensate for the increase
in numerical diffusion throughout the domain. Nevertheless, the level of agreement
obtained from the simulations with the superbee flux limiter points to it having
potential for further improvement and it would therefore be premature to reject
the use of a more robust minmod flux limiter in a simulation with DGA algorithm.
Nevertheless, the results presented in this work do lead to the conclusion that even
with the use of a DGA algorithm there is still a need for well-formulated numerical
schemes. In this respect, solver independent CFD will remain a utopia for as long
as the closure problem is unresolved.
1

5.4

Subgrid length scale

While the smallest eddiesin a fully turbulent Newtonian fluid are of the order of
the Kolmogorovscaleij, the sizeof the smallesteddiesin a fully turbulent flow with
LES turbulencemodelling is of the order of the numericalgrid length scaleA.
In a Navier-Stokesfluid, I.e. a fluid that is describedby Navier-Stokesequations,
there are a priori no structures of length scalessmallerthan the numericalgrid A.
Even if it were possibleto carry out a DNS with a grid spacingsmaller than the
sizeof the molecules,one could not expectthat DNS would provide insight into the
existenceof individual molecules.Correspondingly,the LES equationsdescribethe
energydissipation of the eddiessmaller than 1, into the large eddies. The motion
of the small eddiesitself, however,is not explicitly describedbut is parameterized.
In other words, the LES equationsdo not know anything about the existenceof
individual eddiessmaller than I., i.e. of eddieswithin the inner inertial range.
The inclusion of the Smagorinskyconstant C, in the equation for turbulent
viscosity is aimed at ensuringthat an energy spectrum for the larger eddiesis in
accordancewith the homogeneousturbulence. However,one could argue that a
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Smagorinsky

constant C, of the order of 0.15 also implies that there is an intermediate range of subgrid scale motions which are neither resolved by the mesh
nor modelled by the LES assumptions. In the simulations presented here subgrid
scales with frequencies above
are considered to be fully diffusive, the intermediate range is considered only to be responsible for the transport of energy from
the larger to the smaller eddies [171., It should be noted that such an assumption
only holds under the correct numerical and physical conditions and therefore the
value should be ideally a function of Reynolds number; grid size A and strain rate,
131, i. e. as C, (Re, A, 131). To
validate the variable C. one ideally needs data for
the turbulence spectrum obtained from an experimental investigation. ý However,
the only characteristic of turbulence available for validating the power spectrum is
the energy decay for homogeneous turbulence, which has been presented together
with the numerical data in figures 4.18 to 4.25. The power spectrum obtained from
the numeri al data has best agreement at the point

X=0,1,
D

while further

downstream there is a steeper decay of the turbulent energy. As it is expected
that the vortex flow will remain a state of self-preservation, no physical argument is
obvious for the deformation of the power spectrum in the higher frequency range.
Therefore, it is likely that the deformation of the power spectrum is a consequence
of the mesh used which tends to become coarser in the downstream direction.
Validating the Smagorinsky constant C, and the definition for length scale A by
the power spectrum is beyond the capabilities of the data generated in this work.
Nevertheless, a reconsideration of the preferable length scale for triangular mesh,
as determined in section 4.1, could be be carried out using the data obtained from
simulations using the DGA algorithm.
The simulations with DGA hold reasonable agreement with the time integrated
-7
Wv
deviation from
although
velocity profiles as well as turbulent shear stress
and,
,
experimental data is apparent, errors are in the same order as seen with the data
from conventional mesh. It is the drag coefficient VD, fluctuating drag 5D and
fluctuating lift 15Lwhich are clearly over-predicted. Suggestions for the existence of
this phenomenon have been given in section 5.1 but are not discussed in the context
of a suitable length scale. It is concluded that the lower Kale flow motions, indicated
by the fluctuating drag 15D and fluctuating lift IýL, are of too high intensity and
it is suggested that convective energy loss is responsible for the increase in drag.
Therefore, larger scale flow motions should be suppressed and one way of doing
this is to increase either the numerical or turbulent viscosity. It is the simulation
with minmod flux limiter that confirms this analysis. The simulation has shown a
drastic reduction in drag coefficient 'OD in comparison with the simulations using
the superbee flux limiter. This supports the opinion that the increase in energy
dissipation due to diffusion has less impact on the drag force then the decrease
in turbulent intensity due to diffusion. An increase of diffusion in effect leads to
a reduction in Reynolds number. The suggestion that pressure drag is decreasing
with decreasing turbulent intensity is in accordance with the Reynolds number drag
relation as proposed by Roshko [52] although the drag coefficient UD remains in
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the range of 1 to 1.24 for a wide range of Reynolds numbers, there is a graduate
decay with decreasing Reynolds number. As a consequence, a length scale A=
OTt-, cannot be considered as the weaker length scale beforehand. Nevertheless,
an increase of turbulent viscosity by a factor of 2 will further reduce the effective
Reynolds number, leading to a suppression of the turbulent flow field.
Although the initial choice for the ýlength. scale A=ý V'Tt-,. still remains that
preferred when considering only the data available for the simulations with conventional mesh, a simulation with length scale A= N/2Tt-,.would be an interesting case
study. However, it is preferable to carry out this simulation in combination with an
increase in mesh resolution in order to overcome large values for turbulent viscosity.
Van driest damping

fimction

for the near vraU approach

The present LES simulations use a near wall approach derived from the Van Driest
m, 3dng length approach. This requires the calculation of the wall shear stress in
order to determine the reduced length scale 1, in the vicinity of the wall. Thus the
sensitivity of the entire process to determine the length scale 1, is dependent upon a
good appro3dmation of the wall shear stress. Since the present calculation procedure
uses a linear velocity gradient assumption for very small normal distances from the
wall, the successof the accurate predictions of the wall shear stress becomes highly
dependent upon the particular node used close to the cylinder wall and hence the
resolution in the near wall region. In this respect, it can be considered a disadvantage that equilateral triangles are maintained throughout the refinement procedure.
To resolve the boundary layer sufficiently well perpendicular to the wall causestoo
many triangles to be added in the flow direction where little variation takes place.
On the other hand and more importantly, the linear velocity gradient assumption
is valid for steady boundary layer conditions and in the case of unsteady flow that
is the norm in the current work, this assumption may become inappropriate.

5.5

Instantaneous

flow patterns

The validation of numericaldata has beenlimited to the useof averagedquantities.
Although thesequantities are of central interest from an applied CFD perspective,
their useunder-ratesthe instantaneouseffectsdue to grid refinement. Typical are
the small scalemotions in the regions where the mesh has been refined strongly.
Here it could be argued that either the mesh has refined due to the flow field, or
a flow motion has developedas a result of mesh refinement. So, to what extent
can grid refinementdrive the flow field? In the downstreamregion this effect is
unlikely to be significant as the flow has already been determined by upstream
conditions. However,in the region where separation occurs, the mesh can have
significant influenceon the flow field. Comparisonof the flow field at an instant
showsradical differencesin flow patterns as seenin the simulationspresentedin the
movie C,,, =1-C. t,. =1-2.8 - 104- Lavi to C,,.,=1-Q. t, =2-2.4 - 104_ Lavi
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6.1-10'-DGAMesh
6. mar

DGA variables
C'. = 11 C. t, =I
2.8 - 10'I superbee
4.3.1041superbee
4.5-1041superbee
DGA variables
C,, = 11 Ct,. = 1.5
ý 104
3.5superbee
104
5.0superbee
DGA variables
C,,. =1C. t,. =2
1.4- 10' superbee
104
2.8Buperbee
2.4-104 mimnod

54.17o
29.5%
26.2%

42.6%
18.0%

77.0%
54.1%
60.7%

Table 5.6: Reduction in mesh size in comparison with the conventional mesh con100%
taining 6.1.104 nodes. MeshReduction -- Conv.Mesh-DGAMesh
*
Uonv. Mesh
contained in the appendix.
It is expected that the increase in turbulent shear stress uIvI is due to an increase
in mesh resolution. Nevertheless, the addition of new nodes in the numerical domain
can trigger instabilities, unless the nodes are careMy initialised. For initiallsing the
element-based variables in the new elements the ones in the original element have
been used. Such a method introduces inevitably some increase in velocity gradients.
However, to quant* the extent to which the DGA is driving the flow field remains
a hard task as the governing equations and DGA algorithm are coupled.
Despite the spreading in the numerical data, average quantities as time integrated velocity, turbulent shear stress and critical flow parameters show reasonable
agreement. The level of agreement obtained with the DGA simulations and the
comparison with simulations using a conventional mesh indicates the effect of small
scale vortices is not dominating the main flow properties. The increase in turbulent
shear stress uIvI is likely to occur due to the increase in mesh resolution. At the
same one can note that the spreading seen in the other averaged flow quantities is
also apparent in the simulations with conventional mesh.

5.6

Effects of Dynamic

Grid Adaptation

Substantialmeshreduction is obtained in the simulationswith DGA in comparison
with the simulationsusing conventionalmesh. Nevertheless,the reduction in mesh
sizehasnot leadto a decayin flow prediction, insteadthe flow predictionswith DGA
algorithm maintain an equal level of agreementwith experimentaldata. Therefore
one can only concludethat the useof a DGA algorithm is an important tool in the
context of modelling turbulent unsteadyflow.
It is clear from the current work that the use of a DGA algorithm for turbulence modelling has enabled a substantial reduction in mesh size in comparison
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Dependent
first
in
the
the
on the
session.
simulation
used
with
conventional mesh
75%
have
in
to
DGA
the
the
size
up
mesh
configuration of
algorithm, reductions
been achieved, as shown in table 5.6. The core reason for this reduction is the
monitoring of the flow field which enables the removal and addition of nodes on
has
been
in
in
basis.
The
temporary
accomplished
size
which
mesh
a
reduction
the upstream flow region and aside the circular cylinder is substantial, but could
have been accomplished with conventional mesh design as well after several manual
adjustments.
The most substantial reduction in mesh size has been accomplished with a DGA
configuration where strain rate is the dominant flow feature in the refinement varidominant
is
The
DGA
the
rate
strain
able.
configuration where
simulation with a
flow feature (C,,, = 1, C. t,. = 2) and a mesh containing approximately 1.4 - 104
nodes gives a flow field similar to the simulation with a conventional mesh containing 6.1.104 nodes and a subgrid length scale to A= V',Tt-,.. Despite some of the
weaknessesin both the simulations with DGA and the conventional mesh, there
is no decay in the quality of the flow prediction when using a DGA algorithm. A
main weaknessin the flow field is the lack of cohesion leading to a disturbed vortex
VD,
fluctuating
drag
drag
1% and
the
coefficient
street and an over-prediction of
fluctuating lift ZýL. Nevertheless, the lack of cohesion has also been discovered in
the simulations with conventional meshes and it is suggested that this weaknessof
the flow prediction is most likely due to the 2-dimensional representation of the flow
field or the modelling of the advective terms of the Navier-Stokes equations. As a
consequence,the use of a DGA algorithm in the context of turbulence modelling
remains a suitable tool which can be used as a next step in an attempt to resolve
turbulence more realistically.
Results using different combinations of the DGA variables C,,, and Ct, have
in
the
to
process
a turbulent
refinement
given
opportunity
validate a suitable mesh
flow field. With the choice of C,,, and Ct,. set to be both equal to
and strain rate are equally weighted in the refinement variable, while
is
Ct,
be
1.5
2
to
rate
made the
strain
variable
and respectively,
Bet
feature in the refinement variable. The simulation results do not

1 the cell size
with the DGA
dominant flow

automatically
point to an ideal combination of the DGA variables C,,, and Ct,.. The results
obtained with the DGA variables C.. =1 and Ct,. = 1.5 give good agreement
in the recirculation region but here the reduction in mesh size is comparatively
small. In contrast, the simulations with strain rate as its dominant flow feature in
the refinement variable (C.. = 1, C. t, = 2) gain a strong reduction in mesh size.
However, by selecting a more diffusive minmod TVD flux limiter, excessive mesh
refinement is required to compensate for the extra numerical diffusion indicating
that second order errors in the numerical representation are not well captured.
It is difficult to suggest ideal values for the DGA variables C. and Ct,.. Nevertheless, for the flow investigated in this work a further increase of the variable
C, t,. to increase the dominance of the strain rate is unlikely to give improved results.
With the choice of C.. and Ct, to be 1 and 2 respectively, it is now clear that hardly
ill

any mesh refinement in the wake region can be carried out without reaching the
minimum cell size in the vicinity of the wall. As a consequence, a further increase
of the variable Ct,. together with a decreaseof the threshold values to ensure mesh
refinement in the wake region further away from the cylinder undeniably leads to
monotonic mesh refinement in the vicinity of the wall. As a consequence,the DGA
algorithm will become insensitive to small changes in the refinement variable in the
region near the wall. In contrast, a further decrease of the DGA variable Ct, to
values of the order of 0.5 is unlikely to give improved results either. In such cases,
the cell size will be the dominant feature in the refinement variable and it is likely
the mesh will be smoothly refined throughout the whole numerical domain, but the
mesh will lack focus on those areas which are of high importance in the flow field
prediction.
To select 'ideal' values for the DGA variables C.. and Ct, for the cylinder
system requires further work. This should focus on a further increase of the mesh
resolution in the vicinity of the wall to resolve the boundary layer and separation
process in more detail. Preferably, these simulation should be 3-dimensional and to
avoid excessivecalculation time an implicit flow solver should be used.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions
The aims of this work, as describedin the introduction, were as follows:
To establish a method for modelling turbulent unsteady flow where the large
turbulent eddies are captured by a DGA algorithm and resolved by the mesh
itself while smaller turbulent eddies are modelled with a LES turbulence
model.
To determine a proper DGA refinement variable for an unsteady turbulent
flow field.
o To investigate the mesh requirements for turbulent unsteady flow and the
sensitivity towards mesh resolution and flow solver.
e To gain a further insight into flows where turbulence is a key flow feature.

The LES turbulence model of Smagorinskyhas been used and a modification to
Smagorinsky'sequationfor turbulent viscosity is proposedas a refinementvariable
in the DGA algorithm. Two Betsof simulationshavebeencarried out, the first using
a conventionalmesh and aiming to obtain a suitable subgrid length scalefor the
LES turbulencemodel. The seconduseda DGA algorithm and aimedto discovera
suitable refinementvariable and to investigatethe numerical and physical aspects
of the unsteadyturbulent flow.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the present study:

The conceptof modellingthe vortex sheddingbehind a circular cylinder in the
sub-critical flow regime,as proposedin this work, has shownwide potential.
The results obtained from the simulations with DGA have the samelevel of
agreementwith experimentaldata as that obtainedwith conventionalmeshes.
However,the useof a DGA algorithm enablesa significant reduction in mesh
size. Despitesubstantial variation in the flow prediction, a reduction in mesh
sizeof 50% lies well within the capabilities of the proposedconceptand 75%
has beenobservedfor somecases.
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The useof solution-basedgrid refinementas shownin this work will mi imize
the need for a sophisticatedmesh generatedby conventional mesh generators. Instead, the mesh will develop automatically under the influence of
flow features and reflect the structures being modelled. As a consequence,
there is lessneedto put effort into estimating the flow field beforehandand
time-consuming mesh testing can be reduced.
The variation in flow prediction is primarily due to mesh refinement and confirms the complexity of the physical processeswhere certain flow regions and
vortex scales in the flow field are over-proportionally important. This means
that the determination of a proper refinement variable cannot be decoupled,
from the physics under investigation.
With the DGA variables for cell size and strain rate set to be of equal importance (C,.,,= 1, Ct, = 1) in the refinement variable smooth mesh refinement
around the separation point and the shear layer is accomplished, while in the
larger vortex behind the cylinder, nodes are equally distributed. In contrast,
the mesh refinement with strain rate being the dominant flow feature (C,. = 1,
C. t, = 2) mesh refinement in the separation point region and in the shear layer
becomes distinct and sharp. In the shear layer near the point of separation,
small scale instabilities are captured and followed as they move downstream.
Based on the prediction of the critical flow parameters, the average velocity
and turbulent shear stress uIV profile, a near-optimum refinement variable is
obtained with moderate dominance of the strain rate in the refinement variable. This has been obtained by setting the DGA variables C,,. and Ct, to 1
and 1.5 respectively.
comparison of the 8 simulations using the DGA simulation shows an increasing number of nodes does not lead automatically to an improvement of
the flow prediction. A similar trend has been also discovered by aavin et
al. 158]and Breuer [8]. Evidence for this phenomenon does not exist and no

0A

substantial contribution to the understanding of this phenomenon is presented
in this thesis. However, it is suggested, that the lack of numerical control on
the location and progression where transition from laminar to turbulent flow
conditions takes place, leads to a strong sensitivity towards the used mesh.
The present work shows that upwinding still has an effect on the flow prediction. This refutes a mesh-independent and solver-independent CFD as
suggested by Habash! et al. [22].
In this work, results are presented for the following critical flow parameters:
drag coefficient VD, Strouhal number St and separation angle 0., as well as
time integrated velocity and turbulent shear stress 'i;V. Velocity, turbulent
Wv-',
Strouhal number St show reasonable agreement with exshear stress
perimental data, but with certain variation. In contrast, the drag coefficient
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VD and separation angle 0& are predicted with less variation but
are overpredicted. It is suggestedthat the over-prediction in drag coefficient VD is due
to the intense vortex shedding leading to an increase in dissipation whereby
the larger scale eddies are affecting the Strouhal number St
.

The simulationshave confirmedthe eidstenceof a so-calleddominant region
of the cylinder including the shear.layers where the transition from laminar
to turbulent flow takes place. It is suggestedthat the region is highly mesh
sensitiveand a modification of the meshin this region will have a substantial
influenceon the flow field further downstream.Converselythe strong variation
in the meshfurther downstreamsuggeststhe downstreamflow field requires
lesscomputationalmodelling.
Basedon the results obtained with conventionalmeshand a meshcontai Ig
6.1- 104nodes,the subgrid length scaleA=
is to be preferredand has
been used in the simulations with DGA algorithm. In the simulations with
conventionalmesh,the time integrated flow field has been seento be nearly
independentof the selectedsubgrid length scale,while better agreementwas
WF,
for
Strouhal number St and separation
turbulent
obtained
shear stress
angle E),, with the subgrid length scale set as A= VWt-,.. It is suggested
that, basedon the over-predictionfor drag coefficientVD, a more diffusive
length scale(A = VITA-t,.
) could be preferableto suppressthe large scaleflow
motions and to reducedrag.
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Chapter 7

Recommendations for further
work
It is suggested that the following improvements can be carried out in order to
increase the performance of the present numerical calculation method and hence to
obtain a more universal application of the concept proposed in this thesis.
The use of an explicit CFD flow solver has shown to be very time-consuming
further
A
increase in
lead
limitations
in
to
the
and
mesh resolution.
severe
mesh resolution would have allowed the resolution of a wider range of turbulent
eddy size, but with a explicit flow solver this would not only increase the
calculation time for each time step but reduce the time step size as well.
The implementation of an implicit incompressible CFD flow solver into the
IREACFLOW code would be a substantial advantage and allow the user to
investigate industrial flow systems using the proposed concept.
For further investigation of the vortex shedding behind a circular cylinder
in the sub-critical flow regime, 3-dimensional simulations should be carried
out with mesh adaptation carried out in the same way as that used in the
2-dimensional simulations. The 3-dimensional simulations carried out in the
course of the present work but not reported in this thesis have shown the
existence of 3-dimensional flow structures in the recirculation region. These
flow
in
be
important
the
the
to
of
momentum
structures could well
exchange
field and the onset of transition. Unfortunately these 3-dimensional simulations lack sufficient mesh resolution, leading to a diffusive flow field which
shows a severeover-prediction of the recirculation region and poor prediction
of the small scale turbulence.
41The concept of linking the DGA algorithm up with the turbulence model has
been applied so far only to incompressible non-reactive flows. It would be
of considerable interest to explore the application of the modelling concept
proposed in this thesis to compressible flows where there is exchange of heat
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as well to flows where chemical reactions are taking place.
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ABSTRACT
In thepresentstudya DynamicGrid
Adaptation(DGA) algorithmis utilized
for predictingflowswheretransitionfrom
laminarto turbulentflow conditionsis taking place.Thereasonfor adoptinga DGA
algorithmis the unsteadiness
and transition of theflow field makinga turbulence
modelinsufficientanda conventional
predefinedfine mesh inefficient. The approachbehindthesimulationscarriedout,
is to focusthemeshrefinementon theregionswheretransitionis takingplace.In
the regionwherethe flow is My developeda coarsermeshshoulddevelopand
the turbulencewill be modeledwith the
LargeEddy Simulation(LES) turbulence

model.
So far significant work hasbeendone
in the development of adaptive methods and adaptivegrid strategies(Eiseman,
1987) (Habashi et aL, 2000) (Lohner,
1995) (Muzaferija and Gosman, 1997),
but not much has been done to determine
flow specific error magnitudesof numerical solutions. However, the successof
adaptivegrid methodsdependswell on a
reliable refinement variable, and on the
adequatedeten-ninationof acceptableerror bounds with which the estimated efrors are compared. Therefore the aim of
the study is to present an appropriaterefinement variable for error estimation as
well the determinationof acceptableerror
bounds. The presentedrefinement condi-

'Address aU correspondenceto this author.
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tions do focus on a meshrefinementin regions where transition is taking place.
The method utilized for DGA determines the effor basedon the variation in
the refinementvariable values,and the refinement variable is a product of the local
mesh cell size and the rate of strain. The
relation is derived from the equation for
turbulent viscosity in the LES turbulence
model and is an indication for turbulent
activity. It is investigatedhow the focus
of the DGA algorithm can be manipulated
by varying the weight of either the mesh
cell size or the rate of strain.

INTRODUCTION

In the present study a numerical investigation is undertakento predict flows
where transition from larninar to turbulent
is taking place. Ile type of problem being selectedfor this work is the flow in the
near wake of a circular cylinder at a Re
number of 1.4e5. Despite all complexity
associatedto the transition taking place in
the near wake, agreementhas been found
for the general behaviour of such flow
structures.It is the initial instability in the
boundary layer, in the vicinity of the wall,
which results in a migration of vorticity
to form periodic, circurnferentially coherent concentrationsin the shearlayer. Due
in
flow
instabilities
field, a
the
to
wave
NOMENCLATURE
'street' of interacting and coalescingvorA,,.i,,.
Element surface
gl,
tices do occur.
Constant
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Cd
Drag coeficient
It is generally acceptedthat the moAdaptation constant for mesh
C'.
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D
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ever the effect of small scales onto the
q
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main flow, in particular in transitional
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Magnitude of strain
means that most of the model assumpStrain tensor
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Time
ated to transitional flow can only be modt
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sure a high mesh resolution in the region
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A
where transition is taking place, without
Laminar viscosity
Plam
leading to an excessiveincreaseof nodes
Turbulent viscosity
A
in the whole numerical domain, due to
Kinematic viscosity
V
the unsteadinessof the transitional pheDensity
p
nomenon, requires the use of a Dynamic
Grid Adaptation (DGA) algorithm. Sig2
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nificant work has been done in the development of adaptivemethodsand adaptive
grid strategies(Eiseman, 1987) (Habashi
et al., 2000) (Lohner, 1995) (Muzaferija
and Gosman, 1997). However this work
will focus on the determination of a reliable refinementvariable, and acceptable
error bounds. The refinement variable is
obtained from the velocity field and includes both rate of strain and local mesh
cell size, the variation in weighting of either one of these terms gives a control
on the actual refinementbehaviourand on
the region where the refinement is taking
place. For the flow further downstrem
develop
the
mesh
will
a
coarser
where
turbulence will mainly rely on the Large
Eddy Simulation (LES) turbulencemodel
being implemented.
In this work the Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) code REACFLOW has
been beenutilized, this code has adopted
the projection method in the solution procedure and uses a triangular mesh. Due
to the triangular mesh being used in the
REACFLOW code the definition of the
length scale in the LES turbulencemodel
has to be considered. The LES turbulence model belongsto the eddy viscosity
type of turbulence models and calculates
the turbulent viscosity elementwise from
both the rate of strain and the cell size of
the element.In this work two methodsfor
be
length
prewill
the
scale
calculating
sented.

BACKGROUND
The work being undertaken focuses
both on grid adaptation and LES turbulence modeling. The suitability of the
LES turbulence model in combination
with DGA lies in the concept being chosen for calculating turbulent viscosity. In
this turbulencemodel, turbulent viscosity
is proportional to the cell size of the element, therefore an increasein mesh resolution will lead to a reduction in turbulent
viscosity. In caseof a very fine mesh the
contribution of the LES turbulencemodel
vanishesand the flow is practically calculated without turbulencemodel.

Dynamic grid adaptation
Thesearchfor solutionsfreefromnumericalerror has beenand will be one
of the main goalsof CFD research.An
indisputableway to reducethe numcrical error is by reducingthe size of the
discrctizationelements.Howeveran excessiveincreasein meshresolutionwould
demandfor comleadto insurmountable
a
putationalpower. As a consequence
is veryusualand
meshsensitivityanalyses
in numostlyrequiredto find consensus
demand.
mericalerrorandcomputational
Thishoweverrequirestheuserto estimate
beforehandthe regionsof interest. Researchhasshownthatthe flow prediction
is significantlysensitiveto the meshbeing utilized, this numericalbehaviourindicatesa needfor dynamicallygenerated
mesh,which adaptthe meshto the flow
field, to cover interestingflow phenomenain high detail. A well developedand
robustDGA algorithmcan lead to a reductionin bothnumericalerrorandcomputationalpower, this appealingfeature
hasenforcedthe CFD societyto develop
a wholerangeof algorithmsfor DGA of
differentapplicabilityandcomplexity.
Refinement Strategies Overrecent years a whole seriesof strategies
havedeveloped,a smallnumberof these
basedandfostrategies
arepreprocessing
cusona geometrybasedmeshrefinement,
however,for CFD purposethe majority
of the strategiesis focusingon a solution
basedmeshrefinement.In this work we
will dealwith thesolutionbasedmeshrefinementof which threeapproaches
can
bedistinguished.
R-refinement r-refinement, or grid
In this
movement (relocation).
approach a basically fixed number
of grid points is used, but the point
positions are moved in such a way
so that the grid points concentratein
critical spatial areas. R-refinement
plays an important and growing role
in computational fluid dynamics,
especially where the fluid interacts
with moving walls (as in piston
engines or structures yielding to an
Copyright 0 ASME 2001 by ASME

overpressure).
H-refinement in this approacha variable
number of grid points is used. Points
are added to, or removed from, the
grid according to the local requirements, without changing the, positions of the other grid points. As a
result, the spatial grid step h is locally decreasedor increased, while
the grid is locally refined or coarsened,respectively.
P-refinement in this approach a principally fixed grid is used, but adaptive solution is obtained by locally
disthe
spatial
of
order
varying
cretization. Methods which do accomplish the addition of higher order shape functions are either the
conventional polynomials (Babuska
et al., 1986), spectral element functions (Mavriplis, 1990) or hierarchical shape-functions(Zienkiewicz
and Zhu, 1987). P-refining methods are increasingly used in finiteelementmethods,often togetherwith
h-refining methods(Lohner, 1995).
The crucial
Indication
of error
issue of grid refinement is to modify the
interest.
focus
the
of
regions
on
grid and
In flow simulations the regions of interis
be
there
where
regions
cst will naturally
important
in
propmore
of
one
variation
erfies. While regions of constant properties may be interesting from an engineer's
point of view, but from which no additional accuracy is gained by calculating it
with more grid points.
The information about the regions
where the grid should be refined or coarsened ideally should be provided by an error estimator. Error estimation for fluid
flow calculations is not an easy task. Ile
Navier-Stokes equations, are a coupled,
nonlinear system, and errors present in
any one of these fields in general will effect the solutions of all others, in a nonlinear manner difficult to describe accurately. Tte discretization error describes
the deviation from the analytical solution
of the set of differential equations, but is
not directly accessible. However it is possible to construct approximations to this

4

error.
There are a number of adaptivemethods in CFD which are designedto be used
in combination with finite element, finite volume and finite difference schemes.
The different schemescan be divided in
four groups and are enumeratedbelow:
* Jump in property variable
" Interpolation theory
" Comparisonof derivatives
" Residu of partial differential equa-

tion
LES Turbulence Model
The fluctuationsoccurring in the flow
can be associatedto a range of different
scales,also known as vortices. The large
scales are associated to low frequency
vortices and their behaviour is dominated
by the main flow; in contrast the small
scaleshave higher frequency. The small
scalesare more isotropic and uniform in
their behaviour, consequentlythe effects
of small scalesare easierto estimate.
7le idea behind LES turbulence
modeling is to use a mesh fine enough
to ensurethat the larger scalescan be resolved explicitly by the mesh, while the
small scales-called subgrid scales-,which
cannot be observedin the numerical domain, are estimated via the LES model
assumptions. The small scalesare taken
into accountvia an extra dissipation term,
which accountsfor the energy dissipation
which should have occurred in the small
scales.
For the turbulent flow computations,
space averaged Navier-Stokes equations
of motion of an incompressiblefluid can
be written as:

xi

a -Uj

I ap

)
(.U
PI
am+

C)2V7

+P
+vj-axj
=
__P
Txi
Tt

axjaxi
(1)
Here the over bar representsthe filtered variable. The term p, for the
spaceaveraged
equationis calledthesubgrid scaleviscosityor turbulentviscosity.
(Smagorinsky,1963)proposeda method
of calculatingthe subgridscaleviscosity
Copyright 0 ASME 2001 by ASME

as shown in equation2.
IgI
(CSA)2
pt =p

(2)

Here C, is the Smagorinsky constant,
which normally hasa value in the rangeof
0.10 to 0.25, A is the subgrid length scale
associatedto the grid size., The quantity
Sjjis the resolvable strain rate given by
equation 3.
(Lui
Lui
gii =I
+
axi
2 axj
in the next step the locally calculated
turbulent viscosity, which for each element varies in magnitude,is addedto the
laminar viscosity. In the next time step,
the governing equationswill be resolved,
including the turbulent viscosity to count
for the subgrid scales.
Treatment
For the
LES simulation no wall function is used,
but wall effects were taken into account by
reducing the Smagorinsky constant in the
dampA
the
surface.
cylinder
of
vicinity
ing variable Dd,,, was introduced to rep
duce the Smagorinsky constant in a region
of 20% of the cylinder diameter around
the bluff body. The damping function
has an alternative form of the Van Driest
damping function as shown in equation 4.
This was suggested by (Tutar et al., 1998)
Driindicated
the
that
the
of
van
use
who
cst wall function for separated flows, i. e.
a flow passing a circular cylinder, is questionable.
Near

SOF17WARE
DEVELOPMENT
Dynamic grid adaptation
Therefinementstrategybeingusedin
theREACIFLOWcodeis the so calledhrefinement,wheregrid points are added
and removedbasedon the error estimation and the error bounds,definedat the
start of the simulation. The refinement
of themeshalwaystakesplaceacrossthe
longestedge of the triangularelement,
meaningthat the new createdtriangles
tendto be of equilateralshape.
Method for error Indication
The method for error indication being
implementedis an estimation of the local
interpolation error. For a given variable
of interest, q, an interpolated value for a
grid point xi can be defined. This value iý,
can be defined in various ways. However
in the presentwork the arithmetical mean
is definedover the neighbor grid points:

Wall

Ddw,

p=l-e

A:F)2

(4)

Here A+ is a constant, which in accordanceto literature, is assumedto be 25, yý
is the distance of the element to the wall
in termsof wall-shearunits, i. e. y+ = Y",
V
The shear friction velocity ur is calculated
from the velocity gradient at the wall, i. e.
Ldy
M Thus, by taking the wall efUT__
ýFV fects into account, a damped value for the
Smagorinsky constant is calculated in the
wall region via C, (Dd,,. p) = CDd,,. p.

N

Nj=l

qj

where qj are the values of the variable
at the fth of the N neighbors of the grid
point xi. The interpolatedvalue may now
be comparedwith the actual value in that
grid point, qj. If the absolutevalue of the
difference
ei =- lqi - iil
is greater than a predefinedvalue, a new
grid point will be insertedin the vicinity.
An error estimation of this kind thus
assume the solution to be smooth and
will lead to meshrefinementin the region
in
is
the rethere
certain
a
variation
where
finementvariable. An advantageof the interpolation method is that all neighbor elementsare included in the determination
of a new node, leading to a smootherand
averagedmeshrefinement.

Refinement Variable The determination of an appropriaterefinement
variableto approximatethe discretization
Copyright 0 ASME 2001 by ASME

error heavily relies on the physical problem investigated.Widely used refinement
variables in this respect are the density,
pressure and velocity gradients, as well
the turbulent viscosity. However the discretization error describing the deviation
from the analytical solution of the set of
differential equationsis not directly acccssible. Therefore the refinement variable
is a compromise of the quality of the error indication and the computationalcomplexity of the refinementvariable.
Modiflcation to turbulent viscosity as
a refinement variable The refinement
variable used in this work is derived from
the equation for turbulent viscosity in the
LES turbulence model. By varying the
weight of either the cell size or the strain
rate an other adaptationbehaviour can be
established. The weighting constantsC.
and Cw, have to be defined at the start of
the simulation, and are constant throughout the domain. An increaseof the constant C, will lead to a more solution independentmesh refinement, while an inlead
Cm,
in
to a
the
will
constant
crease
meshrefinementin the regionswherehigh
velocity gradientsdo occur.

0.15, as suggestedin literature (Smagorinsky, 1963), (Ferziger, 1996). Extra attention should been given to the definition of
length scale, as the mesh is of triangular
shape.
Subgrid length wale
A widely used
definition for the subgrid length scale
for a rectangular mesh, proposed by
(Smagormsky, 1963), simply reads: A
As
the present code uses trianN/Fx8ý.
gular grids, the definition of the subgrid
length scale must be considered. In our
previouswork, two definitions for the subgrid length scale have been used. In the
first definition, the subgrid length scale
is defined in a way similar to the definition of Smagorinsky, as shown in equation 9. In the second,the subgrid length
scale is defined as the squareroot of the
triangle surface,as shown in equation 10.
It is argued that the latter is consistent
with the definition of subgrid length scale
proposed by Smagorinsky; Smagorinsky
also definedthe subgrid length scaleas the
squareroot of the surfaceof the element.

Va-x-4
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Turbulence model
Modeling turbulent flow with the
Standard Smagorinsky LES turbulence
model requires the implementation of
equation 2. This equation calculates the
subgrid scale viscosity by meansof four
parameters:
Subgrid length scale
Density
Smagorinskyconstant
Rate of strain
Both density and rate of strain can
be obtained from the CFD code, while
the Smagorinsky constant can be set to

As proposedin the work of (de With,
1999) the second definition, shown in
equation 10, has given better agreement
with experimental data and will be used
in this work.

RESULTS
In this work a mixtureof simulations
havebeenundertaken,
utilizing the DGA
algorithm as well using a conventional
pre-definedmesh. The two simulations
usingtheDGA algorithmhavebothused
an initial meshcontaining7500 nodes.
In the former simulation,the refinement
variableis configuredwith a valueof I
Copyright Q ASME 2001 by ASME

for both constantsC, and C,,,, while in
the latter the constant C, and C,,,. where
set to I and 2 respectively. In the rest of
the simulationsa conventionalpre-defined
meshcontaining 6.1e4nodeswas utilized.
The simulations were performed at a
Re numberof 1.4e5to allow a comparison
in
data
a study
obtained
experimental
with
of (Cantwell and Coles, 1983). Based
on the experimentaldata being available,
a comparison is made with the velocity
decay along the centerline and the shear
q'ý'in
direction
at
sectional
cross
stresses U
1 from the center of the
a distance
711cylinder. The shear stresses u-Tareobtained via a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
analysis to separatethe shear stressesassociated to the shedding frequency from
the shearstressesassociatedto the turbulent motions. Additionally drag coefficient (CD),vortex sheddingfrequency (St)
from
the
obtained
are
angle
and separation
numerical datato allow a comparisonwith
experimentaldata.
As shown in figure 1, good agreement in velocity decay is accomplished
in the downstream region. It is the rebehind
just
the cylincirculation region,
der, where the level of agreementhas dehas
been
unthe
recirculation
creased,and
der predicted. The complexity in modeling the recirculation region is confirmed
by the prediction of shearstresses,shown
in figure 2, which showsgood agreement
away from the cylinder, while towards
the center shear stresseshave been over
deAdditionally
to
velocity
predicted.
drag
it
coefare
stresses,
shear
and
cay
ficient and separationangle which quantify the quality of the flow field in the
region adjacent to the wall. These flow
parameters,obtained from the numerical
data, show an over prediction in comparison with the data of (Cantwell and Coles,
1983). The Strouhal number representing
the frequency of vortex shedding shows
good agreementfor all simulations.

DISCUSSION
It is very surprising that there exists a
vast literature devotedto the development
of error estimatorsfor adaptivegrid strate7
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gies, but almost nothing has been done
to develop refinement variables of determining the error magnitude of numerical
solutions. However, the successof adaptive grid strategiesdependswell on a reliable error estimation and on the adequate
determinationof acceptableerror bounds,
with which the estimatederrors are compared.
Suggestionsfor refinement variables
in a turbulent flow field were done by
(Wang, 1998) and (Zeeuw and Powell,
1992). In a comprehensivestudy which
was conducted by (Zecuw and Powell, 1992), they found a criterion based
on compressibility and rotationality most
suitable. (Wang, 1998) suggestedto use
the local cell Re number as a refinement
instead
in
the
the
of
wall
vicinity
variable
of the divergenceand curl. Despitethe variety of refinement variables suitable for
flow problems where turbulent flow features are of primary interest, it is the use
Copyright 0 ASME 2001 by ASME

Table1. FLOWPARAMETERSFOR A CIRCULARCYLINDERAT RE--1.4e5
CD

St

Sep-H
Cantwell
andColes(1983) 1.24 0.179 77.0
C. = I-C&,.=11.45

0.180

96.0

C, = I-Ct, =21.46

0.173

81.0

0.174

86.0

NO-DGA

of velocity gradients, which they have in
common., Centerline:velocity, variation,
rotationality and local cell Re number are
all obtained from the local velocity gradients. The reasonfor using the velocity
gradient is twofold. In a flow field driven
by convection,it are the complex flow patterns, which are characterizedby the velocity gradientin space.From a numerical
perspective,it is the local cell Re number
and indirectly the velocity gradient, which
is a measurefor the discretization error of
the convection terms. A flow parameter
which incorporatesall the velocity gradients, as well the mesh cell size is the turbulent viscosity, as calculatedin equation
2. With the addition of the two constants
C,. and Cg, into the equation for turbulent viscosity a refinementvariable is proposed, which should indicate for the error magnitudein convectivedriven flows,
and still allow control on the refinement
behaviour,by meansof the two constants
C, and Cq,. The impact of the refinement
constantsonto the refinementbehaviouris
shown in figure 3 and 4. In the former,
the DGA has led to a uniform refinement
in the whole region behind the cylinder,
while in the latter the DGA has refined
boundary layer, separationand shearlayers in high depth, but not much attention
has given to the wake region. A broader
picture of the mesh refinement is shown
in figure 5 and 6. With the constantsC,
and Cm, set to I the refinement is sensitive to the absolute dimensions of the
meshleading to a strong refinementin the
wake region, where the velocity gradients
are substantially smaller comparedto the
region adjacent to die cylinder. In contrast the latter simulation shows no substantial meshrefinementin the region further downstream.

As a consequenceof different refinement behaviour there is a significant dif-,
ference in mesh resolution towards the
end of the simulation. The first simulation
(C, =I -Cj, = 1) establisheda meshcontaining roughly 2.6e4 nodes, while in the
second simulation (C. = 1-Cw,.= 2) the
final mesh containedaround 1.44 nodes.
The main question in both simulations is
the contribution of additional refinement
to the quality of prediction. A comparison of both simulations with experimental data shows that both simulations do
predict the flow well, however both have
got there strengths and weaknesses. In
the first simulation (C. = 1<1, = 1) the
recirculation behind the cylinder is under
predicted as well the drag coefficient and
separationangle deviate from the experimental data. A comparisonof the second
simulation (C,, = 1-C,,,.= 2) showsa deviation in the shear stressestowards the
centerline, as well an over prediction of
the drag coefficient. Basedon the compar.
ison with experimentaldata,it is plausible
that the meshrefinementin the region further downstreamdoeshardly contribute to
the quality of the prediction. This hypothesisis confirmed by the third simulation (NO-DGA). In the third simulation,
a mesh is generatedwith a high resolution around the cylinder, and in the region
further downstreamwhere the wake is expected to develop. In this simulation, velocity decayand Strouhalnumber are predicted well, but there is an over prediction of the shearstressestowardsthe centerline. The level of agreementobtained
with such high mesh resolution, thus support the hypothesis that it is the modeling of the boundary layer and shear layers which is crucial to good flow prediction. It is the secondsimulation (C. = ICopyright 0 ASME 2001 by ASME

(a) MESI I

(b) FLOWHFLD

MESH AND FLOWFIELD AROUND
CIRCULAR CYLINDER Cm = I-Gir =I
Figure 3.

MESH

(b) ULOWFIELD

MESH AND FLOWFIELD AROUND
CIRCULAR CYLINDER Cm = I-Cstr =2
Figure 4.

Figure 5. MESH IN THE DOWNSTREAM REGION C =I -Cj, =I
..

C,,,.= 2) which fulfills this need,and leads
to strong mesh refinement in the boundary layer and shear layers. As a consequence,a whole rangeof small scalevortices are observed in the vicinity of the
wall, these vortices do move along the
boundary in both up- and downstreamdirection. It are the upstream moving vorficesthat crawl underneaththe shearlayer,
penetratinginto the region where separation occurs, leading to an upstreammovement of the separationpoint. It is due to
this mechanism that the separationangle
in the secondsimulation (C,, =I -C,,, = 2)
is over predicted with only 4o
.

Figure 6. MESH IN THE DOWNSTREAM REGION C,. =I -Ct, =2

The error bounds presented in this
work are specific for the utilized DGA algorithm, and do not have a wide applicability, however to ensurea stable grid refinement the lower error bound, used for
coarseningthe mesh,has been set to 50%
of the upper error bound, used for mesh
refinement. To ensurefurther stability of
the DGA algorithm and to reduce computational demand, grid refinement only
takesplace after every tenth time step.
The validation of numerical data has
been limited to averaged quantifies, although it are these quantities which are
of main interest from an applied CFD
perspectiveit under exposesthe instantaneouseffects due to grid adaptation.Typical are the small scale motions in the regions where the mesh has strongly refinement. In here, it could be argued that either the mesh has refined due to the flow
field, or a flow motion has developeddue
to mesh refinement, i. o.w. to what extend can grid adaptation drive the flow
field? In the downstreamregion, this effect should be considerednot to be significant, as the flow is alreadydeterminedby
the upstreamflow. Howeverin the region,
where separation occurs, the mesh can
have significant influence onto the flow
field. Fact is that a comparisonof an instantaneousflow field, at the same time,
of both simulations (C. =I -Cj, = 1) and
(C.. =I -G& = 2) shows a radical difference. To quantify the extend in which the
DGA is driving the flow field is hard to
determine,as the governingequationsand
DGA algorithm are coupled. However,
that the averagequantities do show good
Copyright @ ASME 2001 by ASME

Table2. ERRORBOUNDSFOR COMPARISONWITH ESTIMATEDERROR
upper bound

lower bound

Cm

I -Cstr

I

I. Oe-3

5.0e-4

C.

1-CI,

2

1.6e-2

8.0e-3

agreementcan only meanthat the effect of
small scale vortices is not dominating the
main flow properties.To what extend,this
applies to other kind of flow problems, is
far beyond the aims of this work, but of
significant interestto the CFD society.

CONCLUSION
Severalconclusionscan be drawn
from theresultsobtainedfrom thenumerical data.
* The refinementvariableproposed
in this work allowscontrolon the refinementbehaviourby meansof thetwo constantsC,.andC,,,. By increasingthevalue
of C,., the grid adaptationbecomesmore
meshdependent,
whileanincreaseof constantCt, leadsto a moresolutiondependentrefinementbehaviour.
* Goodagreement
with experimental
datahasbeenobtainedin thedownstream
region for centerlinevelocity, and with
the vortexsheddingfrequency- Towards
areoverprethe centerlineshearstresses
dicted for all simulations,but in particfine
The
mesh.
conventional
ular with
dragcoefficienthasbeenoverpredictedas
well separationangle,althoughit hasto
be mentionedthat the secondsimulation
(C, =I -Ct, = 2) hasonly overpredicted
the separation
angleby 4o.
* It is concludedthatthemodelingof
boundaryand shearlayer are crucial for
good predictionof the flow field. It is
the secondsimulation(C. = 1-Ct, = 2)
which fulfills this requirement,and has
obtaineda goodlevel of agreementwith
a minimumof nodes(1.4e4).
* It hasbeenarguedthat either the
meshhasrefineddueto the flow field, or
dueto mesh
a flow motionhasdeveloped
the agreement
refinement.Nevertheless,
in averaged
quantitiesthroughoutthedifferentsimulationsis anindicationthatthe
main flow field is not drivenby the grid
10

adaptation.
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ABSTRACT
In thepresentstudya DynamicGrid
Adaptation(DGA) algorithmis usedfor
predictingflow arounda circularcylinder
in sub-criticalflow regimeat a Reynolds
numberof 1.4.10. Thereasonfor adopting a DGA algorithmis to use the flow
field as a driving criteria for mesh refinementratherthenthe geometryof the
domainor thejudgmentof
computational
the CFDuserascommonin conventional
how DGA remesh. It is demonstrated
ducesthemeshsizesignificantlyandalso
makestime consumingmeshtestingunnecessary.
Theconceptbeingadoptedis to con-

centratemesh refinement in regions with
high gradients and high turbulent viscosity, while in the region further downstreamwherethe flow is fully developeda
coarsermesh will develop and turbulence
is modeled with the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) turbulencemodel.

The aim of the study is to presentan
appropriatevariable for mesh refinement,
which accomplishesa high rate of mesh
refinement in the region with high gradicnts. The new variable is a product of
the local mesh cell size and the rate of
strain and includes two additional variables to allow control over the refinement
behaviour.

*Address 0 correspondenceto this author.
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NOMENCLATURE

considerable mesh requirements of the
LES type of simulations. In order to overcome the mesh requirementsand still obtain results of good quality the present
work investigatesthe suitability of a Dynamic Grid Adaptation (DGA) algorithm.
Frequently meshes are generatedwhere
due to meshconstructionmethodsthe resolution is high in regions where gradients
are not significant. Consequently, such
meshes have a large number of redundant cells. Conversely,due to time variations in the computed flow field, there
will be regions where the mesh resolution is insufficient. The aim of the present
work was to use DGA methodsto generate mesh refinement in important regions
and converselyto reducemeshrefinement
in regionswith low gradients.
To achieve this aim it was necessary to define and develop mesh refinement variables. Ilere have been many
developmentsrelated to adaptive methods and adaptivegrid strategies(3) (4) (5)
(6). However,there is comparatively little
work reportedon grid adaptationwith turbulent, unsteadyflows. The presentwork
is focussedon the determinationof a reliable refinementvariable.
In this work the CFD code
REACFLOW (7) has been been utilized.
'Ibis code has adopted the projection
methodin the solution procedureand uses
a triangular mesh. Due to the triangular
mesh being used in the REACFLOW
code the definition of the length scale
in the LES turbulence model has to be
considered. The LES turbulence model
belongs to the eddy viscosity type of
turbulence models and calculates the
turbulent viscosity element wise from
both the rate of strain and the cell size of
the element.

A& Element surface
A+ Constant
Cd Drag coeficicnt
C'. Adaptation constantfor mesh
C, Smagorinskyconstant
C,f, Adaptation constantfor strain
Cylinder diameter
D
Dd,,,.Pamping variable
ej Estimatederror
Number of neighbor elements
N
Pressure
p
Refinementvariable
q
iý, interpolated rcfinement variable
Re Reynoldsnumber
131 Magnitude of strain
Sij Strain tcnsor
S, Strouhalnumber
Time
t
-a Averagevelocity
'ac, Averageccnterline velocity
Ui u,vw for i=1,2,3 respectively
Strearnwisevelocity component
u
Ut Streamwisefluc. velocity component
friction
Shear
velocity
U,
Lateral velocity component
v
Lateral fluc. velocity component
I/
direction
in
Space
strearnwise
x
x,yz for i=1,2,3 respectively
xi
direction
lateral
in
Space
Y
Y+ Distance in wall shearunits
Subgrid length scale
A
Laminar viscosity
U,,,.
.
P, Turbulent viscosity
Kinematic viscosity
V
Density
p

INTRODUCTION
Ile presentstudy dealswith the simulation of flow around a circular cylinder at a Reynolds number of I.A. W.
Several studies have been reported for
this type of flow (1) and it is gradually
accepted that it is a difficult test case
for ComputationalFluid Dynamics (CFD)
(2). Tutar & Holdo's results suggest
that the Large Eddy Simulation (LES)
method gives improved results compared
to those of other Reynolds Averaging
Navier Stokes (RANS) based turbulence
models and Breuer (2) demonstratesthe

BACKGROUND
The work being undertakenfocuses
both on grid adaptationand LES turbulencemodeling.The suitabilityof a LES
turbulencemodel in combinationwith
DGA lies in theconceptbeingchosenfor
calculatingturbulentviscosity.In this turbulencemodel,turbulentviscosityis proportionalto the cell sizeof the element,
2
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therefore an increase in mesh resolution
will lead to a reduction in local turbulent
viscosity. In caseof a very fine mesh the
contribution of the LES turbulencemodel
vanishesand the flow is practically calculated without turbulencemodel.

Dynamic grid adaptation
One methodto reducethe numerical error is by reducingthe size of the
discretizationelements.However,an excessiveincreasein meshresolutionwould
demandfor comleadto insurmountable
a
putationalpower. As a consequence
meshsensitivityanalysesis requiredto
find consensusin numericalerror and
demand.This requiresthe
computational
userto estimatebeforehandthe regions
of interest.Researchhasshownthat the
flow predictionis sensitiveto the mesh
resolution,this numericalbehaviourindicatesa needfor dynamicallygenerated
mesh,which adaptthe meshto the flow
field to coverinterestingflow phenomena
in high detail. A well developedandrobustDGA algorithmcanleadto a reduction in bothnumericalerrorandcomputational requirements.This appealingfeathe CFD societyto
ture hasencouraged
developa wholerangeof algorithmsfor
DGA of differentapplicabilityand complexity.
Refinement Strategies In recent years a whole seriesof strategies
havebeendeveloped,a small numberof
based
thesestrategiesare preprocessing
based
focus
meshrea
on
geometry
and
finement. For CFD purposesthe majority of the strategiesis focusingon a solution basedmeshrefinement.This work
will dealwith thesolutionbasedmeshrefinement.Threeapproaches
canbedistinguished;
R-refinement r-refinement, or grid
In this
movement (relocation).
approach a basically fixed number
of grid points is used, but the point
positions are moved in such a way
so that the grid points concentrate
in critical spatial areas (8).
Rrefinement plays an important and

growing role in computational fluid
dynamics, especially where the fluid
interacts with moving walls (as in
piston engines or structuresyielding
to an overpressure).
H-refinement in this approacha variable
number of grid points is used. Points
are added to, or removed from, the
grid according to the local requirements, without changing the positions of the other grid points. As a
result the grid is locally refined or
coarsened(5).
P-refinement in this approach a principally fixed grid is used, but adaptive
solution is obtained by locally varying the order of spatial discretization. Methods which do accomplish
the addition of higher order shape
functions are either the conventional
polynomials (9), spectral element
functions (10) or hierarchical shapefunctions (11).
P-refining methods are increasingly used in finiteelementmethods,often together with
h-refining methods(5).
Indication of error In flow simulations the regions of interest will naturally be regions where there are strong
gradients. The issue of grid refinement is
to modify the grid and focus on the regions of interest.
The information about the regions
where the grid should be refined or coarsenedideally should be provided by an error estimator. Error estimation for fluid
flow calculations is not an easy task. The
Navier-Stokes equations are a coupled,
nonlinear systemand errors presentin any
one of these fields in general will effect
the solutions of all others, in a nonlinear
manner difficult to describe accurately.
The discretization error describesthe deviation from the analytical solution of the
set of differential equations,but is not directly accessible. However, it is possible
to construct approximationsto this error.
There are a number of adaptivemethods in CFD which are designedto be used
in combination with finite element, finite volume and finite difference schemes.
The different schemescan be divided in
Copyright 0 2002 by ASME

For the turbulent flow computations
the space averaged Navier-Stokes equations of an incompressible fluid are written as:

four groups:
jump in property variable The
Simplest error indicator is obtained
by evaluating the jump of some
indicator variable like the turbulent
viscosity, pressure or temperature
within an elementor along an edge.
Interpolation theory In this method an
interpolated value of some indicator
variable is calculated by means of
its surrounding points and compared
with the actual value.
Comparison of derivatives Inhere the
actual value obtained from the utilized numerical schemeis compared
with an indicator variable calculated
with a low order numerical scheme.
This method allows a good estimate
of the error in the higher order
derivatives. 71bemethod can give an
indication as to whether it is more
efficient to use li-refinemenlý or to
increasethe order of accuracy.
Residue of partial differential equation
The essenceof this error estimator
is to use a recoveredmore accurate,
from
higher
solution
order
even
the finite element approximation in
in
the
the
solution
exact
of
place
computationof the error.

iT+

NJ-

I ap

DOu"i
=--+

(p

lam +) Pt

O-QW7

axjaxi
(1)
Here the overbar representsthe filtered
variable. The term p, for the space
averaged equation is called the subgrid scale viscosity or turbulent viscosity.
Smagorinsky (12) proposed a method of
calculating the subgrid scale viscosity as
shown in equation2.
t

axj

P axi

pt =

P

131

11= CIA

(3)

Here C, is the Smagorinsky constant,
which normally hasa value in the rangeof
0.10 to 0.25, A is the subgrid length scale
associatedto the grid size. The quantity
Sjjis the resolvable strain rate given by
equation4.

S'j

LES Turbulence Model
The fluctuationsoccurring in the flow
different
be
of
a
range
with
can associated
turbulence scales,also known as eddies.
The large scales are associated to low
frequency vortices and their behaviour is
dominated by the main flow. The small
scalesare more isotropic and uniform in
their behaviour, consequently the effects
of small scalesare easierto estimate.
The idea behind LES turbulence
modeling is to use a mesh fine enough
to ensure that the larger scales can be
resolved explicitly by the mesh, while
the small scales-called subgrid scales-,
which cannot be observed in the numerical domain, are estimated via the LES
model assumptions.The small scalesare
taken into accountvia an extra dissipation
term, which accountsfor the energydissipation which occurresin the small scales.

It a-ui
-2 ýTj-

a-ai

In the next step the locally calculated
turbulent viscosity, which for each element varies in magnitude, is addedto the
laminar viscosity. In the new time step,
the governing equationswill be resolved,
including the turbulent viscosity to account for the subgrid scales.
Near Wall Treatment For the
LES simulation no wall function is used,
but wall effects were taken into account
by reducing the length scalein the vicinity
of the cylinder surface. A damping variable Dd,,,,p was introduced to reduce the
Smagorinskyconstantin a region 20% of
the cylinder diameter around the cylinder.
The damping function has an alternative
form to the standardvan Driest damping
4
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function as shown in equation5. This was
suggestedby Tutar & Holdo (1) who indicatedthat the use of the standardvan Driest wall function for separatedflows, i. e.
a flow passinga circular cylinder, is questionable.

that triangles with very high aspectratio
are not formed.
Refinement Variable Ile determination of an appropriate refinement
variable to approximatethe discretization
error dependsvery much on the physical
problem investigated.Widely usedrefinement variablesin this respectare the density, pressure and velocity gradients, as
well as the turbulent viscosity. However
the discretization error describing the deviation from the analytical solution of the
set of differential equationsis not directly
accessible.Therefore the refinementvariable is a compromisebetweenthe quality
of the error indication and the computational complexity of the refinement variable.

(AA

Ddamp =I-

e-

z+2
ý)

(5)

Here A+ is a constant, which in accordance with literature, is assumed to be
25, y+ is the distance of the element to
the wall in terms of wall-shear units, i. e.
y+ = M. The shearfriction velocity u,
V
is calculatedfrom the velocity gradient at
rV
7;
the wall, i. e. uc--, .'. - 71bus,by tWdng
the wall effects into account, a damped
value for the length scale is calculated in
the wall region via 1, = CADdamp-

SOFrWARE DEVELOPMENT
Dynamic grid adaptation
Therefinementstrategybeingusedin
the REACFLOWcodeis the so calledhrefinement,wheregrid points are added
and removedbasedon the error estimation and the error bounds,definedat the
startof thesimulation.Themethodfor error indicationis anestimationof thelocal
interpolationerror.Fora givenvariableof
interest,q, aninterpolatedvaluefor a grid
point xi canbe defined.Ibis valueiý,can
be definedin variousways, howeverin
thepresentwork thearithmeticalmeanis
definedovertheneighborgrid pointsand
compared
with theactualvaluein thatgrid
point, qj. If the absolutevalueof the differenceexceedsa predefinedvalue,a new
grid point will be insertedin the vicinity.
An errorestimationof this kind assumes
the solutionto be smoothand will lead
to meshrefinementin the region where
therearehigh gradients.An advantage
of
the interpolationmethod,in comparison
to othermethods,is thatall neighborelementsareincludedin thedetermination
of
a new node,leadingto a smoothermesh
refinement.The refinementof the mesh
alwaystakesplaceacrossthelongestedge
of the triangularelement,which ensures
5

Modification to turbulent viscosity as a
refinement variable The variable used
in this work is derived from the equation
for turbulent viscosity in the LES turbulence model. By varying the weight of
either the cell size or the strain rate, by
meansof the DGA variablesC,. and C,,,,
a different adaptationbehaviourcan be establishedLT'heDGA variablesC. and CI,
have to be defined at the start of the simulation, and are constantthroughoutthe domain. An increaseof the variable C. will
lead to a more solution independentmesh
refinement, while an increasein the variable Ct, will lead to a meshrefinementin
the regions where high velocity gradients
exist.

IgI
(C$,
&)2
pt =p

2A?
C131c-"
qi = pC,

(7)

Turbulence model
modeling turbulent flow with the
Standard Smagorinsky LES turbulence
model requires the implementation of
equation 2. This equation calculatesthe
subgrid,scale viscosity by meansof four
parameters:
Copyright 02002 by ASME

"
"
"
"

Subgrid length scale
Density
Smagorinskyconstant
Rate of strain

a uniform velocity profile is imposed,
while on the outlet boundary pressureis
imposed and velocity is set free. No-slip
boundary conditions are applied to the
cylinder wall and all velocity components
are set to zero. On both horizontal boundaries velocity is imposed; the velocity
in the y direction is set to v=0 so that
no flow can be drained off or entrained
via theseboundaries. To ensureno mesh
refinement will take place along the
horizontal boundaries, the x-component
of the velocity is set equal to the velocity
imposed at the inlet in order not to
maintain any velocity gradient along the
horizontal boundaries.
In this work a total of six simulations are carried out. The first simulation presentedis carried out with conventional mesh using 6.1 - 104 nodes. The
other five simulations have utilized the
DGA algorithm. The configuration of the
DGA algorithm required specification of
the DGA variables Cmand C,,,, threshold
values for mesh refinement and coarsening, as well asa minimum meshsizeto restrict excessivemesh refinement. Details
of the DGA configuration are presentedin
table 2 and 3.
Ile flow profiles shown are the time
integratedstreamwisevelocity component
both in streamwiseand transversedirection, as well as the turbulent shearstress
along the transverseaxis. In addition drag
1,
CD
Strouhal number St2 and
coefficient
separationangle are calculated from the
time integratedflow field and presentedin
table 1.

A
p
C,
131

Both density and rate of strain can be
obtained from the CFD code, while the
Smagorinskyconstant can be set to 0.15,
as suggestedin literature (12) (13). Extra attention was given to the definition of
subgrid length scale,becauseof the triangular shapeof the elements.
Subgrid length scale A widely used
definition for the subgrid length scalein 2D rectangularmeshis A= VIK.-AX,neverthelessin severalstudiesit was found that
A= N/fU-y leads to more accuratere-Ay
in
A=
(14)
and
some
sults than
A/4;
A
>2 seems necessary
cases even
Y
xAY
(15). In the work of Vreman et. al. (14)
the subgrid length scaleA in LES was set
Vfý;
_Ay,
indicating that a
A=
to
equal
minimum of two elementsis taken to represent the smallest eddiesresolved in the
flow field. In other words,what is the minimum grid being necessaryfor resolving
a turbulent scale in a triangular unstructured mesh. Previous work of de With
(16) concluded that a suitable definition
for the subgrid length scale in a triangular meshreads:
F! A.,A
y- VA-tr
A=.
2- Inhere the subgrid length scale is chosen
to be the squareroot of the element surface and indicates that the smallestpossible scaleto be modeledemploysthreegrid
points.

Basic flow features
In this work a variety of simulations
is presentedand comparedwith the experimental data from Cantwell & Coles (17).
The dimensionsof the wakeregion behind
the cylinder, as well as the turbulenceintensity along the transverseaxis are predicted with varying success,as shown in

SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Computational domain and simulations
The computational domain and
boundaryconditionsused for the simulationswith DGA are shownin figure 1,
picture (b) showsthe meshat the start
of the simulation.At the inlet boundary

11be drag coefficient is the sum of the streamwise pressureforces acting on the cylinder relative
to the density and inlet velocity CD
2Strouhal

number is the frequency of the periodic
wave relative to cylinder diameter and inlet velocity
S= fD
f

6

..
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ers and along the cylinder, while in the
latter the refinement is sharp and narrow
and more focussedon areasthat maintain
a high rate of strain. Therefore, despite
the hmited number of nodesin the simulation with C. = 1, CI, =2 and 1.4-104
nodes,its smallestelement(table 4) is still
smaller than the equivalentelement(table. 4) in the simulation with C, = 1, C,,,.= 1,
and 2.8-104 nodes,as shown in table 4.

figure 2 to 5.
The velocity decay is predicted well
for the simulations using C. =I
and
Co, = 2, however there is a lack of agreement in the simulation with C. and Ca,
being I and 2 respectively and a mesh
containing 2.8-104 nodes, in the region
3 to 5 cylinder diameters away from the
cylinder. Similarly, the downstream region deviates from experimental data in
the simulations with a mesh containing
4.3 - 104 and 4.5 - 104 nodes respectively
indicating a short wake region. Both simulations have over predicted the Strouhal
number with 5% and 17% respectively,
while in all other simulations Strouhal
number is predicted in good agreement
with experimental data. Drag coefficient
CD is over predicted in all simulations and
hold values for drag coefficient CD which
are also shown in previous work of Tutar
& Holdo (1) and Breuer (2).

The variation in flow prediction is
primarily due to meshrefinementand confirms the complexity of the physical processesin which certain flow regions and
vortex scalesin the flow field are over proportionally important. Ibis means that
the determination of a proper refinement
variable can not be decoupled from the
physics that are under investigation. A
good refinement variable for separating
flows at high Reynoldsnumbersis not by
definition suitable for flows where other
featuresare of key interest. Nevertheless
it would be expectedthat a high level of
mesh refinement is only required in limited areas.

Surprisingly the deviation with experimental data grows with increasing
mesh resolution. The prediction of turbulent shear stress in the wake region
in
increase
that
mesh resoan
confirms
lution does not automatically lead to an
improvement of the flow prediction. Although there is a clear trend that an increasing mesh resolution leads to an increasein shearstress,the simulation using
a mesh of approximately 4.5-104 nodes
doesover predict the shearstressby about
25%. A reduction in quality of the prediction with increasing mesh resolution was
not expected beforehand. Nevertheless,
trends of this kind where also seenin the
work of Breuer (2). Distinct arguments
for thesetrends are difficult to present as
this problem relates to the resolution of
small scale vortecies of the small scale
flow phenomena.

The flow field predicted in the simulation with C,. = 1, Ct,. =2 and a mesh
containing 1.4-104 nodes holds not only
good agreementwith experimental data,
but also with the simulation using conventional mesh. Both simulations do maintain similar mesh resolution in the vicinity of the wall and shear layer, the only
significant difference lies in the prediction
of turbulent shearstresstowards the center line. It could be argued that the lack
of agreementin turbulent shearstressoccurs due to the coarse mesh away from
the cylinder in the region where the shear
stress profile is located. In this region
meshresolution is only a fraction in comparisonwith the simulation using conventional mesh. Therefore the importanceof
these vortices for the flow field is subject to discussionand the simulations indicate that the important flow mechanisms
where the flow will be determined take
place further upstream,in the vicinity of
the wall, separationpoint and shear layers. A mesh refinement in the critical regions is accomplished by using C. =I
and Car = 2. Here substantiallylessnodes

Influence of grid adaptation constants C, and C,,,
With theintroductionof thetwo variablesC, and Cg, in the refinementvariable thereis a userdefinedcontrol. Ile
for thegrid
constants
useof theadaptation
is clearlyshownin figure6 and
adaptation
7. In the first picturea smoothmeshrefinementhastakenplacein the shearlay7
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duction in mesh size up to 75% and allows a significant reduction in computational requirements for flows where turbulence is of key interest. 'I'he reduction
in mesh size is accomplishedby using the
flow field as the driving criteria for mesh
refincmcnL Instead, with a conventional
meshthe refinementis either basedon the
geometryof the numerical domain, astypically seenin body curved fitted mesh,or
basedon the judgment of the CID user.
However,in both casesthe mesh doesnot
reflect ideally on the flow structures being modeledand requirestime consuming
mesh testing. Mesh refinement with conventional methods is subject to the users
expertiseand judgment and is limited by
the capabilities of mesh generators. It
is the use of DGA algorithms which enables a solution based mesh refinement,
whereby refinement criteria are inextricably bound up with the turbulent flow features.

are used in comparison with the simulations using C. =I and C,1, = 1, however
the nodesare mainly allocated in the critical regions and is suspectedthat for this
reason better agreementis obtained with
the experimentaldata.
It is interesting to note that a further meshrefinementin the vicinity of the
wall does not improve the flow prediction. A decay in the quality of the prediction could occur due to separationtaking
place in turbulent mode, however there is
no turbulent kinetic energyuntil the point
of separationwhich suggeststhat separation takes place in the laminar mode as
experimentallyexpectedfor a sub-critical
Reynoldsnumbersforming free shearlayers. However an increasein mesh resolution leadsto a wider spectrumof vortices.
It is a plausible conjecture that the small
scalevorticesof this type, generatedin the
lead
increase
in
to
the
an
of
wall,
vicinity
turbulent activity in the shearlayers. As
the vortices in the shear layer are growing in magnitude due to coalescing with
be
inthere
an
will
surrounding vortices
creasein turbulent intensity as supported
by figure 3 and 5. The major question
relevant is the physical representationof
the small scalevortices. Although the nubound
inextricably
up with the
are
merics
physicsto be modeled,numerical requirements have to be fulfilled to ensure nufulfield.
To
flow
the
of
stability
merical
fill thesecriteria imperfections in the numerical schemehave to be accepted. In
this respectit is important to mention the
flux limiter used to ensurethe TVD criteria. The existenceof sharp velocity profiles makes the flow field more sensitive
to dispersion in the flow field (18) leading to numerical dispersion. Another aspect relevant to the modeling of the flow
field is the 2 dimensional simplification in
this work, as a consequenceflow motions
in the spanwise direction, which are expected to occur in real live are not considered. Therefore the effect of 3 dimensional flow motions on the flow prediction
is subject to discussionand is an interesting point for further investigation.

CONCLUSION
The conventional meshes used in
previous investigations have significant
drawbacks. Due to the fact that the mesh
is fixed throughout the simulation, a high
mesh resolution has to be applied in all
regions where complex flow behaviour is
expected. It is most likely that a signifi.
cant percentageof the meshwill haveonly
a marginal influence on the flow prediction, leading to an inefficient use of the
nodes. Therefore a proper design of the
meshrequiresa goodunderstandingof the
fluid dynamics being investigated,in particular if the flow is of high complexity as
in flows for industrial application for example. There are several advantagesin
using the DGA algorithm in flows for industrial application.
*A solution based grid refinement
will minimize the need to estimate the
flow field beforehand.Instead a DGA algorithm generatesa meshwhich reflect on
the flow structuresbeing modelled. 'Ibis
aspectof DGA is shown in figure 6.
* There is no need for tirne consuming mesh testing neither for sophisticated
mesh generators,insteadthe mesh generatesunder its own flow development.

The useof DGA togetherwith a modified pt for error indication enablesa re8
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The presentwork shows that the successof adaptivegrid strategiesdependson
a reliable error estimation and on the adequate determination of acceptableerror
bounds. The importance of reliable error estimation and determination of error
boundson the flow prediction is shown in
figures 2 to 5 and table, 1. The present
work demonstratesthat the use of a modified p, yields reliable results. Good agreement in both experimental data (17) and
conventionalmeshis obtained in the sim.
ulation with C, = 1, CI, =2 and a mesh
containing IA- 104nodes.The simulation
has shown:
*The reduction in number of nodes
is 75% and the mesh resolution in the refined areaswhich is of equal order to the
simulation using conventionalmesh.
* The predicted flow parametersand
averaged velocity profiles are in good
agreementwith each other, nevertheless
the main differences between both simulations, can be found in the turbulent shear
stressprofiles along the transverseaxis as
shown in figure 3 and 5.
*A strong, but narrow mesh refinemcnt has takenplace in the vicinity of the
wall nearthe point of separationand in the
small scalevorticesin the shearlayers further downstream,while a coarsemesh is
maintained in the wake region behind the
cylinder.
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Tablet

FLOWPARAMETERSFORA CIRCULARCYLINDERATRe = 1.4CD

Cantwell and Coles (1983)

St

0.179

77
86

C,, =1ICm, =112.8-l04

0.174
1.45 0.180

96

C. =lIC,

1.47

0.188

89

C. =lIC&r=114.5-104

1.35

0.210

95

C. =lIC,,

lA6

0.173

81

1.38

0.176

85

NO-DGA 16.1-104

Ir=114.3-l04

r=21l.

4-104

C. =11C&r=212.8-W

1.24

Separation Angle

Table2. CONFIGURATIONOF DGA ALGORITHM

Upper Threshold

lower

Thmhold

C,. =II

Ctr = 112.8 - 104

5.0.10-4

Cm =II

Cm, = 114.3 -104

2.5-

C. =II

Cq, = 114.5 -104

2.5.10ý4

1.25.10-4

C. = 11 Cjr = 21 IA- 104

7.0-10-4

3.50-10-4

C,,,= 11 Cjr = 212.8 - 104

3.5- 10-4

1.75-10-4

2.50-10-4

10-4

1.25- 10-4

Table3. MAXIMUMMESH RESOLUTIONFOR DGAALGORITHM

[1

Max-Mesh resOlutiOft Ael

Cm= 1 ICtr=

112.8-104

2.44 - lffi

Cm=1 ICar= 114.3-104

2.44 -W

Cm= 11 Car = 114.5 - 104
Cm= 11 Ctr = 211.4 - 104
Cm= 11 C.«, = 212.8.104

9.80 - iffi

12

2.44- lffi
2.44 - lffi
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Table4. MAXIMUMMESH RESOLUTIONFORA CIRCULARCYLINDERATRe = 1.4.
1
Max-Meshresolidion xt,-

NO-DGA 16.1* 104

7.20-104

C, = 11 Qt, = 112.8 * 104
n

1.18. iffi

C=

11Ca, = 114.3 * 104

C,. = 11Ca, = 114.5 * lffi

1.55.101
4.72-Iffi

11 Qf, = 211.4 * 104

1.55.1()5

Cm= 11C«, = 212.8 * 104

1.58. W

C=

13
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